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THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2008

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met at 10:00 a.m. in room SD-106 of the Dirksen

Senate Office Building, The Honorable Charles E. Schumer (Chair-
man) presiding.

Senators PRESENT. Bingaman, KIobuchar, Casey, Webb, Brown-
back, Sununu, DeMint, and Bennett.

Representatives PRESENT. Maloney, Hinchey, Hill, Cummings,
Doggett, Saxton, English, Brady, and Paul.

Staff Present: Christina Baumgardner, Heather Boushey, Nate
Brustein, Gail Cohen, Nan Gibson, Colleen Healy, Marc Jarsulic,
Aaron Kabaker, Michael Laskawy, David Min, Aaron Rottenstein,
Justin Ungson, Ted Boll, Connie Foster, Chris Frenze, Bob
Keleher, Tyler Kurtz, Robert O'Quinn, Jeff Schlagenhauf, Christina
Valentine, Colm Willis, and Jeff Wrase.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CHARLES E.
SCHUMER, CHAIRMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Chairman Schumer. Let's clear out. Okay, good morning. Our
hearing will open.

First, let me just make a little housekeeping note here. Because
of the time constraints on Chairman Bernanke's schedule, he has
to testify in front of House Financial Services this afternoon and
must be gone by 12:30.

We're going to limit opening statements today to the Chair, Vice
Chair, Ranking Member and the Senior Senate Minority Member.
I generally like to give everyone a chance to-do opening statements,
but, instead, what we've done, is given seven minutes of question
period, instead of five, and we encourage members, if they wish to
make-use part of that time to make a statement, to feel -free to
do so.

We'll also, without objection, enter all other members' opening
statements into the record.

[The prepared statement of other members appears in the Sub-
missions for the Record on page 89.]

Chairman Schumer. Before I get into my statement, I'd like- to
acknowledge the service of one of our colleagues on this Committee,
Congressman Jim Saxton. He's retiring at the end of this Congress.

Jimmy and I have been friends since he came to the House. He's
been a distinguished Member of this Committee for 15 years; he's
been chair of this Committee three times; Vice Chair three times.

(1)
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Jim, thanks for your service, and we'll miss you.
Mr. Saxton. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Chairman Schumer. Okay, to begin, of course, I'd like to wel-

come you to this hearing, Mr. Chairman, and I'd like to thank you
for appearing before this and the two other Committees you're tes-
tifying in front of.

I think we all know how grueling this can be, but it's an impor-
tant part of the process, and, frankly, sunlight is a great cleanser
and disinfectant.

If the Administration's plan can't withstand public scrutiny, we
cannot make our case to the American taxpayers we represent, and
I think hearings like those that began in the Senate Banking Com-
mittee, under the leadership of Chairman Dodd, and continuing in
Financial Services this afternoon, have been important.

Over the last 24 hours, I've seen greater signs of cooperation
among my colleagues in the Congress, who, despite many of their
well-founded reservations, recognize the magnitude of the problems
we face and the importance of getting something done.

So the hearings are part of this process, the so-called sausage-
making. We're doing them under speedy circumstances this time,
because of the worries we all have about the financial markets, but
they're a necessary and important part of the process, and they
help move things along.

As I said, I think we're better off today in terms of getting this
bill done, than we were yesterday, because of your and your col-
leagues' testimony.

Now, when you were last before this Committee, Mr. Chairman,
in April-and this was a regularly scheduled hearing of the Com-
mittee, where you always appear before us twice a year, and this
was scheduled long before the crisis-the crisis we were facing then
was the collapse of Bear Stearns.

And I can say that most of us thought that we had just wit-
nessed an event that we were never likely to see again in our life-
times, and yet here we are, six months later, and we're discussing
a crisis many orders of magnitude greater.

Mr. Chairman, I believe you have been eloquent and impassioned
in your warnings of the dangers we face, and that we must try to
do all we can to resolve the threat to our financial system.

And I will reiterate what I said yesterday at the Banking Com-
mittee: I do believe we must act and we must act soon.

But let us be clear. Americans are furious. I am sure that every
single one of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle has heard
what I have heard from my constituents: Amazement, astonish-
ment, and intense anger.

And they are right to be astonished and very angry. Over the
last eight years, we were told that markets knew best, that finan-
cial alchemy had reduced risk to an afterthought, and that we were
entering a new world of global growth and prosperity.

Instead, what we have learned, is that we now have to pay for
the greed and recklessness of those who should have far known
better.

Unfortunately, that truth doesn't solve the crisis that confronts
us, and while Wall Street may have caused these problems, if we
do nothing, Main Street will also pay a severe price.
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Pension funds, money market mutual funds, and 401(k) plans
will be negatively impacted. Credit is already tightening, which im-
pacts households, as well as businesses large and small throughout
the country.

The lock down in lending has widespread consequences. I've
heard from car manufacturers that it's virtually impossible to get
an auto loan right now, unless you have a very high credit score.

This year alone, they are likely to sell six million fewer cars than
they otherwise would, if credit remains as tight as it is today.

So, even though the workers in Buffalo and Detroit and St. Louis
are blameless, they will suffer. It's not fair; it's not right, but, un-
fortunately, that's the world we live in today, and, to put our heads
in the sand like ostriches and ignore it will not serve the interest
of those workers very well.

It's the reality we face and I think we, on both sides of the aisle
here in Congress, recognize it.

I want to assure the markets once again-and I think I speak
for all of us-that we will no be dilatory and we will not add extra-
neous amendments; we will not Christmas-tree this bill, and we
will work in a bipartisan way to act and act soon.

In the last day, it has become clear to me that with the exception
of a few outliers on either side, there is clear recognition among
members of both parties, that we must act and act soon.

And it has been good to hear from both Senators Obama and
McCain, that they believe we must act, though, like us, they be-
lieve changes must be made in the Administration plan.

Still, as I said yesterday, as well, we must beware that in taking
actions, we do not choose a bad solution. The markets want action;
we understand that, but if we act so quickly that we create an inef-
fective solution without adequate safeguards, then we risk the plan
failing, which would be an even worse outcome for the markets, for
the economy, and for our country.

Even on Wall Street, $700 billion is a lot of money, and none of
the thousands of money managers would invest that sum without
appropriate due diligence. These hearings and the discussions that
are happening as we speak, are our Congressional due diligence,
and we take that responsibility seriously and we will make intel-
ligent and relevant improvements to the Administration plan.

We owe nothing less than that to the taxpayers who have put us
in office to safeguard their economic well being. It is a sacred trust
and I can say that it's a responsibility that all my colleagues, both
Democrats and Republicans, whatever our philosophical dif-
ferences, hold very dear.

As I have said, I believe there are three essential components
that must be part of this plan: THO, taxpayers, homeowners, and
oversight.

There can be no question-and this nonnegotiable-that we must.
put taxpayers first. They must come ahead of bondholders, share-
holders, and executives, and we need to add to the Administration's
legislation those types of protections.

I think we must consider seriously, putting this program in
place, in tranches or installments, so that we do not limit the Sec-
retary's ability to act, as necessary, but are able to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of these expenditures over time.
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If the program is working, Congress will certainly ratify con-
tinuing expenditures by the Treasury, but if it's not working, then
we will need to review it before we once again find ourselves on the
brink.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on that possibility, Mr.
Chairman.

Another idea I've proposed, is an insurance fund, modeled on the
FDIC and paid for by the financial industry, that can defray some
of the long-term costs of the Administration plan.

It clearly cannot cover the entire cost, but it seems only fair that
the industry that will receive the vast benefit of this taxpayer-fund-
ed program, pay for some share of it themselves.

Both Secretary Paulson and you seemed positively disposed to
that idea yesterday, and, again, I look forward to hearing further
from you today, as well.

Finally, on the taxpayer side, I remain puzzled by the resistance
you and Secretary Paulson have offered to proposals that Senator
Jack Reed and many of my colleagues have made about the need
for equity being part of the process we are discussing.

My constituents are asking me about it, as do many of the busi-
ness people and many of your fellow economists who I've spoken to
about this.

This morning, Warren Buffett got an equity share in Goldman
Sachs and it didn't stop Goldman Sachs from making the deal with
Warren Buffett. It seems only fair that we reward taxpayers, if, as
we hope, this plan succeeds.

We also must do something to help homeowners. Chairman
Bernanke, you, yourself, have repeatedly stated that until we find
a floor in the housing markets-and foreclosures are directly re-
lated to finding this floor-we will not solve the problem.

And that affects not just those who made bad mortgages and not
just those who will lose their homes through no fault of their own-
the second group should be protected, the first should not-but it
affects every homeowner. The number of foreclosures and the price
of the average American's home, are intrinsically related to one an-
other and can't be .separated.

As we've seen the complications of securitization, where mort-
gages are placed into pools and then broken up into a large number
of securities, has created an enormous problem, it seems to me that
any voluntary program does not work, and the only mandatory pro-
gram that's available, is bankruptcy, and I would also like to dis-
cuss that with you, as well.

Finally, this is the last of what I call the three THO principles:
There must be greater oversight as part of this plan. The Adminis-
tration is simply asking for trust. However much we may like Sec-
retary Paulson or you, Mr. Chairman, no sane person would put
$700 billion in your hands on trust alone.

I cannot in good faith, tell my constituents that "it's fine; we
know they'll do the right thing." Strict oversight is a sine qua non,
and I think that this will be the easiest part of the three, tax-
payers, homeowners, oversight, to accomplish.

To close, I'd like to add a few words about something I worry has
gotten lost in our focus on this crisis. As I have said, I do believe
that we will fix the financial crisis we face, but that will not, in
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and of itself, fix many of the other problems that continue to be-
devil American families.

The economy of the past eight years, has hammered the Amer-
ican middle class; their incomes have declined, their healthcare
coverage has weakened, the price of their gas and food has sky-
rocketed, the value of their homes has plummeted, and now many
of them find their jobs threatened.

The plan the Administration has put forward, with certain modi-
fications, will, I hope, resolve this current mess, but many other ob-
stacles remain ahead of us. It is not enough to maintain the status
quo. We must find a way once again to make the American econ-
omy the engine of prosperity it once was for all Americans, and not
a casino where we let some earn extreme rewards by taking exces-
sive risks while the rest of us get stuck with the bill.

[The prepared statement of Senator Schumer appears in the Sub-
missions for the Record on page 50.]

Chairman Schumer. Congressman Saxton?

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JIM SAXTON, A
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW-JERSEY .

Mr. Saxton. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to join in welcoming Chair-
man Bernanke, and before I begin my statement, I would like to
thank you for the kind words at the outset.

I've enjoyed very much being a Member, Chairman and Vice
Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee. It's been a pleasure,
and I hope that Members of Congress in both parties. have bene-
fitted from the discussions that we've had with the Administration,
with regulators, and with representatives of the financial commu-
nity, as well.

I would like to say also that, little did I know, in all the years
that I've been a Member and Chairman of this committee that my
tenure would end on such a serious note.

This is a serious problem for our economy and it's a serious prob-
lem for Wall Street. But, most of all, my heartstrings tug when I
get telephone calls from my constituents, and from people all across
the country, for that matter who call and ask, what's going to hap-
pen to their nest egg, what's going to happen to their savings,
what's going to happen to their money market, what's going to hap-
pen to their hometown bank? Those are questions that are cer-
tainly important for them to ask and for us to help solve.

The main cause of the financial turmoil in the market, as I see
it, is the collapse of the housing bubble, inflated by various govern-
ment policies over many years.

Government policies supported in Congress, encouraged the ex-
pansion of the subprime and other risky mortgages that fueled the
housing bubble. I've been a student of housing prices over the
years, and it was clear to me over the past three years or so, that
as we saw the housing bubble escalate, that there was sure to be
a correction and here it is.

In exchange, despite warnings for many years that both Fannie
and Freddie were excessively leveraged to a degree that -was dan-
gerous, they continued to inflate the housing bubble, undeterred by
accounting scandals.
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Now the country will have to pay a very high price for lending
policies highly influenced by political and not economic objectives.
Given their financial problems, created by politicization of decision
making, Fannie and Freddie have essentially been taken over by
the Federal Government.

In another startling development over the last several weeks, a
distinct investment banking industry, established by the provisions
of the well-meaning Glass-Steagall Act, has essentially ceased to
exist.

The independent investment banking business model proved un-
able to withstand the stress in the financial markets, wracking the
entire financial structure of our economy.

These investment banks were highly leveraged and relied on
short-term funds to finance longer-term investments. Unfortu-
nately, many of these investments were mortgaged-backed securi-
ties whose value has plunged over the last year.

The fact that the investment banking industry, created by gov-
ernment regulation, has proven unsound, is a reminder that gov-
ernment policies do not always provide effective solutions, but can,
in fact, create problems.

As a result, many investors are rightly concerned about the safe-
ty of their savings and their investments, and I'm not talking about
big investors; I'm talking about mom and dad, who go to work
every day and put some of their earnings in a savings account and
that are now scared to death about what's going to happen to those
nest eggs.

Some action by government is now needed to recapitalize the
banks and other financial institutions, either by injections of equity
or removal of toxic investments.

In this financial meltdown, there is plenty of blame to go around,
but, ultimately, the American people expect action to deal with this
crisis. One good place to start would be guaranteeing the safety of
transaction accounts, checking accounts, and money market ac-
counts, that is, to assure savers and small businesses, that their
basic financial needs can be met without disruption.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, and I yield back.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 52.]
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Congressman Saxton. Vice

Chair Maloney?

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CAROLYN B.
MALONEY, VICE CHAIR, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW
YORK
Vice Chair Maloney. Good morning. I'd first like to thank

Chairman Schumer for holding this timely hearing to examine the
economic outlook, especially in light of these sobering developments
in our financial markets in recent days and months, and I want to
welcome Chairman Bernanke.

What started out as a subprime crisis last summer, has com-
pletely changed the face of Wall Street and created a tinderbox
that poses a significant threat to our financial system.

Treasury Secretary Paulson's $700 billion proposal for the Fed-
eral Government to buy toxic assets, is the equivalent of one-quar-
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ter of the entire federal budget in 2008, more than the total
amount we spent this year on either the defense of our country-
and we are in two wars-or the entire Social Security system.

American taxpayers are being asked to pour more of their good
money after bad, while not being provided with any alternatives.
Your Senate testimony yesterday, made the distinction between the
market price, the fire sale price, and the higher, hold-to-maturity
value, which is the price the government would pay under your
plan.

Your critics have called this a multi-billion-dollar subsidy, and I
would like you to clarify it further. Just a fraction of this money
could be used to help millions of Americans avoid losing their
homes.

I am confused by the fact that the Paulson Plan prefers govern-
ment intervention instead of the private sector acquiring these as-
sets. Yesterday, it was announced that Berkshire Hathaway in-
tends to invest $5 billion in Goldman Sachs. Morgan Stanley sold
a portion of their firm to the private sector over the weekend.

One could say this is in response to government actions and a
backstop to the markets, but also it was reported that AIG had pri-
vate offers, as did Lehman.

The idea that the private sector does not want to buy these as-
sets, and, instead, our government should pay a premium and that
this is somehow good for the taxpayer, seems dubious.

Upon receiving this taxpayer money, large multinational firms
have three choices: They can provide credit in America, they could
invest in other countries, or they could conserve it to replenish
their capital, which is what happened in the Japanese banking cri-
SiS.

Some critics have said that we are taking a big chance in not
knowing where this money will end up.

The other issue that has been repeatedly raised, is the daisy-
chain reaction of one firm bringing down the system. One solution
that has been proposed, would be to allow government to seize the
assets and do an orderly sale, before default and the ensuing need
for taxpayer-funded bailout.

Perhaps you can explain why this alternative is not addressed in
the Paulson program.

When management of so-called too-big-to-fail firms, have a li-
quidity crisis that could be avoided, if they'd just accept a buyout
offer, wouldn't it serve the public interest, if the Fed briefly guar-
anteed such firms' short-term obligations, eliminating systemic risk
and then force the auction of the firm to the highest bidder? Isn't
that better than effectively nationalizing the firm, as in the AIG
case; letting it fail and. damage the system, like Lehman; or worse,
having the taxpayers buy only the very worst assets, as the plan
proposes to do?

These are questions that our constituents deserve to have an-
swered. We all recognize the need to do what.is best for the Amer-
ican economy, as a whole. We all recognize that the time will come
for an investigation of how we came to this crisis, but any plan to
use taxpayer funds, must require that the businesses using the
plan, make sacrifices, just as we are asking current and future gen-
erations of Americans to do.
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I look forward to your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Vice Chair Maloney appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 88.]
Chairman Schumer. Senator Brownback?

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE SAM
BROWNBACK, A U.S. SENATOR FROM KANSAS

Senator Brownback. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we're at a crossroads. We face the most monu-

mental economic decisions in modern times. This is not the time to
posture in pursuit of political advantage.

Two things, I believe, are certain: Inaction is not an option, and
we have to get this right.

To date, we've dealt with symptoms of the crisis and we now deal
with the cancer itself. The American people are angry and they cer-
tainly have every right to be.

To most, this looks like just one more example of the government
making them pay for someone else's failures, and to paraphrase
President Reagan, they want the government to walk by their side
and stop riding on their back.

This is, at its core, I believe, about the interaction of Wall Street
and Main Street. Absent action, there's a prolonged period in which
credit stops flowing, there is a severe adverse threat to the finan-
cial conditions of every household, every American family, every
American business, small and large.

This is certainly not an abstract fear. I'm sure that everybody on
this Committee has heard real-world examples of how this crisis is
hitting the real economy of their constituents.

For example, a major automobile seller was unable to obtain
funding at workable rates to finance sales of its automobiles. Since
August 2007, 87 lenders have exited or temporarily stopped mak-
ing student loans backed by the Federal Government.

If your child is counting on a student loan for next semester's
education, it could be tough, if this continues, tough to find.

Sixty-seven percent of our small business owners, who are the
engines of job creation in our economy, report that their businesses
have been affected by the credit crunch. If we have a prolonged pe-
riod in which credit flows virtually dry up, we can count on failures
of businesses to be able to make payrolls, to employ workers, and
to continue operations.

Failure to act can result in severely depressed economic condi-
tions. So I believe that it would be irresponsible to not act.

But I also believe that we must act responsibly. Acting respon-
sibly includes looking out for taxpayers as we consider devoting
large amounts of taxpayer funds to resolve matters in credit mar-
kets.

First, Chairman Bernanke, I would like you to explain in your
testimony, what you feel would happen, if we did not act and credit
flows remain frozen for a protracted period of time. Second, I'd like
you to explain how you think Treasury's proposal would find true
hold-to-maturity prices of the distressed assets that are now being
valued in illiquid or nonexistent markets at fire sale prices, at best.

If Treasury pays too much for the assets, taxpayers lose. If it
doesn't pay enough, then banks end up taking severe write-downs
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and must seek more capital and moving toward selling more assets
at fire sale prices.

Third, I'd like you to help me understand why it would not be
prudent to protect taxpayers by inserting into Treasury's plan, re-
quirements that those who sell troubled assets, provide the tax-
payers with preferred stock warrants.

Why, for example, could we not have Treasury buy troubled as-
sets at fire sale prices, inject capital into troubled institutions, and
obtain preferred stock warrants? We used warrants when the Fed-
eral Government backed the Chrysler debt.

Fourth, I'd like you to help me understand why we should con-
sider Treasury's proposal of up to $700 billion of value. Would
there not be merit in considering an initial set of purchases of cer-
tain classes of troubled assets, in the amount of, say, $100 billion?

Then we could evaluate results and move on with $100 billion of
purchases of other classes of troubled assets. It seems to me that's
only prudent, that an investor wouldn't just say, well, here's $700
billion, but, rather, let's work at this in tranches, and I'd like to
understand why we couldn't go at it that way, as a prudent inves-
tor would go at this.

Fifth, I'd like to know whether you believe that Treasury's pro-
posed plan has any room for loan modifications by the Treasury,
on troubled mortgages.

We have a crisis in confidence in financial markets and we have
a crisis of confidence of the American people in their government.

When an American family seeks to borrow money to improve
their home or start a business, or when a small business looks to
borrow to expand operations, they have to explain in detail, what
they are going to do with the money, what the collateral is, and
how they are going to pay it back.

I don't think the American people are unreasonable in asking the
same questions of this proposal.

I appreciate the help that I anticipate that you will give us and
the country, in understanding how best to resolve the stresses in
the financial markets that pose a very real adverse threat to our
overall economy.

Again, I believe it would be irresponsible not to act, but I also
believe that we must act responsibly and get this right, including
protecting the taxpayers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Senator Brownback appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 90.]

Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Senator Brownback.
Chairman Bernanke, the podium is yours.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BEN S. BERNANKE, CHAIR-
MAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM;
WASHINGTON, DC
Chairman Bernanke. Thank you. Chairman Schumer, Vice

Chair Maloney, Representative Saxton and other Members of the
Committee, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss recent develop-
ments in financial markets, and to present an update on the eco-
nomic situation.

As you know, the U.S. economy continues to confront substantial
challenges, including a weakening labor market and elevated infla-
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tion. Notably, stresses in financial markets have been high and
have recently intensified significantly.

If financial conditions fail to improve for a protracted period, the
implications for the broader economy could be quite adverse.

The downturn in the housing market has been a key factor un-
derlying both the strained condition of financial markets and the
slowdown of the broader economy.

In the financial sphere, falling home prices and rising mortgage
delinquencies have led to major losses at many financial institu-
tions, losses only partially replaced by the raising of new capital.

Investor concerns about financial institutions increased over the
summer, as mortgage-related assets deteriorated further, and eco-
nomic activity weakened. Among the firms under the greatest pres-
sure were Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Lehman Brothers, and,
more recently, the American International Group (or AIG).

As investors lost confidence in them, these companies saw their
access-to liquidity and capital markets increasingly impaired and
their stock prices drop sharply.

The Federal Reserve believes that, whenever possible, such dif-
ficulties should be addressed through private-sector arrangements,
for example, by raising new equity capital, by negotiations leading
to a merger or acquisition, or by an orderly wind-down.

Government assistance should be given with the greatest of re-
luctance and only when the stability of the financial system, and,
consequently, the health of the broader economy, are at risk.

In the cases of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, however, capital
raises of sufficient size appeared infeasible, and the size and gov-
ernment-sponsored status of the two companies precluded a merger
with or acquisition by another company.

To avoid unacceptably large dislocations in the financial sector,
the housing market, and the economy as a whole, the Federal
Housing Finance Agency placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac into
conservatorship and the Treasury used its authority granted by the
Congress in July to make available financial support to the two
firms.

The Federal Reserve, with which FHFA consulted on the con-
servatorship decision, as specified in the July legislation, supported
these steps as necessary and appropriate.

We have seen benefits of this action in the form of lower mort-
gage rates, which should help the housing market.

The Federal Reserve and the Treasury attempted to identify pri-
vate-sector solutions for AIG and Lehman Brothers, but none was
forthcoming. In the case of AIG, the Federal Reserve, with the sup-
port of the Treasury, provided an emergency credit line to facilitate
an orderly resolution.

The Federal Reserve took this action because it judged that, in
light of the prevailing market conditions and the size and composi-
tion of AIG's obligations, a disorderly failure of AIG would have se-
verely threatened global financial stability, and, consequently, the
performance of the U.S. economy.

To mitigate concerns that this action would exacerbate moral
hazard and encourage inappropriate risk-taking in the future, the
Federal Reserve ensured that the terms of the credit extended to
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AIG imposed significant costs and constraints on the firm's owners,
managers, and creditors.

The Chief Executive Officer has been replaced. The collateral for
the loan is the company itself, together with its subsidiaries.

Insurance policyholders and holders of AIG investment products
are, however, fully protected.

Interest will accrue on the outstanding balance of the loan, at a
rate of three-month LIBOR plus 850 basis points, implying a cur-
rent interest rate over 11 percent.

In addition, the U.S. Government will receive equity participa-
tion rights corresponding to a 79.9 percent equity interest in AIG,
and has the right to veto the payment of dividends to common and
preferred shareholders, among other things.

In the case of Lehman Brothers, a major investment bank, the
Federal Reserve and Treasury declined to commit public funds to
support the institutions. The failure of Lehman posed risks, but the
troubles at Lehman had been well known for some time, and inves-
tors clearly recognized-as evidenced, for example, by the high cost
of insuring Lehman's debt in the market for credit default swaps-
that. the failure of the firm was a significant possibility. Thus, we
judged that investors and counterparties had had time to take pre-
cautionary measures.

While perhaps manageable in itself, Lehman's default was com-
bined with the unexpectedly rapid collapse of AIG, which, together,
contributed to the development last week of extraordinarily turbu-
lent conditions in global financial markets.

These conditions caused equity prices to fall sharply, the cost of
short-term credit, where available, to spike upward, and liquidity
to dry up in many markets.

Losses at a large money market mutual fund sparked extensive
withdrawals from a number of such funds. A marked increase in
the demand for safe assets, a flight to quality, sent the yield on
Treasury bills down to a few hundredths of a percent.

By further reducing asset values and potentially restricting the
flow of credit to households and businesses, these developments
pose a direct threat to economic growth.

The Federal Reserve took a number of actions to increase liquid-
ity and stabilize markets. Notably, to address Dollar funding pres-
sures worldwide, we announced a significant expansion of recip-
rocal currency arrangements with foreign central banks, including
an approximate doubling of the existing swap lines with the Euro-
pean Central Bank and the Swiss National Bank, and the author-
ization of new swap facilities with the Bank of Japan, the Bank of
England, and the Bank of Canada, among others.

We will continue to work closely with colleagues at other Central
Banks to address ongoing liquidity pressures.

The Federal Reserve also announced initiatives to assist money
market mutual funds facing heavy redemptions, and to increase li-
quidity in short-term credit markets.

Despite the efforts of the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, and
other agencies, global financial markets remain under extraor-
dinary stress. Action by the Congress is urgently required to sta-
bilize the situation and avert what otherwise could be very serious
consequences for our financial markets and for our economy.
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In this regard, the Federal Reserve supports the Treasury's pro-
posal to buy illiquid assets from financial institutions. Purchasing
impaired assets will create liquidity and promote price discovery in
the markets for these assets, while reducing investor uncertainty
about the current value and prospects of financial institutions.

More generally, removing these assets from institutions' balance
sheets will help to restore confidence in our financial markets and
enable banks and other institutions to raise capital and to expand
credit to support economic growth.

I will now turn to a brief update on the economic situation. On-
going developments in financial markets are directly affecting the
broader economy through several channels, most notably, by re-
stricting the availability of credit.

Mortgage credit terms have tightened significantly and fees have
risen, especially for potential borrowers who lack substantial down
payments or who have blemished credit histories. Mortgages that
are ineligible for credit guarantees by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac,
for example, non-conforming jumbo mortgages, cannot be
securitized and thus carry much higher interest rates than con-
forming mortgages.

Some lenders have reduced borrowing limits on home equity
lines of credit. Households also appear to be having more difficulty
of late in obtaining non-mortgage credit. For example, the Federal
Reserve's Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey reported that, as of
July, an increasing proportion of banks had tightened standards for
credit card and for other consumer loans.

In the business sector, through August, the financially strongest
firms remained able to issue bonds, but bond issuance by specula-
tive-grade firms remain very light.

More recently, however, deteriorating financial market conditions
have disrupted the commercial paper market and other forms of fi-
nancing for a wide range of firms, including investment-grade
firms.

Financing for commercial real estate projects, has also tightened
very significantly.

When worried lenders tighten credit, then spending, production,
and job creation slow. Real economic activity in the second quarter,
appears to have been surprisingly resilient, but, more recently, eco-
nomic activity appears to have decelerated broadly.

In the labor market, private payrolls shed another 100,000 jobs
in August, bringing the cumulative drop since November to
770,000. New claims for unemployment insurance are at elevated
levels and the civilian unemployment rate rose to 6.1 percent in
August.

Households' real disposable income was boosted significantly in
the Spring by the tax rebate payments, but, excluding those pay-
ments, real after-tax income has fallen this year, which partly re-
flects increases in the prices of energy and food.

In recent months, the weakness in real income, together with the
restraining effects of reduced credit flows and declining financial
and housing wealth, have begun to show through more clearly to
consumer spending.

Real personal consumption expenditures for goods and services
declined in June and July, and the retail sales report for August
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suggested outlays for consumer goods fell noticeably further last
month.

Although the retrenchment in household spending has been
widespread, purchases of motor vehicles have dropped off particu-
larly sharply.

On a more positive note, oil and gasoline prices, while still at
high levels, in part reflecting the effects of Hurricane Ike, have
come down substantially from the peaks they reached earlier this
summer, contributing to a recent improvement in consumer con-
fidence.

However, the weakness in the fundamentals underlying con-
sumer spending suggest that household expenditures will be slug-
gish, at best, in the near term.

The recent indicators of the demand for new and existing homes
hint at some stabilization of sales, and lower mortgage rates are
likely to provide some support for demand in coming months. More-
over, although expectations that house prices will continue to fall,
have probably dissuaded some potential buyers from entering the
market, lower house prices and mortgage interest-rates are making
housing increasingly affordable over time.

Still, home builders retain large backlogs of unsold homes, which
continue to restrain the pace of new home construction. Indeed,
single-family housing starts and new permit issuance dropped fur-
ther in August.

At the same time, the continuing decline in house prices reduces
homeowners' equity and puts continuing pressure on the balance
sheets of financial institutions, as I have already noted.

As of midyear, business investment was holding up reasonably
well, with investment in nonresidential structures particularly ro-
bust. However, a range of factors, including weakening fundamen-
tals and constraints on credit, are likely to result in a considerable
slowdown in the construction of commercial and office buildings in
coming quarters.

Business outlays for equipment and software also appeared
poised to slow in the second half of this year, assuming that pro-
duction and sales slow as anticipated.

International trade provided considerable support for the U.S.
economy over the first half of the year. Economic activity has been
buoyed by strong foreign demand for a wide range of U.S. exports,
including agricultural products, capital goods, and industrial sup-
plies, even as imports declined.

However, in recent months, the outlook for foreign economic ac-
tivity has deteriorated amid unsettled conditions in financial mar-
kets, troubled housing sectors, and softening sentiment.

As a consequence, in coming quarters, the contribution of net ex-
ports to U.S. production is not likely to be as sizeable as it was in
the first half of the year.

All told, real gross domestic product is likely to expand at a pace
appreciably below its potential rate in the second half of this year,
and then to gradually pick up as the financial markets return to
more normal functioning and the housing contraction runs its
course.

Given the extraordinary circumstances, greater than normal un-
certainty surrounds any forecast of the pace of activity. In par-
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ticular, the intensification of financial stress in recent weeks, which
will make lenders still more cautious about extending credit to
households and business, could prove a significant further drag on
growth.

The downside risks to the outlook thus remain a significant con-
cern.

Inflation rose sharply over the period from May to July, reflect-
ing rapid increases in energy and food prices. During the same pe-
riod, price inflation for goods and services other than food and en-
ergy also moved up from low rates seen in the Spring, as the high-
er costs of energy, other commodities, and imported goods were
partially passed through to consumers.

Recently, however, the news on inflation has been more favor-
able. The prices of oil and other commodities, while remaining
quite volatile, have fallen, on net, from their recent peaks, and the
Dollar is up from mid-summer lows.

The declines in energy prices, have also led to some easing of in-
flation expectations, as measured, for example, by consumer sur-
veys and the pricing of inflation-indexed Treasury. securities.

If not reversed, these developments, together -with the pace of
growth that is likely to fall short of potential for a time, should
lead inflation to moderate later this year and next year.

Nevertheless, the inflation outlook remains highly uncertain. In-
deed, the fluctuations in oil prices in the past few days illustrate
the difficulty of predicting the future course of commodity prices.
Consequently, the upside risks to inflation, remain a significant
concern, as well.

Over time, a number of factors should promote the return of our
economy to higher levels of employment and sustainable growth
with price stability, including the stimulus being provided by mone-
tary policy, lower oil and commodity prices, increasing stability in
the mortgage and housing markets, and the natural recuperative
powers of our economy.

However, stabilization of our financial system is an essential pre-
condition for economic recovery.

I urge the Congress to act quickly to address the grave threats
to financial stability that we currently face. For its part, the Fed-
eral Open Market Committee will monitor economic and financial
developments carefully, and will act as needed to promote sustain-
able economic growth and price stability.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Ben S. Bernanke appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 92.]
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate,

once again, your erudite testimony.
All right, now, as you know, yesterday, because you were sitting

there, I asked Secretary Paulson why this entire plan needed to be
implemented at once, why we couldn't provide the authority for
some portion of that, say, $150 billion now, and authorize the rest
later.

He said he was strongly opposed, but he didn't really give the
reasons why. Authorizing this money in installments will give the
Secretary the ability he needs to deal with this financial crisis, and
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$150 billion, is a lot of money, still. Who would. have thought we
would think of it as a very low amount, a couple of weeks ago?

But it would also ensure that taxpayers' interests are being pro-
tected, and allow us in Congress to evaluate the effectiveness of
these expenditures over time.

Clearly, we have a financial crisis, but if the program is working,
Congress can certainly continue ratifying expenditures by the
Treasury, and if it's not working, then we'll need to review it be-
fore, once again, we find ourselves on the brink.

So I want to ask you, Mr. Chairman, what are your thoughts on
this idea, and I want to stress that this is just an idea, one of many
that we in Congress are considering, as we try to responsibly re-
spond to this dire situation, of providing this money in tranches or
installments-some money now, some money later.

In your estimation, do you need all of this money now, how much
do you need right now, can you explain why, if you disagree with
this idea, why $700 billion is needed immediately?

And just let me say that I called up some people with knowledge
of the markets, and most of them thought-they said to me, well,
there might be greater confidence with $700 billion, but they didn't
see-the consensus-and I only spoke to a handful of people-was,
it wasn't essential, in other words, providing $150 billion with
Congress's commitment to come back and continue this, if the pro-
gram is working, would deal with the problem, certainly more than
adequately.

Chairman Bernanke. Mr. Chairman, first-and this would
apply to the whole hearing-as you know, I'm neither part of the
Executive Branch nor the Legislative Branch, and so I have no
standing to negotiate this proposal

Chairman Schumer. Correct. I'm just asking your opinion.
Chairman Bernanke [continuing]. And, therefore, I'm just giv-

ing views.
I think the concern is that the markets need to have confidence

that this problem will be attacked with sufficient force and ad-
dressed. Insufficient measures could be perceived as drips and
drabs and may not have the sufficient force to address the con-
fidence issue.

That being said, I think this is an issue you should take up with
Secretary Paulson. One alternative, of course, would be to have
close and continuous oversight of what's happening, and, of course,
if things are not working well, then, the Congress can always inter-
vene at an intermediate junction, if it's really felt that things are
not working.

Chairman Schumer. But just from your knowledge as an econ-
omist, you're not going to use the full $700 billion in the first three
months or six months, and, by definition, if the President's pro-
posal passes, there certainly is Congress's agreement, acquiescence,
maybe, to go along with it, we're not going to pull it back for no
reason.

But I think it would assure the American people and we, as their
representatives, that there would be a constant eye on this, that
there wasn't such a huge outlay at once, which is a huge pill for
people to swallow.
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So let me ask you the question just one other way: Even if $700
billion would be advisable and probably a trillion would be better
than $700 billion, do you think that $150 billion is insufficient to
assure the markets that Congress is serious and the government
is serious about addressing this problem?

It certainly gives you what you need in the first several months.
Chairman Bernanke. Senator, you ask me my opinion as an

economist, but, unfortunately, this a matter for psychology.
Chairman Schumer. Right.
Chairman Bernanke. And the question is, what signal, what

information would the market get about the government's commit-
ment to addressing this problem, and the details of what the com-
mitment really was. Therefore, I would urge you to discuss that
with Secretary Paulson.

This is a very big problem. As I mentioned yesterday, just to take
one metric, the outstanding U.S. mortgages in commercial real es-
tate and residential, is about $14 trillion.

Chairman Schumer. Right.
Chairman Bernanke. Therefore, $700 billion, which is, of

course, an enormous amount of money, is about five percent of that
amount outstanding, and so it is a very big problem and we don't
want to undershoot.

Chairman Schumer. Understood, and let me just say, obvi-
ously, if we're convinced it's not sufficient, this proposal will not
stand. I would say this, that $550 billion is an awful lot for psycho-
logical reassurance, when $150 billion is a pretty good amount.

Let me go to my second, and, I guess, my last question: At yes-
terday's hearing, I also brought up the idea of a fund. These are
all aimed with trying to limit the involvement of the taxpayers, at
least protect the taxpayers as much as we can.

This would be a fund like the FDIC's Deposit Insurance Fund.
It would collect, over time, fees, from large financial institutions,
those maybe that might be too big to fail, across the board, not just
banks, but all of them. They are all going to benefit from this,
being financial institutions, and it would offset some of the costs.

That would serve the purpose of assuring the taxpayer that the
financial institutions, which are at the eye of the storm here, are
shouldering some of the burden, and it's not, hey, we make the
mistakes, you pay the bill.

So, let me-yesterday, both you and the Secretary thought this
would be a good idea. We are beginning to explore it with the
Banking Committees here, both sides of the aisle, and Treasury.
You've had a little time to sleep on it. Can you elaborate on your
thoughts on whether this might make some sense?

Chairman Bernanke. Well, again, I think it should be on the
list of things that are discussed with the Administration and with
the Congress. Let me make a couple of comments about it, in two
contexts:

The first is-and I recognize that this doesn't address your prob-
lem-we don't want to impair, in the near term, the earnings and
capital of financial institutions, to the extent that it affects their
lending and capacity to support the economy. So, perhaps doing
something with a longer horizon, might be worth considering.

The other-and, again, I'm not negotiating for the Secretary.
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Chairman Schumer. Understood. I just want your opinions.
Chairman Bernanke. The second point, I think, is something

which I really would like the Committee to take away, which is
that the Federal Reserve and the Treasury have engaged in a num-
ber of extraordinary activities over the last year, with Bear Stearns
and AIG and so on, and this takes us very far, of course, as you
know, from the Federal Reserve's main mission, and was done with
great reluctance.

The reason we undertook these events was because we felt that
the institutions involved were too big to fail, in the sense that their
failure would have significant implications for the world economy.

The problem is that, unlike banks, for these non-bank institu-
tions, there was no clear set of resolution rules, regimes, and so on,
to address this problem.

I think, going forward, there are a lot of ways to address it. First,
it's important to have a resolution regime that we can use in non-
bank situations.

Secondly, that resolution regime needs financing, and that might
involve some kind of deposit insurance type payments.

But, thirdly, we also-and I think this is very important-we
were shocked, given the context of this financial stress, that too-
big-to-fail widened. The number of firms in that net widened more
than we would have anticipated, and we need to take a number of
steps-and I have suggested some in other contexts-to reduce the
number of firms in that category and to make it possible for a large
firm to fail without huge adverse consequences to the whole sys-
tem.

Chairman Schumer. Right. Well, thank you for that, and I'm
glad that you're open to this idea. I think this could help a great
deal in gaining passage of the legislation.

Congressman Saxton?
Mr. Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, asking

Congress to authorize the expenditure of $700 billion, is, I think,
by anyone's account, a heavy lift.

It's almost five percent of GDP to bail out financial institutions,
to use this money to bail out financial institutions, is controversial,
to say the least.

It would be nice if we could go down to Treasury and there was
a big safe down there with $700 billion in it and we could take the
money and use it for this worthwhile plan. However, Treasury
doesn't have $700 billion in a big old safe, and we have to go bor-
row it, and that has raised concerns on the part of many law-
makers in both houses.

But relieved of the burden, financial institutions would be able
to get back in business, and if Treasury were to acquire the im-
paired financial assets that are a result of subprime mortgages,
based on what is called mark-to-market accounting, which means
these assets are discounted, the Treasury may be able to repay this
debt and perhaps even earn a profit for the taxpayers as we dis-
pose of these assets down the road.

On the other hand, if we reject the Administration's plan, the
Treasury will not borrow $700 billion, not immediately, anyway,
because, if we don't do something to solve this problem, it will in-
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tensify the probability of triggering a deep and perhaps long reces-
sion.

If a recession were to occur, countercyclical outlays and lower tax
receipts would boost the federal budget deficits and Treasury would
have to borrow money to meet those needs. So, my question is,
would you walk us through your assessment of the costs and risks
we face, if we approve the plan, and could you talk to us also about
the likely consequences, if we disapprove it?

Chairman Bernanke. Yes, Congressman, thank you.
First, let me address the question of prices. Vice Chair Maloney

asked me about this, as well, and I think my comments yesterday
might have been slightly misunderstood. Let me try to address
that:

Many of these assets are now currently being sold only under
distressed circumstances to illiquid markets, and that leads to very
low pricing, pricing which I refer to as fire-sale pricing. It's that
fire-sale pricing and the markdowns it creates for banks that is one
of the sources of why capital is being reduced and why banks are
unable to expand credit.

A big part of the program that the Treasury is proposing would
involve the Federal Government going out, and, through various
market-based mechanisms, buying some of these assets from var-
ious financial institutions.

Now, the presence of a large buyer would obviously raise prices
above the fire-sale level. However, I am not advocating that the
government intentionally overpay for these assets; rather, it's pos-
sible for the government to buy these assets, to raise prices, to ben-
efit the system, to reduce the complexity, to introduce liquidity and
transparency into these markets, and still acquire-assets which are
not being overpaid for in the sense that under more normal market
conditions and if the economy does well, most all of .the value could
be recouped by the taxpayer.

So, again, I do think that the program will involve increases in
the prices from the current fire-sale values, but not necessarily in-
creases above levels which would be sustainable in a more normal
market and economic environment.

With respect to the fiscal implications, you're absolutely right
that $700 billion is an enormous amount of money, but it's not an
expenditure; it is an acquisition of assets that does expose the tax-
payer to significant risk.

We don't know exactly what the long-term, cost or benefit may be,
but it is certain, to my mind, that if there is a loss, it will be much,
much less than $700 billion; it will be some percentage of that.

And with respect to the fiscal effects, again, you're exactly right,
that people have been concerned of what about the' effects on the
government budget, and I think those concerns are very serious.

But it's really a question of alternatives. If we. don't act and we
have a more severe and protracted downturn in the economy, that
will obviously affect tax revenues and increase government expend-
itures to address the problems that that will bring.

And so both approaches have fiscal implications, and my view is
that to protect the economy from what otherwise might be a much
more severe episode, that it's important that we take steps to sig-
nificantly address this financial situation.
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Mr. Saxton. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, over last weekend, Sec-
retary Paulson announced two changes to the initial plan: One is
that foreign-based financial institutions with substantial U.S. oper-
ations, would be eligible to participate, and, second, the Treasury
would be authorized to purchase other impaired financial assets,
not just impaired mortgages and mortgage-related securities.

Can you help us with why these changes were made and whether
you think they're appropriate?

Chairman Bernanke. Yes, I'll give you the logic. Again, I think
it's very important to distinguish what is the primary goal of the
plan that the Treasury Secretary has talked about, which is to re-
store normal functioning to markets, by providing liquidity to those
markets, and helping to establish prices for these impaired assets.

You asked a moment ago about how the Treasury would set
prices and how we would be assured of not overpaying. Clearly, the
more competitors we have offering these assets, competing with
each other to sell those assets to the Treasury, the better the pro-
tection that the Treasury has against overpaying.

And so for the purpose of trying to introduce liquidity into mar-
kets, the wider the range of participants we have in the auction or
the other mechanism, the better the chance that the Treasury will
get a good price and the better the chance that the market's func-
tioning will be improved by these activities.

That's very different from a situation where an institution is fail-
ing, the government comes in and injects capital, and wipes out the
shareholders-all those sorts of steps, like we did with Fannie and
Freddie, for example. That's not what we're contemplating, at least
for the biggest part of this program.

The biggest part is to try to improve market functioning rather
than to help individual institutions. Which is why it's a mistake,
I think, to punish or single out those firms which sell the assets,
because all firms will be benefitting, even if they don't sell the as-
sets, if they hold those or similar assets.

Chairman Schumer. Vice Chair Maloney.
Vice Chair Maloney. Thank you. Before the Senate Banking

Committee yesterday, you testified that under this plan, and I
quote, "Liquidity should begin to come back to the markets when
the credit markets unfreeze. New credit will become available."

Moving forward, is it more important that the plan focuses on
buying up existing assets, or should we focus on creating new cred-
it? Some critics have argued that our involving a middle man and
risk, when we could directly inject credit into the economy with
new mortgages, new loans, new auto loans and other sluggish
areas in our economy.

Chairman Bernanke. Well, two comments, Vice Chair: First,
the intermediaries, the financial intermediaries, need to be able to
make new credit available, and if their balance sheets are so
gummed up that they can't attract capital, they can't even attract
funding because counterparties don't know what they're worth,
then that's a problem.

So this program would help to try to create more transparency
and less uncertainty about those balance sheets, giving institutions
a chance to make new capital and new credit available.
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But let me also say that I agree with you that there is some
scope for supporting new lending, and, in particular, one example
of that is the initiative by the Treasury to use both Fannie and
Freddie and the Treasury's authorities to buy new mortgage-
backed securities, which would support the new mortgage market
and help create mortgage credit for home buyers.

Vice Chair Maloney. Returning to the pricing argument, some
economists suggest that a preferred stock option would avoid the*
pricing challenge, which is really huge in some people's minds, and
protect taxpayers by putting them in a senior position, relative to
the financial institutions we're helping.

What's your position on preferred stock as a better choice than
just common stock? It wouldn't dilute the common stock value, so
the companies can raise capital and the government gets paid first.

Chairman Bernanke. Vice Chair, so the preferred stock or cap-
ital injection approach, has, in fact, been one of the favorite ap-
proaches in previous bank crises, like the S&L crisis, or the Japa-
nese or Scandinavian crises and others.

Those were situations, however, where the government was deal-
ing with institutions on the brink of failure, or had already failed.
In that case, the only way to keep the institution going-if it's
viewed as being appropriate to do so, for systemic or other rea-
sons-is to inject capital, wipe out the existing shareholders, and
impose many conditions on the firm.

We're facing a somewhat different situation, which is, firms that
are valid, going concerns. While we may have a few companies in
trouble, which might be addressed in the way you describe, compa-
nies that are strong, going concerns, we don't want to take the risk
that if the private markets perceive the government injecting cap-
ital into these ongoing concerns is going to wipe out other share-
holders or take over the firm or otherwise make it difficult for them
to raise new capital.

Now, all different kinds of options should be discussed, and I
don't want to negotiate for the Treasury. You should discuss lots
of different ideas, but I think that is one concern, that putting cap-
ital into healthy or at least reasonably functioning banks might
frighten off private money that could come in, if we were just able
to clean up their balance sheets enough that private investors
could understand the risk/reward return better.

Vice Chair Maloney. Could you walk us through how you and
Secretary Paulson arrived at the $700 billion figure? How will
these funds affect the real economy? Will this act as a large infu-
sion of cash and affect future inflation?

Chairman Bernanke. Well, it's not science to figure out how
much is going to be needed to stabilize the firms and the markets,
but there are various metrics one can use, and one that I men-
tioned yesterday, which I think is useful, is to note that there's
about $14 trillion outstanding of residential and commercial mort-
gages, so $700 billion is about five percent of that amount, which
is similar to some of the loss rates we've seen in some of these cat-
egories.

Likewise, the assets of U.S. commercial banks are in a similar
$10 to $12 trillion category, again, so it seems an appropriate size,
relative to the scale of the problem.
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One could argue for slightly different numbers, but, clearly, we
need a strong response.

Vice Chair Maloney. But the real question is, will this affect
inflation, and do you think the Fed will have to raise interest rates
in order to float so much new debt?

Chairman Bernanke. No, this is not a fiscal stimulus; this is
not going to directly serve like a stimulus plan, for example. If it
does, in fact, strengthen the financial markets, increase credit ex-
tension, and help the economy grow, then the Fed would have to
respond perhaps sooner raising rates than otherwise, perhaps, but
that would be part of the normal process of recovery, as the econ-
omy goes back to a normal growth pace, and then the Fed would
want to return interest rates back to a more normal level.

Vice Chair Maloney. And the effect on inflation?
Chairman Bernanke. I don't expect any effect on inflation,

other than the fact that we just want to stabilize the overall econ-
omy.

Vice Chair Maloney. Okay, great. My time has expired.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Vice Chair Maloney. Senator

Brownback?
Senator Brownback. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Bernanke, I want to take you back to this preferred
stock issue and the warrants, because you were discussing this.

I think this is a key point in the discussion. Why couldn't you
condition the entry into this program upon the financial institu-
tions' willingness to put up preferred-stock as a way of saying to
them, you know, you're getting rid of this bad paper, this toxic
paper, and the taxpayers deserve to be in on the up side, if there
is some up side, so we have less exposure?

And couldn't you condition it such that if we're not losing money
on what we're buying from you, we're not taking the stock, but if
we do and you're surviving, we are taking the stock? That seems
to me to be a fair offer in the type of situation we're going into,
one that's so extraordinary and where we've got to protect the tax-
payer at the same time we're trying to get these institutions work-
ing again?

Chairman Bernanke. Senator, again, I think it's important to
distinguish two situations: The first is a situation where a bank is
failing and it needs injection of capital to continue to operate, and
the government decides that, for various reasons, it wants the bank
to continue to operate.

In that case, the injection of capital, taking warrants, every other
condition, is entirely appropriate. In the second situation that I de-
scribed, we're trying to return liquidity to these markets.

As I mentioned to Congressman Saxton, if you want to have auc-
tions or other mechanisms to purchase these assets, to protect the
taxpayer, you want as wide a participation as possible.

And, in fact, if you do succeed in making these markets more liq-
uid and raising prices in those markets, you'll be benefitting every-
one who holds that mortgage or that asset, not just those who par-
ticipate.

So, if you impose that condition, you have the risk of just no one
will want to participate, but will say, well, let somebody else do it
and I'll benefit indirectly from the higher prices.
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Then no one will participate, there will be no competition in the
auction, and this won't work.

Now, as I said, you may wish, if you prefer to do other ap-
proaches, like injecting capital, that's a different matter, but this
approach to bidding up for assets, requires a broad participation.

Senator Brownback. It just seems to me that we're all talking
about trying to protect the taxpayer, and here is a way to better
protect that taxpayer. I recognize you're saying that it may not
have as broad of an effect on the economy, but I think, you know,
we've got to look towards the taxpayer, who is just very mad about
this overall situation.

Chairman Bernanke. Another way to protect the taxpayer, is
to pay a lower price, a better, more reasonable price.

Senator Brownback. There've been proposals pushed about
that we should reform the bankruptcy code to allow bankruptcy
judges to reset the financial-reset home mortgages.

In looking at this, this seems like to me, that this would actually
raise mortgage rates on individuals. Do you have a thought on that
particular piece of a proposal that's been out there?

Chairman Bernanke. Senator, I agree that the implications of
that change are very hard to know. They could be very complex,
they could be beneficial or they could restrict credit.

The Federal Reserve did not take a position on the bankruptcy
reform a couple of years ago, and we've tried not to take a position
on this one, because we do view it as a very complicated issue and
one that we are not comfortable predicting the outcome.

Senator Brownback. Could it have the potential of raising
mortgage rates?

Chairman Bernanke. It could, it's possible, yes.
Senator Brownback. It looks like to me, with what you've de-

scribed as the current financial situation that we're looking at a
very tough quarter right now, with the good possibility even of a
negative quarter that we're in already and maybe even substan-
tially, from what I heard you say based on the current numbers
you're getting back.

I would hope the Fed wouldn't be looking at raising interest
rates, and, if anything, would look at cutting interest rates, moving
forward. Exports have been one of our key drivers. Low interest.
rates are important for to be able to be competitive internationally
as much as we can, even in a slowing global marketplace.

So, I thought, on the current conditions, you sure wouldn't want
to raise interest rates, you'd sure want to be taking those down.

Chairman Bernanke. Well, the Fed has to look at both its
mandate to maximize employment, as well as its mandate for price
stability, and we'll have to continue to evaluate how those two fac-
tors evolve.

I do think that a sine qua non for a health recovery would be
trying to stabilize the financial situation. I think that's very impor-
tant.

Senator Brownback. I think that's far more important than an
inflationary concern at this point in time.

Chairman Bernanke. Well, again, Senator, you know, we will
look at the risks and the expectations on all aspects of this, includ-
ing both growth and inflation.
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Senator Brownback. Finally, you're a student of the Great De-
pression and a scholar on that. When you back up and look at this
situation, versus your knowledge of what led into that, what cir-
cumstances, just as you overview it, cause you the most pause of
what we're entering into in this phase right now, with your knowl-
edge as a scholar on that period of U.S. history?

Chairman Bernanke. Well, Senator, certainly there are very
marked differences in terms of the underlying size and sophistica-
tion and diversification of our economy. I would also say that some-
one from 1929 would not recognize our financial system. It is enor-
mously more sophisticated and interconnected and complex than it
was in the 1930s, when basically it was just banks and bonds and
stocks. I mean, essentially, that was all there was.

I think the one lesson I would draw from that experience, but
also from other international experiences, is that when there are
major dislocations in the financial sector and in the credit creation
process, it can have significant effects on growth and employment
in the economy, and that's been true, not just in the United States,
but in a number of other countries, both emerging-market and in-
dustrial countries, and that would be the main lesson I would take
from that experience.

Senator Brownback. Thank you.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know we

have a lot of people here, and I know your time constraints, so I'm
going to try to get everybody in, and that's why I'm going to try
to stick to the seven minutes. I'm just going to read the order, so
people can plan their schedules.

This is an order of people coming in: Congressman Cummings,
Senator Sununu, Congressman Doggett, Congressman Paul, Sen-
ator Klobuchar, Congressman Brady, Senator Bingaman, Senator
DeMint, Congressman Hinchey, Congressman English, Congress-
man Hill, Senator Bennett, Webb, and Casey, and Congresswoman
Sanchez.

Congressman Cummings?
Mr. Cummings. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Chair-

man Bernanke, it's good to see you again.
As I sit here and I listen to my colleagues, I'm reminded of some-

thing that my mother used to say, that we have to be careful that
we don't have motion, commotion, emotion, but no results.

And as I think about what has happened here, I realize that
there's a very-there is something that seems to be going through
all of us, and definitely, the people on Main Street where I live, 40
miles away from here in Baltimore, and that is whether the-and
it goes to the question of trust.

People are beginning to get a bit upset as they see their money
being spent, and they're trying to figure out what that has to do
with them. They see estimates of various things, that the govern-
ment is spending money on, but then later on, they find out that
it's going to cost a lot more.

As I listened to the hearings yesterday, the Senate hearings, I
know that there is a question up in the air, as to how much this
is going to eventually cost. I know we're talking about $700 billion
today, but the reports are saying-I mean, you hear on the news
it could be $1.3 trillion. It's questionable as to what-how much
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success we will have with all of this, but I, for one, am convinced
that we must do something; I've got that.

But I also believe that we have to do something with regard to
make sure that we are not just shoring up the market and what
have you, but do some things with regard to Main Street.

And so I want to just ask you a few questions on that. Clearly,
the housing bubble, in my opinion, has burst. In my home state of
Maryland, it currently has approximately 21,500 vacant homes this
year, and 431 homes in Baltimore City that have been subjected to
foreclosure filings.

And can you tell me the types of conditions that would imply
that we have reached the bottom? Are we seeing the upturn in the
housing market? Again, because people are-the experts are telling
us that this housing market has a lot to do with what is taking
place today.

Chairman Bernanke. That's absolutely correct. The housing
market has been central to this whole situation.

As I said in my testimony, there are a few signs of some sta-
bilization in the demand for housing, although I would say that's
quite tentative, because, particularly if the credit markets freeze
up and mortgage availability declines, that would take a big chunk
out of what demand there is for housing.

I do think that we will see, reasonably soon, some bottoming out
of the construction, it has come down so much already, we're get-
ting to the point that we will see some at least slower decline in
residential construction.

The issue which I think remains uncertain is house prices.
There are large inventories of homes, both new and existing, in

foreclosure, as you know. Those inventories put downside pressure
on house prices. As prices fall, we see both a weakening economy
because consumers have less equity in their homes, and because
firms, banks have weaker balance sheets and therefore less willing-
ness to extend credit. So I think house prices are an important
issue.

This I think is a bread-and-butter point that I would make,
which is that if the financial system freezes up and mortgage credit
and other kinds of credit are not available to Main Street, one of
the many adverse consequences would be a longer. and deeper de-
cline in house prices and in housing activity, which would be obvi-
ously a real effect on people.

Mr. Cummings. Now I notice, I note that when you were here
only a month prior to the passage of our stimulus package I asked
you specifically what recommendations you had for us with regard
to a stimulus package.

The reason why I bring up the stimulus package is that the stim-
ulus package affects-I mean this bailout affects my constituents,
but the stimulus package was direct. It is an immediate effect. It
has an immediate effect on them. And indeed it was at that time
that I pressed that an economic stimulus be equated to rebuilding
our infrastructure, boosting food stamp support, increasing tax
credits to families that have children in college or daycare, extend-
ing Medicaid funding to states that continued to be overburdened
by increasing Unemployment benefits well beyond those offered in
the original package back then.
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Mr. Chairman, a bailout on Wall Street must also bring with it
a safety net to those on Main Street. You have this opportunity,
and you will be before the Financial Services Committee in the
House in a few minutes, and I am just wondering what you-and
I have said it before; I have a tremendous amount of respect for
you and Secretary Paulson. I say you are the super star experts.
That is what the taxpayers pay you to do.

The question is: How do you say to the people on Main Street,
the ones that are looking at you right now looking for some com-
fort, just as the Stock Market folks are looking for comfort to be
able to invest, what do you say to them, regular mom and pop that
got up-they may not be watching because they got up at five
o'clock this morning to go to work and they will not get home until
this evening, but they will catch you on the news-what do you say
to them, the super star that you are, what effect will this have on
them?

Because that is why counts. And that is who is going to vote for
all these people who are sitting up here.

Chairman Bernanke. Yes, sir, you are absolutely right.
The effects I think are very direct. If the credit markets remain

in their current condition, or if they worsen, then increasingly cred-
it conditions which are already very tight are going to worsen as
well, which means that small businesses that want to get a loan
and create jobs in the community will not be able to do so; people
who want to buy a car-and we have already seen a drop in auto
financing-will not be able to get a loan to do so. That means also
the auto workers will not have as much employment.

The housing market, as I mentioned, will continue to come under
stress. House prices will continue to fall. So these things will affect
jobs. They will affect housing and house prices. They are going to
affect small business creation.

The credit system is like the plumbing. It permeates throughout
the entire system, and our modern economy cannot grow, it cannot
create jobs, it cannot provide housing without effectively working
credit markets. And my only concern here today is to try to find
a solution that will stabilize the credit markets so that they can
do their job, which is to support our economy and help us get back
into a strong growth path that the underlying strengths of our
economy would otherwise support.

Mr. Cummings. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Senator Sununu.
Senator Sununu. Thank you.
Chairman Bernanke, you described the most important function

of this Treasury proposal as restoring a normal functioning to the
credit markets. And I agree very much with the point you just
made, that the most important aspect of it is restoring normal op-
eration to the credit markets that consumers depend on because
that is such an important part of our overall economy: student
loans, home loans, automobile loans. Those are the pieces of the
credit market, whether you are a family in New Hampshire, or a
small business anywhere in America, that is what keeps our econ-
omy going.

But it is unclear I think to a lot of people who do not have your
experience what the relationship is behind the mortgage-backed se-
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curities that would be the principal securities purchased under this
Treasury Fund, and these consumer credit markets.

I think it is important, and it would be very valuable for you to
describe in as much detail as you can how it is that $10 billion,
or $20 billion of mortgage-backed securities that are held in a firm
today-it might be a Wall Street firm, it could be a bank, it could
be- a savings and loan-affect the consumer credit markets for
school loans, auto loans, and home mortgages that people across
America are really worried about today?

Chairman Bernanke. Senator, an excellent question.
Our system is a very large and complex one, but our banks, com-

mercial and investment banks still play a very central role in our
credit markets, either by making direct loans, by originating loans,
by supporting other markets like the commercial paper market,
and so on.

So banks are critical to the health of the overall credit system.
Now banks, in order to make loans, must have capital. They have
to have some net worth that allows them to expand, make loans,
and extend credit to average people and to businesses.

These losses from mortgage delinquencies and foreclosures have
caused global financial institutions to write down their capital on
the order of $500 billion. So that capital has shrunken very, consid-
erably and has only been partially replaced by raising new capital
in the private sector.

If banks do not have enough capital, they do not have the. capac-
ity to increase their lending. In fact, what they have to do is con-
tract their lending. They have to try to get rid of the loans they
have, and they certainly are not going to be interested in making
new loans to individuals or businesses.

So we need to find a way for banks to have more capital so that
they can make more loans to the economy. Now the way this works
to create more capital is a couple of ways.

First of all, by taking these assets off the balance sheets, it takes
some of these loans off, that burden capital and gives more space
for banks to make loans.

But more importantly, by getting these markets moving again,
by figuring out what the prices should be of these complex securi-
ties, it is going to reduce considerably the uncertainty about the
value of these banks. And if that uncertainty is reduced, then pri-
vate equity will come in and increase the capital and allow those
banks to make more loans.

I realize that is a very complicated story. The bottom line,
though, is that banks are holding all of these complex, hard-to-
value securities and their capital is low. Those two things together
do not allow them to make adequate loans. We need to address
that problem, and this approach is one way to address that prob-
lem.

Senator Sununu. Thank you. It is a complicated story, but it
is a direct relationship and it is one that I think is very important
for you to describe as much as you can, as clearly as you can, not
just to the Committee but to the American people, because they are
the ones that are going to be affected and hopefully benefit by any
action that we might take.
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Along those lines, you have talked about protecting the tax-
payers' interests. Many Members of the Committee have talked
about the importance of putting taxpayers first, and I very much
agree with that priority.

We can do that by adding strong oversight measures, which you
referred to, and I think we should do that. I think it is important
that we make sure that this is a temporary facility; that it is not
going to be a permanent part of our bureaucracy.

I think we should add provisions to make sure that if there are
any taxpayer gains from any of these programs we use that money
to pay down debt, not to increase the size of government spending.

But you mentioned one additional way that we can protect the
taxpayer, and that is by making sure that the government, or the
Treasury, ultimately pays an appropriate price.

You describe the fire sale price where distressed firms have been
selling some of these securities recently, and you have previously
described a hold-to-maturity price which is the value that would be
received if these securities were held to the point where all the
mortgages have either been paid or dispensed with.

We want to make sure that the facility purchases at an appro-
priate price. If the taxpayers, through the actions of the Treasury
pay above the hold-to-maturity price, we lose.

Now some people have said, well look, no one is going to partici-
pate unless you are buying at or above the hold-to-maturity price,
and that would mean that the taxpayer loses money.

My question is: Are there participants in the marketplace that
would be willing to sell their securities at a price below the hold-
to-maturity price? Would they find benefit from that transaction,
even if they thought it was less than the hold-to-maturity price,
would they still make the sale to the Treasury facility?

Chairman Bernanke. Certainly if they have assets on their
books at fire sale prices then they are better off. And indeed in
some kind of auction or market-based mechanism, which is one ap-
proach and you can combine it with other kinds of safeguards and
checks-we would be sure that we would be able to get the prices
between the hold-to-maturity price and the fire sale price.

There are very good ways to make sure that you are not over-
paying for that.

Senator Sununu. Would there be firms that even had an incen-
tive to sell if the price that was being offered was below the price
that they held it on their books? Even if it meant an additional
write down, would there be market participants that would even
find that price beneficial to the way they operate in the market-
place?

Chairman Bernanke. Well some would be worried about the
accounting issue, that's right, because they would have to mark
down. But even so, from an economic perspective they look at the
economics and over time there is no way to hide the real value of
an asset. If it is really impaired, that is going to show up at some
point in reserves or elsewhere.

I think many institutions would be willing to sell to get it off
their books and to get a reasonable price.
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Senator Sununu. That would allow them to raise more capital.
That would then obviously help restore confidence in their struc-
ture?

Chairman Bernanke. That's the idea.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you. Congressman Doggett.
Mr. Doggett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, am I correct that the first time that you and Sec-

retary Paulson brought your bailout needs to the attention of the
Congressional leadership was last Thursday evening in the United
States Capitol?

Chairman Bernanke. I believe that is correct.
Mr. Doggett. When did you first bring it to President Bush's at-

tention?
Chairman Bernanke. That afternoon.
Mr. Doggett. In any of the visits with President Bush or any of

the discussions that you have had with Secretary Paulson, any of
these negotiations, at any point along the way right up until today
has anyone asked the question: Who is going to pay for this? Is
there any way to pay for it other than taking the standard ap-
proach of the Bush Administration which is, borrow and spend?

Have there been any other alternatives considered?
Chairman Bernanke. Well we have discussed a variety of alter-

natives. The Secretary worked with a private-sector approach early
on.

Mr. Doggett. Oh, I understand you looked-but once you went
public, the only approach .that this Administration has considered
is to borrow all the money that you need and increase the debt ceil-
ing, right?

Chairman Bernanke. The only one considered? No. We have
looked at all kinds of alternatives throughout,- and we have tried
to do our best using all the powers we have to try to keep the mar-
kets functioning and to try and maintain stability.

Mr. Doggett. I am just focusing-I understand, and I applaud
your efforts to do that. I agree with much of what you have done
in the past. But in terms of how to finance this massive bailout,
you concluded, or the Secretary and President Bush concluded that
the way to pay for it was to borrow all the money to do it, right?
That's what you have asked Congress to do, is raise the debt ceil-
ing and borrow the money?

Chairman Bernanke. That is what we have asked Congress to
do, that's correct.

Mr. Doggett. You -know, it wasn't that long ago that we were
trying to see that children in this country got health insurance in
a comprehensive way. And if you look at the President's web site
today, or at least last night, you will see that he rejected the notion.
of $35- to $50 million over five years because it just costs too much
to do that.

And yet, over night-not over five years-we are asked to come
up with $700 billion. You testified not just in answering my ques-
tions in front of the House Budget Committee but in numerous
other places about the dangers of soaring national debt.

We have added $3 trillion, I think even before this we were on
the way to $4 trillion, money borrowed, more money borrowed from
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overseas, foreign creditors by President Bush than all the Presi-
dents in American history put together.

We were headed up before this request, but now you are going
to add even more debt on top of that. At some point doesn't there
become a limit where the dollar continues to decline, the price of
oil continues to go up, and we jeopardize and mortgage the future
of this country from over-borrowing?

Chairman Bernanke. Well, first of all, this is a very bad situa-
tion, and I very much regret being the bearer of bad news in this
situation.

From a fiscal perspective, just a couple of comments. I under-
stand and share your concern. The first is that the net fiscal cost
to the taxpayer will certainly be much less than $700 billion. This
is an acquisition of assets

Mr. Doggett. Just to be sure, you've asked us to raise the debt
limit, once again as this Administration has done so often, a full
$700 billion. Right?

Chairman Bernanke. That's correct, but I think that the debt
markets will recognize that much of the $700 billion is being offset,
or all of it is being offset by acquisition of financial assets. So it
is quite a different situation from a pure expenditure of $700 bil-
lion.

Mr. Doggett. But these are assets you are acquiring because
we've been told they are toxic and no one really knows what their
value is, so that is why we are having the taxpayer buy them.

Chairman Bernanke. Well the objective would be to buy them
at prices that are consistent with their economic value in a more
normal market.

The other comment, if I may, very quickly
Mr. Doggett. Surely.
Chairman Bernanke [continuing]. Is simply, what is the fiscal

implication of doing nothing? It is my belief that if we do noth-
ing

Mr. Doggett. I don't want to interrupt you, but I will because
I understand you want to talk about inaction. I think all of us want
to take responsible action to address this problem.

My questions have focused on how we pay for it, and the dangers
of adding another $700 billion to the debt limit. You know, as I
look over the work you have done just in the last few weeks, I
think Bear Stearns was about $30 billion of public money, Fannie
Mae and Freddie was about $200 billion, AIG is about $85 billion.
And now $700 billion more. About $1 trillion. I think it works out
to about $3000 for every man, woman, and child in this country or,
with my limited math, $12,000 for a family of four.

That is a tremendous expenditure, all on borrowed money once
again. The solution that this Administration used to finance the
War in Iraq, the solution it uses for every fiscal challenge, every
public challenge is borrow more money.

You know, if you look back even to the savings and loan debacle,
if you look at the history of that we at least asked the Federal
Home Loan Banks-and they are still paying-to pay 20 percent of
the interest on bonds that were issued to finance the recovery.

Why isn't it reasonable to ask Wall Street to pay for a little bit
of the cost of cleaning up the mess that the Bush Administration
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policies permitted Wall Street to engage in instead of shifting all
that cost to future generations of Americans who did not have any-
thing to do with this?

Chairman Bernanke. I think you ought to raise those ques-
tions with Secretary Paulson.

Mr. Doggett. Well I certainly plan to do so, and that is one of
the reasons why we want to move expeditiously. We do not want
to move overnight. This notion that we would approve this bailout,
$700 billion, today or tomorrow is irresponsible. And we need to
move expeditiously, but we need to look carefully at this question
of why we would shift all the cost to the people that weren't at the
party.

I think President Bush did properly diagnose it down in Houston
at a fund raiser a few months ago when he said the problem was
Wall Street got drunk and has a hangover.

The problem is, the people that are asked to clean up all the bro-
ken furniture, they didn't get invited to the party. And I think that
is why so many of the people that are contacting me-and I expect
it is true of every one of my colleagues-are not just against this
bailout, they are very angry they are even being asked to con-
tribute to the bailout.

Let me just say in my concluding eight seconds, in Texas we
would say that the chickens have come home to roost. This is not
the result of just bad luck, it is the result of bankrupt ideology.

In this case the vultures have come home to roost, and I think
we need to look very critically at this giant bailout before we place
all the burden on the people who did not benefit from what went
wrong here.

Thank you for your service.
Mr. Saxton. Mr. Chairman-
(The chairman bangs the gavel.)
Mr. Saxton. Early in the-
Chairman Schumer. Congressman, if we are going to let every-

one get a chance
Mr. Saxton. No, no-
Chairman Schumer.-we cannot have a dialogue.
Mr. Saxton. He asked the Chairman a question, and the Chair-

man never got a chance to answer the question. Could Chairman
Bernanke just speak for a moment about the fiscal implications of
not doing a program? I think it is a very important point.

Chairman Bernanke. If we do not do it, then the economy will
do worse and tax revenues will be significantly affected. And so it
is not evident that it is more expensive to take action than not to
take action. You said of course you want to take action, so I under-
stand that, and I appreciate it.

And let me just say that I think that this program ought to meet
three criteria:

First, it has to be big enough and aggressive enough to solve this
problem which is threatening our economy.

Second, it needs to protect the taxpayer as well as possible.
And third, it should not benefit anybody unduly who was in-

volved in creating the problem.
So I think those are some principles we might try to take as we

design this program.
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Chairman Schumer. Thank you. Congressman Paul.
Mr. Paul. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the comments by the gentleman from Texas, but ac-

tually you have confused me a little bit because now I do not know
who the conservatives are and who the liberals are. [Laughter.]

Mr. Doggett. It is hard to tell here sometimes. [Laughter.]
Mr. Paul. Anyway, I am going to keep trying to figure it out, but

we obviously have a serious problem on our hands, and it is some-
thing that I have been talking about for quite a few years.

Earlier on the Senator brought up the subject of the Depression,
and you did allude to the fact that dislocations and credit creations
are a problem and can add fuel to this fire. But at times I don't
think you follow those rules very well.

I mean, even though you recognize that is the case, because I
think, understanding the Depression is one of our problems, or the
lack of understanding of the Depression. Because generally most of
what people are taught these days is that it was a lack of credit
in the 1930s that caused the prolongation of the Depression. They
never talk about the excessive credit and the misallocation and the
malinvestment of the 1920s that precipitated the bubble that had
to be corrected.

Then in the Depression what did we try to do? We tried to fix
prices, which is exactly what we are doing now. We would not in
the Depression allow wages to go down, and we said the price of
farm products has to stay up. So in doing that, we plowed crops
under and people were starving.

And I do not think we have gained a whole lot of wisdom since
we were plowing under crops to keep prices up, because now we
are talking about illiquid assets, and we are talking about price fix-
ing, and we are talking about somebody in the government, in the
Federal Reserve and Treasury, who does prices.

Now the Austrian School of Economics, which has been around
a long time-they predicted the Depression, they predicted the
1970s, the breakdown at Bretton Woods, they predicted all that is
happening today-their key point is: Do not mess around with
prices. Because if you do you become socialistic.

This is why Mises predicted the failure of socialism, and why it
did fail. But here we are in price fixing again. You say that part
of your mandate is price stability. But I hardly think price stability
comes by price fixing.

But the idea of you taking illiquid assets, for the most part il-
liquid assets are illiquid because they are not worth anything. And
if somebody has a house that they bought for $4 million and it goes
up to $5 million and he wants to sell and nobody buys it, that is
really not an illiquid asset. If he takes it down to $1 million he
might sell it.

But people are not smart enough. The Federal Reserve is not
smart enough. Treasury is not smart enough. Congress is not
smart enough. To know what prices are. So I think that is the
greatest danger of what we are doing here, is we are price fixing
and that is what I am convinced that prolonged the Depression in
the 1930s because we got into that.

This whole idea of credit creation. We have already created $700
billion worth of credit because of the interference and the involve-
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ment in the markets, and here we are coming along with another
$700 billion. The real question is: Where does it come from?

We are surely not going to tax the economy $700 billion. Nobody
would even consider this. But are we going to borrow it? Well, we
could go to our bankers, our friends in China, they might come up
with $700 billion and loan it to us, but I doubt it.

But where will it come from? They are going to come to you.
They are going to come to you to create credit. But I don't even
know where you get the authority to create credit out of thin air.
There is certainly no authority in the Constitution for you to have
endless authority to create money and credit out of thin air, which
is the basic problem that we have.

This is why we are here today, that we have not understood that.
All the blame is put on the fact that there is a downturn in hous-
ing. Well that means they were overpriced. So all our efforts right
now are to keep the prices up, but the prices should come down.
That is what the market is saying. But to fix prices at a higher
level than they should be I think just compounds our problem.

But I would like to just see if I can get an opinion from you on
where all this authority comes from. My estimation now is that
there are probably only about 15 percent of the people in this coun-
try who really care about the Constitution and the rule of law.
Sometimes I think there are less here in Washington.

But where does this authority come from for this unlimited
amount of money? At least the $700 billion is being appropriated
on this new, but the other is not. But you are going to have to mon-
etize a bunch of this, and quite frankly I would have trouble find-
ing anything in the Constitution that said, ah, this is it. You know,
this particular paragraph says, oh, the Congress has the right to
buy up illiquid assets.

Could you comment on this authority and the basic fundamentals
of when we are going to address this? If we do not, we cannot solve
the problem of inflation with more inflation.

Chairman Bernanke. Thank you, Congressman.
First of all, I actually agree with you about the price fixing in

the Depression. I think there is a pretty wide consensus that the
National Recovery Act and the fixing of wages and prices was a
counterproductive step, and I agree with you there.

On whether prices are being fixed for these securities, the inten-
tion is to use market-based mechanisms, auctions and other things,
to try to discovery what the true prices are, or at least something
approximating a market price. It is not going to be price setting in
that respect, as I understand it.

I would note about the Depression that one has to balance con-
cerns about intervening in financial markets with concerns about
macroeconomic stability. In the case of the Depression, the Federal
Reserve essentially took no action as the banking system collapsed.
About a third of the banks in the country failed.

The Fed, following the advice of Secretary Mellon, liquidated the
banks, liquidated labor, and so on, and that did not work out so
well.

With respect to your other questions-and I want to respond also
again to Vice Chair Maloney. There is no need for the Federal Re-
serve to monetize any of this borrowing. The Federal Reserve has
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independent instrument, its management of monetary policy. I do
not expect additional inflationary consequences from this.

As to our authority, of course the Constitution gives the Congress
the right to coin money and regulate the value thereof

Mr. Paul. "Coins."
Chairman Bernanke. And that has been delegated to the Fed-

eral Reserve through the Federal Reserve Act, and everything we
have done is directly based on that Act.

Now if you disagree with the Act, that is a different issue, but
we certainly have the authority from Congress.

Chairman Schumer. Senator Klobuchar.
Senator Kiobuchar. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I said the other day, Chairman Bernanke, that basically my view

of this is that the Administration has allowed Wall Street to oper-
ate like a casino, and unfortunately for you, you and Secretary
Paulson have been called in as the house managers at the 11th
hour to shut it down.

My concern, as you look at changing this and restructuring it,
and as we look at longer term regulations that need to be put in
place, that we minimize the exposure to the taxpayer.

I want to follow up on Congressman Doggett's questions about
the debt and the deficit. I know last time you appeared before us
in April I asked you about the danger of one out of every twelve
dollars of our federal tax money is to go pay interest on the debt
for individual taxpayers, and you responded that it is crucial that
we get control of the deficit and that we find solutions before it gets
so imminent that it becomes very, very difficult to balance the
budget.

Well this week a columnist named Nick Coleman in the Min-
neapolis Star Tribune wrote an article about the share of the debt,
not just the increase that Congressman Doggett was talking about,
but if our debt is in fact raised to $11.3 trillion according to him
every man, woman, and child would carry about $38,000 of that
debt, and in his case for a family of five $190,000.

How will this hurt our long-term economy?
Chairman Bernanke. Well not to get into the weeds here too

much, but the $1.3 trillion includes lots of things like debt held by
the Federal Reserve, which is not really net debt to the govern-
ment.

That being said, I agree that it is critically important that we
have a stable, sensible, responsible fiscal plan going forward. We
have a lot of implicit obligations, for example, to entitlements, to
Medicare and Social Security, which are not fully funded. The
GSEs were not fully funded. That was always an issue that the
Federal Reserve pointed out.

I think that our economy will be fine. I think- it will be a strong
economy in the medium term. I am obviously very unhappy about
the fiscal implications of this. I bring it to you because I think the
alternatives are even worse. But if your complaint is that this will
have adverse fiscal consequences and make it harder to balance the
budget and address other needs, you are absolutely right and I
agree with you on that.

Senator Kiobuchar. What I am trying to search for here, along
some of the comments that Senator Schumer made and others, is
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ways to pay for this that we can look at besides putting it on the
backs of the middle class. Because you know how their wages have
gone down $2000 a year average in the last eight years, and their
expenses have gone up $4500.

One of the issues that Senator Schumer raised was some kind of
charge on Wall Street, or some kind of charge that could be made
there. There has also been a proposal to put some kind of sur-
charge on people that make over a million dollars a year, and I
would personally not really have proposed something like this, but
you keep talking about how we are in such an extraordinary time
and such an extraordinary crisis.

Why couldn't we actually be open to doing something like that?
What would the fiscal implications be? Because it could collect like,
there's one proposal, 10 percent on people making over a million
dollars a year, that could collect $300 billion and we would not be
putting it on the backs of the middle class.

Why couldn't we do something like that? And what would the fis-
cal implications be if we did?

Chairman Bernanke. $300 billion over what-
Senator Klobuchar. Over the time of this thing. It is just try-

ing to get at some kind of help and backing for this,- aside from on
the backs of the people who have been suffering for so long.

Chairman Bernanke. You know, I think that Congress needs
to make decisions about how it wants to manage its spending and
its taxing, and I am not going to tell you "yes" or "no." It is your
decision to make.

I would say, this-and here I intrude very slightly, I hope into
your legislative decision-making, since I think it is very important
that we address this issue in some way relatively soon and in par-
ticular before Congress leaves town-I hope that it will not be in-
volved in a whole list of other issues that will prevent something
from being done. That is my main concern.

But in terms of the fiscal issues-taxes, spending programs, all
those things-that is Congress's job and that is your decision. The
point I have made is that we need sane fiscal programs. And again
I am very unhappy about this development.

Senator Klobuchar. And Secretary Paulson has not been very
open to this idea of doing something about executive pay. Here the
idea is, because these people who have benefitted directly from this
and gotten these huge severance packages, $20 million, $40 mil-
lion, do you understand why we would want to structure something
in this deal where, if they are taking money, a company is taking
money, a firm is taking money, that the government then can get
something in return to say there has to be some limits about what
you can make when you are taking our money?

Chairman Bernanke. There are obviously legitimate issues.
Those include executives who walk away from companies with
large golden parachutes even though they did not perform well.
They include issues of corporate governance. Are the shareholders
in fact being appropriately represented?

There are issues of incentives for risk taking. I think it may be
a supervisory issue to ask whether these packages are structured
in a way that leads to excessively risky decisions. So there are a
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lot of legitimate issues here, and I agree with you about that, and
there are tax issues, too, as you already mentioned.

But one thing I would strongly ask you to consider. For this to
work we need very wide participation from a range of financial in-
stitutions. This is not a handout to individual institutions. This is
trying to make the market as a whole work by getting many insti-
tutions to participate in auctions and other market-based proc-
esses.

If you particularly stigmatize the individual institutions that
participate, you are going to guarantee no participation. So you
should think about this as part of a longer term reform for the
overall system, not just for the individual firms that are partici-
pating.

Senator Klobuchar. Okay, one last question. I know you are an
expert on the Depression and those things. Norman Ornstein has
suggested this week this idea of using the whole idea that they had
during the Depression when they bought the mortgages that were
going under, and I think they ended up for the mortgages in de-
fault getting like 46 percent of them they rejected, they got the
rest, it went over 18 years, and it worked for the most part.

Have you thought about doing something like that here?
Chairman Bernanke. Well this is related in some. ways, but

there are some important differences. One is the HOLC took mort-
gages off failed institutions, not buying them in the market, as we
are discussing here.

Secondly, those were simple mortgages, not these complex securi-
ties that are creating such a problem in the markets today. So I
do not think it is exactly analogous, although I would point out, as
others have, that the HOLC made a profit over time. Though I cer-
tainly do not guarantee anything like that here, and there is a lot
of risk being taken here which we need to minimize, it does not
mean that $700 billion of taxpayer money is going to disappear.

I mean, there are risks but certainly a very substantial part of
it will be recouped as these assets are sold, and as the economy re-
covers.

Senator Klobuchar. Thank you, very much.
Chairman Schumer. Congressman Brady.
Mr. Brady. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Can you be more' specific about the economic consequences if

Congress does not act?
Chairman Bernanke. Yes. I see the financial markets as al-

ready being quite fragile. The credit markets are not working nor-
mally. For example, there has already been a tightening up of lend-
ing. Corporations are not able to finance themselves through com-
mercial paper.

The money market mutual funds and other parts of the financial
system are not performing in the normal way. I would think that
even if the situation stayed about where it is today that it would
be a significant drag on the economy because of the effects both on
savers through asset values, but also on the broad economy
through the availability of credit.

If credit is not available for small businesses to create jobs, for
companies to finance their payrolls, for people to buy cars, that in
turn affects production of automobiles, for student loans, for mort-
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gages-which is affecting the housing market and house prices-all
those things. If those things are all cut back and unavailable, it is
going to have significant adverse effects on our economy.

Now what I said was, if there was no change. I think without
any action it is very possible that we might see a significant dete-
rioration in financial conditions from here, which would make the
problems for the broader economy even worse.

So I do think that this is quite consequential. I think that this
is the most significant financial crisis in the post-War period for
the United States, and it has in fact a global reach. So it has impli-
cations for other countries, as well. So I do think it is extraor-
dinarily important that Congress take action.

I understand how difficult this is, and how complex, and I hope
that you will take the time to think through your options and con-
sider all the issues, but I do believe it is very important to take
action.

Mr. Brady. Look forward, do you have a range of what that loss
of GDP or increase in unemployment-the range. Obviously you
are having to eyeball that. But do you have a range?

Chairman Bernanke. It is very difficult. But if you look at his-
torical examples, in many cases it has been quite significant. The
case of Japan was a case where growth was suboptimal for a dec-
ade.

In Scandinavia, they acted relatively quickly to restore capital to
the banking system, and they still had a fairly severe recession
after that. --

So there have been very few cases where you have had this kind
of financial disruption without a significant effect on the economy.
We have already seen a lot of that effect, and I am just trying to
argue that we should do what we can so it does not get worse.

Mr. Brady. The reason I asked that is I think it is important
in this debate. A lot of us are being asked to walk away from every
principle we have had on government control and free markets.

We understand the severity of the crunch we have today, but
when we listen to folks back home-and I do not think we always
give our constituents the credit for the smarts they have as we
should-and their point is simply that they do not want to reward
this risky behavior.

The feeling many of them have is, and I agree to a great extent,
why don't we allow the free market system to correct itself and ac-
cept the consequences to avoid that risky behavior in the future?

I think there is a general sense that we are living in a financial
house of cards; that action like this may only be a temporary solu-
tion to it; that we need to return to firmer, less complex, more fi-
nancially sound, so that in the long run those consequences are
better for taxpayers.

How would you talk directly to them?
Chairman Bernanke. My response is that the pain would be

very significant. It would be very difficult for Main Street if this
credit system broke down. It would be very costly to average peo-
ple.

Here is a better solution: A better solution is to recognize that
things went wrong. We have a problem now that we can solve if
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we address it with enough force. We can protect taxpayers in doing
that.

The second part of the program, though, is we need to come back
and look at our financial regulatory system, and look at our finan-
cial markets, and ask, how could this have happened? How can we
make sure it does not happen again?

That is a much better way to prevent recurrence than by letting
things fall apart and letting that serve as an object lesson to future
market participants.

Mr. Brady. Thank you. Let me conclude with this. Are there
some other things Congress ought to be looking at to increase cap-
ital flows in the United States? They are focused on credit. Capital
is important, too. Such as a holiday on the capital gains tax might
unlock some of those assets in the country.

Or Mr. English's proposal that I had the opportunity to work
with three years ago to temporarily l6wer the repatriation road-
block that we have some estimated $350 billion of U.S. profits
stranded overseas that are simply too expensive to bring back
under the current tax rate.

When we lowered that barrier temporarily three years ago, it
brought in just about $300 billion. Is it time for Congress-and it
does not make sense at this point to be blocking any of those cap-
ital inflows into the United States-should Congress also be exam-
ining, in conjunction with this, or parallel to this, some of those ac-
tions to increase, to raise that capital flow?

Chairman Bernanke. Well there are ones that could be posi-
tive. I think as I responded to Ms. Klobuchar that that is
Congress's determination to make. I would make the assessment
that by themselves those kinds of actions would not address the
larger problem that we are currently facing.

Mr. Brady. But in conjunction they might be helpful?
Chairman Bernanke. Congress certainly obviously can discuss

those issues and come to its own determination.
Mr. Brady. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Congressman.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you, very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your service at this very difficult

period. Let me just state a broad concern that occurs to me.
I have heard your testimony that what is needed to get credit

markets functioning again is to get more capital into these finan-
cial institutions. And the proposal that we have been given by the
Secretary of the Treasury is that the way to do that is to essen-
tially have the government come in and take these so-called trou-
bled assets off the books of these companies by buying them up at
whatever price, and that will allow these companies to then be in
a better position to perform the function they need to perform in
providing credit and otherwise assisting the economy.

I am struck with the other way, the other obvious way, in which
capital is provided to these financial institutions. When Warren
Buffet invests $5 billion and gets preferred stock in Goldman
Sachs, or when Mitsubishi invests a little over $8 billion and gets,
I'm not sure exactly, I assume some type of preferred stock in Mor-
gan Stanley, that is seen as a good thing for those firms. It is an
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infusion of capital. It is welcomed by the stockholders of those
firms, presumably.

It is not wiping out the stockholders; it is helping the stock-
holders of those firms. And it is a good investment for Warren Buf-
fet and for Mitsubishi, presumably.

So I guess my concern is that the way this thing is being charac-
terized and presented to the Congress, we are being asked to en-
dorse a bailout where we basically take the assets that these com-
panies, these firms cannot otherwise dispose of at a reasonable
price and take them off their hands, instead of us, instead of being
characterized as a recapitalization of these firms.

If instead of a Resolution Trust Corporation, which we had in the
S&L crisis, we-at this point we are talking about a Recapitaliza-
tion Trust Corporation-where the taxpayer was essentially put-
ting up funds, or committing whatever number, hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars of taxpayer money, but it was for purposes of re-
capitalizing the financial sector so that the financial sector can
once again perform the function it needs to, and the taxpayer
would come away from that presumably just like Warren Buffet
does or Mitsubishi does with some ownership and some ability to
benefit once the financial sector is back on its feet.

It seems to me that is a much better way to characterize things.
It gets you somewhere to the same point. It gets the money into
the system. It is much better for the taxpayer. But for some reason
this thing has been described and structured as the taxpayers' job
is to buy the assets that these firms no longer want.

That is the reason there is so much pushback on this thing. I
think you get much better support, or much better acquiescence at
least by many of the folks I represent if they thought that the gov-
ernment was going to go ahead and have something in the way of
an investment here once the dust settled.

So what is your reaction to that? Am I not thinking about this
right?

Chairman Bernanke. No, it is a very good comment. As I men-
tioned before, perhaps this is not a completely compelling objection.
There is a concern that investors might view this as a prelude to
forcible capital injections that would, as in the case of Fannie or
Freddie, wipe out common shareholders, or at least put them at
some risk in that respect.

I think that is one of the concerns that is underlying that ap-
proach. But if it were possible to convince the markets that in fact
the government were going to act like Warren Buffet and make in-
vestment banking deals based on negotiations and approval by the
common shareholders and the board, et cetera, I think that is
something that is probably worth discussing with the White House
to see if they see any benefit in that.

But, again, the concern that I have heard from a number of peo-
ple is: Does this open the door to effective nationalization, as op-
posed to simply putting capital into the banks?

Senator Bingaman. Well what if we were to say, okay, we are
going to set up this Recapitalization Trust Corporation. We are
going to start with a tranche of a couple hundred billion dollars,
and we are going to have a board that will operate this, and we
will ask Warren Buffet to volunteer his services to head the board.
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Now what is wrong with something like that, where he would
have clear instructions that we are looking out for the taxpayer
here but we also want to get this system functioning again and get
these financial institutions operating?

Why would that not be a much more politically and substantively
preferable course than this idea of us just buying these troubled as-
sets?

Chairman Bernanke. Well you are a better judge of the politics
than I am. I do not know whether that would be more popular or
not. I told you what I think is viewed as the concern about it, but
I certainly think that there is nothing wrong with discussing this
option with the Treasury.

Again, I am not empowered to negotiate for the Treasury.
Senator Bingaman. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you.
Congressman Hinchey.
Mr. Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman-
Mr. Saxton. Mr. Chairman-
Chairman Schumer. Well Hinchey came in before English, but

we usually try to go back and forth, so we will go to English and
then Hinchey.

Mr. English. Mr. Chairman, it is always a privilege to have a
couple of New Yorkers deferring to me. Thank you, sir. [Laughter.]

Mr. English. Mr. Chairman, following up actually on a point
that Senator Bingaman made, and maybe approaching it from a
different angle, one of the concerns that I have is that the architec-
ture that has been outlined here gives extraordinary power to the
Treasury, to people who are unelected, to make extraordinary
interventions in the economy. And I do not think that we can con-
template this without considering the political implications.

Secretary Paulson has reportedly agreed that the Treasury would
be authorized to take an equity stake in financial institutions that
sell impaired financial assets to the Treasury.

I have to wonder, Mr. Chairman, do we risk politicizing credit
decision making by giving the Federal Government equity stakes
in a whole array of banks and other financial institutions?

And as a couple of commentators have gestured at, is there a
real danger here that we go down the path to crony capitalism?

Chairman Bernanke. Well your question comes after Senator
Bingaman's question, which was on the other side of the same
issue.

I am not aware that the Treasury Secretary has agreed to what
you just indicated for the reasons I said before, that we do not
want to stigmatize those who participate in the asset sales.

It would be a different matter if a firm was failing and obviously
needed some infusion of cash in that respect. I may just be behind
the discussions, but I am not aware that that has been agreed to.

In any case, let me just say that I think it is very appropriate,
indeed essential, for Congress to have very tough oversight over
this program, and that there be a set of principles under which the
program operates, and that there be close oversight by however
Congress sees fit to structure that.
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And I think that should give some comfort to taxpayers and to
others that indeed this program is being run in a serious and fair
way.

I think what would create some concern would be if too much of
the details of how this would be done, whether there is an auction
mechanism or something else, is written into the legislation, then
that would take away the flexibility that might be necessary to
deal with unexpected circumstances. So that is a concern.

But from an oversight perspective, I absolutely agree with you.
Mr. English. Very good. As we look at the recent market turbu-

lence, one of the things I have been concerned about is the pres-
ence of new and unusual products of the market that may have
contributed to it.

It has been suggested that the value of complex derivatives re-
lated to mortgages and credit fell further and faster than investors
and bank regulators thought likely. How does the Fed view the role
of these derivatives in contributing to the turmoil recently in finan-
cial markets?

Chairman Bernanke. Well I think they played an important
role. Many factors have been involved-not just the housing mar-
ket, but the structure of financial markets, the structure of financ-
ing, the structures of risk transfer such as these derivatives that
you are referring to.

I think at the time the argument for them was, by putting all
these things together and chopping them up different ways we
would spread risk more effectively. What we learned instead was
that, first, that risk was not always spread as well as was thought,
and that banks did not always realize what their exposures were
to different types of assets.

But secondly, transparency is a big issue. And investors are not
going to come in and buy incredibly complex instruments at a time
of serious financial stress because they have essentially no way to
value them under these circumstances, which is one of the reasons
for trying to get the market going again.

But I agree that the opacity and complexity of these instruments
has been a factor, and that that needs to be addressed going for-
ward, as does the role of the credit rating agencies who would bless
them, and then investors did not have to look at what was inside
because they had a AAA rating.

So both of those things need to be looked at as a part of the re-
form.

Mr. English. Where do you see the current failure of trans-
parency? Is this a case where our existing oversight entities do not
have the competence, or the resources, or perhaps the focus to pur-
sue these particular products? Or is this a case where you men-
tioned the rating agencies, have the rating agencies been from your
perspective too casual in making their assessments?

Where does the blame fall? Is this a regulatory failure? Is this
a-since we throw around a lot of blame right now-is this a fail-
ure of Congressional oversight? Where do you see the most imme-
diate failings here?

Chairman Bernanke. Well I think there is a lot of blame to go
around. There have been a number of international and domestic
studies of the crisis that have tried to diagnose it and point to dif-
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ferent aspects or causes of the crisis, and all the things you men-
tioned are in the list.

The credit rating agencies which did not really anticipate the de-
cline in housing prices, or that possibility, and had problems with
their methodologies, which have been discussed, and they are try-
ing to improve those now.

Secondly I think the regulators were not sufficiently attentive to
the risks of these derivative instruments, or off-balance-sheet in-
struments in general, and we and our fellow regulators are trying
to remedy that. But I think that was an issue.

And third I think the private sector in its zest for financial inno-
vation under-estimated the problems that might arise in a situa-
tion of financial distress. Why it is hard to value these assets at
this point is really for two reasons. One is simply that they are ex-
traordinarily complex. But also, there is an awful lot of uncertainty
about the economy. We just do not know where house prices are
going to end up, where the economy is going to end up, and that
would make even a simple security harder to value. Those two rea-
sons affect the securities' valuation.

Mr. English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Congressman Hinchey.
Mr. Hinchey. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for being here, for your

testimony, and for the very direct and honest answers I think you
have given to the statements that have been made and the ques-
tions that have been asked. So I very much appreciate what you
are doing.

You said that you and the Secretary of the Treasury went to the
White House and spoke to the President on Thursday. I can imag-
ine, however, that both your operation and the Treasury operation
were focused on this issue for a lot longer than just Thursday.

I wonder if you would kindly tell us how long that has been, and
what you have been doing together or independently to try to deal
with this situation up until Thursday?

Chairman Bernanke. Well as you may know, both the Treas-
ury and the Fed have been extraordinarily active over the last year
through a wide range of mechanisms-discount window lending,
the creation of new lending facilities, international swaps, and a
whole other range of activities that we have done-to try to sta-
bilize markets and to maintain as much stability in the financial
system as we can.

Our hope was that the actions that we took, together with the
natural healing process some stabilization in housing, would allow
us to get through this difficult period without any extraordinary
intervention from Congress. And we certainly did not want to come
to Congress prematurely and say do something large when it was
not yet evident that action was necessary.

However, in recent weeks market conditions have deteriorated
quite significantly. We are continuing to do what we can to support
markets, to increase liquidity, and so on, but our judgment at this
point is that Congress needs to act, and only Congress can take the
actions necessary to stabilize the financial system.

Mr. Hinchey. Well I think there is no question you are abso-
lutely right. Congress needs to act, and the financial system needs
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to be stabilized, but there are other elements of this economy that
need to be dealt with as well. Not just the financial system.

In other opportunities that you and I have had to be together we
have asked questions and talked about the way in which the econ-
omy was working. The last time that you were here before this
Joint Economic Committee in April, I believe it was, the general re-
sponse to the question was that everything was going to be okay;
that the economy was generally strong, and everything was run-
ning fairly well.

I was very skeptical about that, and I think that there was very
good reason for it. It was very interesting in a question that I
asked Secretary Paulson, his answer was that our economy was
growing, unemployment levels were fine, there was housing down-
turn and turmoil in capital markets, but all major institutions are
fundamentally healthy.

The fact of the matter is that that was not true. And I under-
stand that that did not mean that he might have been focused on
trying to deal with the issue, but I think that there was some moti-
vation here to try to keep this under cover and try to present that
the kind of things that were going wrong were not really hap-
pening.

I understand the situation that we have been talking about most-
ly here with regard to the mortgage market, but we are also seeing
something here about the way in which the mortgage market has
been manipulated; how it has been twisted and distorted in order
to engage in speculation, and the desire there, the objective there
is to make larger profits, and that has been for a lot of people very
successful.

Isn't that some aspect of this problem that we have to deal with?
Chairman Bernanke. Thank you for the question. A couple of

comments. First, I do not recall exactly what I said in April, but
in January we made a number of sharp interest rate cuts, and I
think that was indicative of the fact that at that point I was cer-
tainly; and the FOMC was quite concerned about the economy. I
think, looking back, that policy was justified.

On your second question, you are absolutely right. There are a
lot of problems, a lot of issues. I believe that the Congress ought
to look at a substantial reform of our regulatory structure and of
the financial markets to try to assure that these kinds of problems
do not occur again.

I think that is very important. You could think of this as a one-
two punch. First, stabilize the situation. Secondly, fix it so it does
not happen again.

My only concern is that, just given the realities of the Congres-
sional schedule and so on that doing the complete regulatory re-
form is going to take awhile. It is going to take a lot of thought,
and hearings, and discussions, and so my advice and my request
is that you take step one today, but with a strong promise for step
two.

Mr. Hinchey. Well I appreciate that, and I am still skeptical
about engaging in it in that way because I think that the situation
has to be addressed more broadly. But I understand that the main
focus of your attention, because of your responsibilities, has got to
be on the financial market. And I very much appreciate that.
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I think that that is true, but there is a lot more to deal with
here. There is a lot of concern that a lot of people have with the
general operation that is going on, the way in which this economy
has been going down for more and more people.

When I talk to you I can't help but remember what an authority
you are on the Great Depression, and it seems to me that there are
so many aspects of this economic situation that we are confronting
today which are so similar to the situation that we confronted dur-
ing the Great Depression, I know that the financial markets are
much more complex, much more different than they were back
then, but in terms of that complexity there's a lot more openness
in terms of manipulation as well within the financial markets.

But now you have a situation where you have a greater con-
centration of wealth in the hands of fewer and fewer people that
we have had since 1929. You have an increase in poverty. You have
a shrinking of the middle class. You have a downgrading of the
Gross Domestic Product because the income of working people is
going down, going down particularly with regard to the cost of liv-
ing that is going up.

Aren't these things that this Congress must focus its attention
on, as well?

Chairman Bernanke. I would hope Congress would be focusing
attention on those issues on an ongoing basis. The things you men-
tion are related, for example, to education and workplace skills, en-
ergy, a whole set of issues, and I assume the Congress would be
looking at those.

Mr. Hinchey. Some of us in Congress have been for some time
looking at these things. And what I am thinking about, as you and
I are talking now, is you might have an opportunity to go back to
the White House and say to the President: Maybe you, Mr. Presi-
dent, need to focus on these aspects of the economic circumstances
that we are confronting, because he has been adamantly opposed
to any increase in spending for domestic investment, infrastruc-
ture, health care, education, all the things that are needed across
this country have been rejected by this Administration because
they did not want to spend the money. But they are very happy
to spend $700 billion now to deal with the circumstances in the fi-
nancial market.

That inconsistency just does not make any sense.
Chairman Schumer. Congressman Hill.
Mr. Hill. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Bernanke, in this town it is hard to get the facts, and

it is very difficult to determine what reality is. I want to take you
through the last seven days in my life as a Member of Congress,
and then return to a question that Congressman Cummings asked,
because I thought it was very significant, your answer.

Last week I was under the impression that the Administration
felt like the economy was fairly strong. I disagreed, of course, but
that was the message that was coming to me and other Members
of Congress before Thursday.

And then Thursday we adjourn, and suddenly we have a crisis
on our hands. I learn over the weekend that we are going to be
asked to appropriate $700 billion to try to get us out of this jam.
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I am wondering, at the time that I heard all of this over the
weekend, where have people been? Why is this suddenly a crisis?
What has triggered all of this?

I get back here on Monday and we are now discussing it among
ourselves as Members of Congress, and there is great angst out
there among Members of Congress about whether or not we should
be doing this.

In the last couple of days I have received over 200 telephone calls
telling me: Don't do it.

Now, I, as a Member of Congress, am trying to make a deter-
mination of whether or not we should be doing this or not. But I
will have to be quite frank with you-your answer to Congressman
Cummings' question of how this affects the Main Street people, our
constituents back home, was rather stunning.

Because what you are in fact asking us to do is to appropriate
$700 billion to make car loans more accessible, and for small busi-
ness people to have better credit. And quite frankly, if I went home
and had a town hall meeting and told my constituents that we had
to bail out Wall Street to the tune of $700 billion so they could find
an easier time to get a car loan, or for small business people to get
better credit so they could build their businesses, they would laugh
me out of that town hall meeting, Mr. Chairman. There has got to
be a better answer than just that.

Can you give a better answer?
Chairman Bernanke. Yes, sir, I can try to give you an answer

on two fronts.
The first is, I recognize that this is always viewed as a $700 bil-

lion program, but again the fiscal cost of it is going to be much,
much less than that because it is an acquisition of assets which
will be resold. So I think that needs to be kept in mind.

With respect to the second part, which is very important, in the
first instance credit will be restricted further for home ownership,
for small business,.for individual consumers and so on, but that is
not just an inconvenience.

What that is going to do is affect spending and economic activity,
and it will cause the economy as a whole to decline and be much
weaker than it otherwise would be. It will affect the unemployment
rate. It will affect job creation. It will affect real incomes. It will
affect everybody's standard of living.

So it is much more than car loans. It is really about the overall
performance of the U.S. economy over perhaps a period of years.
So I think it is extraordinarily important to understand that, as we
have seen in many previous examples of different countries and dif-
ferent times, choking up of credit is like taking the lifeblood away
from the economy. The economy will not function in a healthy way
without availability of credit for business creation, job creation, and
the like.

Mr. Hill. But are we talking about the threat of a depression
here? I talked to two economists yesterday who said, yes, we are
talking about a depression. Today, I am getting a different feel for
what the results are if we do not do anything.

Warren Buffett invested $50[sic] billion yesterday, and I read in
the paper from several economists who say Congress would be
crazy to do this.
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Chairman Bernanke. Warren Buffett said on the TV this
morning that he did it because he thought Congress was going to
do the right thing, and if Congress didn't act that we would go over
a precipice, quote, unquote.

So I think that it is important to do something. I don't want to
make comparisons to the Depression. That was an extraordinary
event. It lasted for many years. It was a different time and place.
But certainly there are going to be very negative implications for
our economy if the credit markets are not functioning.

Mr. Hill. Is it fair to tell my Main Street people back home that
their stock portfolios are going to decrease dramatically?

Chairman Bernanke. Very likely.
Mr. Hill. And their 401Ks, and retirement programs?
Chairman Bernanke. Very likely.
Mr. Hill. Okay. I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Thank you, Congressman Hill.
Senator DeMint.
Senator DeMint. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, you being here today. I know you

are doing what you think is best for our country, and I think you
know it is our job to question that, particularly something of this
significance.

You just indicated that the $700 billion is for stopping a short-
term problem, and that we need to get about really fixing the prob-
lem afterwards. And it seems you are suggesting that fix includes
a lot more regulations.

My biggest concern at this point is that the casualty of all of this
is going to be our belief in the free enterprise system, and that un-
bridled capitalism is being blamed for this problem.

I learned after 25 years in business that you really cannot solve
a problem unless you understand the root causes. It is hard for me
to look at this and trace it back over the years without recognizing
that this is a problem that was clearly caused by government.

Obviously, easy and cheap money from the Fed, government re-
quirements that banks make subprime loans, the implied govern-
ment guarantees behind Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac which ev-
eryone, with a "wink and a nod" knew was an explicit government
guarantee.

Essentially what we did by trying to use the markets to put more
people in houses is we removed the accountability of risk from the
free enterprise system. And it only works when there is a good bal-
ance between risk and reward.

I do not think anyone could question that that is what the gov-
ernment did. We created a low risk, big reward environment in
which to sell a lot of these mortgages and move them around as
securities. Now they are embedded in all areas of our credit mar-
ket, and free markets are being blamed for this without any criti-
cism of bad government policies.

Now my question to you is-and I said this on a conference call
the other day and I am not sure I have gotten a straight answer-
Do you believe this is a failure of the free enterprise system, or an-
other example of how government intervention destroys the dynam-
ics of a free market system?
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Chairman Bernanke. Well, we can discuss the origins of the
situation. I think there are different points of view on that. I think
that there were elements of the financial system-and let me am-
plify in just a second-such as the inadequate risk management
and other things that amplified the problem and have created the
crisis we see now.

Historically, precisely because the financial system has such a
critical function in the economy, and because of the too-big-to-fail
problem, and the problem of runs on banks, and those sorts of
things, there has always been Deposit Insurance, supervision, some
regulation of the financial system.

What I was saying, I don't think I used the word "heavier regula-
tion" or anything like that. What I had in mind was reform. I think
our regulatory system now is a patchwork system. It is not well
structured. In some places it is too heavy, and in other places it
is nonexistent.

So I do think the financial system needs to be regulated, and
there are deep historical and economic reasons for that. But it is.
important that it be done in a way which on the one hand protects
the safety of the economy and avoids crises of the type we are cur-
rently having, but on the other hand allows for innovations and the
contributions that the financial sector can make to growth and di-
versification of the economy.

So I think there is a lot of blame to go around, to make a long
story short, but I do think that part of the problem is that the reg-
ulatory system we have is needing of reform, which may involve in
some cases less regulation but smarter regulation.

Senator DeMint. I am not suggesting we do not need a good
regulatory structure for our financial markets. It just is very clear
to me that the accountability of risk was removed, and the too-big-
to-fail was primarily the government-created entities of Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac. They were major players in all of this.

I am concerned that that is being left out of a lot of the word
coming from the Administration and the Federal Reserve. None of
these proposals would actually support more free market activity,
and seemed to have actually taken the burden of taxes and regula-
tions off of our economy.

It would seem the Administration, while looking short term with
this immediate bailout, would insist on some long-term changes in
tax structure such as lowering our corporate tax rate, or elimi-
nating the capital gains.

We created this Sarbanes-Oxley monster in order to tell us when
Bear Stearns was going to go out of business but it didn't. It didn't
do anything it was supposed to do, but we know it chased capital
offshore. However, there's not advocacy from the White House or
the Federal Reserve that we need to fix these things that are run-
ning capital out of our markets.

And so it is very frustrating for me, as someone who believes in
free markets and free enterprise, that the blame of all this is being
laid at the fact that we didn't have enough regulation and over-
sight. As somebody who has been in business, I know there is no
amount of government regulation that can stop the corruption in
a system if you take the risk out of it.
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Chairman Bernanke. Senator, first of all, on Fannie and
Freddie the Federal Reserve has long raised the issue of the sys-
temic risk there. And I think you are absolutely right on that case.

With respect to regulatory reform, the Federal Reserve contrib-
uted to, but of course Treasury took the lead in the presentation
of the blueprint that Secretary Paulson presented before the crisis
began, and that was in response to this issue of capital moving off-
shore, as you put it.

His objectives in that blueprint were to try to simplify the sys-
tem, remove redundancies, reduce costs, and make the regulatory
system more industry friendly in that respect.

So again I reiterate that I am not sure that what is needed nec-
essarily is heavier, more regulation, but better, cleaner, more effi-
cient regulation.

Senator DeMint. Do you agree that insulating the market from
natural risk creates a problem?

Chairman Bernanke. Well what we have is a problem where
the financial system, because of too-big-to-fail, or just because of
other instabilities like runs on banks, historically has had the po-
tential to have very widespread effects on the rest of the economy
if it becomes unstable, more so than other industries.

And so there has been a view-back to the introduction of de-
posit insurance, or before-a long-term view that some regulation
is needed of the financial system. And given that, and you said
yourself that it is needed, I think we just need to do it as well as
possible.

Senator DeMint. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Schumer. Well thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We said we would try to get you out at 12:30, and we went

through a lot of questions. We very much appreciate your calm na-
ture here, but also the knowledge that you have. I think most of
us on either side of the aisle believe you look at these things dis-
passionately without a particular axe to grind.

I just want to say, in conclusion, that the hearing reinforces my
view of two things:

That we do have to act, and act relatively quickly. And at the
same time we need some changes in the legislation proposed, and
I am glad to hear that you are open to the kinds of changes that
I have talked about on reducing the burden to the taxpayers.

Thanks for being here.
Chairman Bernanke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Chairman Schumer. The hearing is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:34 p.m., Wednesday, September 24, 2008, the

hearing was adjourned.)
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To begin, I'd like to welcome you this hearing Mr. Chairman. And I'd like to thank
you for appearing before this and the two other committees you are testifying in
front of I know how grueling this can be. But like it or not, it is important part
of the process. If the Administration plan cannot withstand scrutiny, we cannot
make our case to the American taxpayers we represent.

I think these hearings-beginning in the Senate Banking committee yesterday
under the leadership of Chairman Dodd and continuing in the House Financial
Services Committee this afternoon under Chairman Frank, have been important.
Over the last twenty-four hours, I've seen signs of greater cooperation from my col-
leagues in Congress, who, despite many of their well-founded reservations, recognize
the magnitude of the problems we face and the importance of getting something
done.

When you were last before this committee, in April, the crisis we were facing was
the collapse of Bear Stearns, and I can say that most of us thought we had just
witnessed an event that we were likely never to see again in our lifetimes. And yet,
here we are, only six months later, and we are discussing a crisis many orders of
magnitude greater.

Mr. Chairman, I believe you have been eloquent and impassioned in your warn-
ings of the dangers we face, and that we must try to do all we can to resolve the
threat to our financial system. And I will reiterate what I said yesterday, I do be-
lieve we must act and we must act soon.

But let us be clear-Americans are furious. I am sure that every single one of my
colleagues has heard what I have heard from my constituents-amazement, aston-
ishment and intense anger. And they are right to be astonished and very angry.
Over the last eight years, we were told that markets knew best, that financial al-
chemy had reduced risk to an afterthought, and that we were entering a new world
of global growth and prosperity. Instead, what we have learned is that we now have
to pay for the greed and recklessness of those who should have known far better.

Unfortunately that truth does not solve the crisis that confronts us. While Wall
Street caused these problems, if we do nothing, Main Street will also pay a severe
price. Pension funds, money market mutual funds, and 401(k) plans will be nega-
tively impacted. Credit is already tightening, which impacts households as well as
businesses large and small throughout this country. The lock down in lending has
widespread consequences. I've heard from car manufacturers that it is virtually im-
possible to get an auto loan right now unless you have a very high credit score. This
year alone they are likely sell six million fewer cars than they otherwise would. So
even though the workers in Buffalo, Detroit and St. Louis are blameless, they will
suffer. It's not fair, it's not right, but that's the world we live in today.

That is the reality we face, and we in Congress recognize it. I want to assure the
markets once again-and I think I speak for all of us-that we will not be dilatory
and we will not add extraneous amendments. We will not Christmas tree this bill.
And we will work in a bipartisan way to act, and act soon. In the last day it has
become clear to me, that, with the exception of a few outliers in either party, there
is a clear recognition among members of both parties that we must act and act soon.
And it has been good to hear from both Senators Obama and McCain that they con-
cur we must act, though like us, they believe changes must be made to the Adminis-
tration plan.

Still, as I said yesterday as well, we must beware that in taking actions, we do
not choose a bad solution. The markets want action. We understand that. But if we
act so quickly that we create an ineffective solution, without adequate safeguards,
then we risk the plan failing, which would be an even worse outcome for the mar-
kets, for the economy, and for our country.

Even on Wall Street, $700 billion is a lot of money, and none of the thousands
of money managers would invest that sum without appropriate due diligence. These
hearings, and the discussions that are happening as we speak, are our Congres-
sional due diligence, and we take that responsibility seriously and will make intel-
ligent and relevant improvements to the Administration's plan. We owe nothing less
than that to the taxpayers who have put us in office to safeguard their economic
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well-being. It is a sacred trust, and I can say that it is a responsibility that all my
colleagues, both Democrats and Republicans, whatever philosophical differences,
hold very dear.

As I have said, I believe there are three essential components to that must be part
of this plan-T H 0-taxpayers, homeowners, and oversight. There can be no ques-
tion-and this is non-negotiable-that we must put taxpayers first. They must come
ahead of bondholders, shareholders and executives and we need to add to the Ad-
ministration's legislation those types of protections. I think we must seriously con-
sider putting this program in place in tranches, or installments-so that we do not
limit the Secretary's ability to act as necessary, but are able to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of these expenditures over time. If the program is working, the Congress

'will certainly ratify continuing expenditures by the Treasury. But if it is not work-
ing, then we will need to review it before we once again find ourselves on the brink.
I look forward to hearing your thoughts on that today, Mr. Chairman.

Another idea I've proposed is insurance fund modeled on the FDIC and paid for
by the financial industry that can defray some of the long-term costs of the Adminis-
tration plan must also be part of this legislation. It clearly cannot cover the entire
cost. But it seems only fair that the industry that will receive the vast benefit of
this taxpayer-funded program pay for some share of it themselves. Both Secretary
Paulson and you seemed positively disposed towards that idea yesterday, and again,
I look forward to hearing further from you today on this as well.

I remain puzzled by the resistance you and Secretary Paulson have offered to pro-
posals that. Senator Jack Reed and many of my colleagues have made about the
need for equity being part of the process we are discussing. My constituents ask me
about it, as do many of the business people and many of your fellow economists who
I've spoken with about this. It seems only fair that we reward taxpayers if, as we
all hope, this plan succeeds.

We must also do something to help homeowners. Chairman Bernanke, you your-
self have said repeatedly until we find a floor in the housing markets-and fore-
closures are directly related to the housing markets-we will not solve this problem.
And that affects not just those who made bad mortgages, not just those who will
lose their homes through no fault of their own, but every homeowner. The number
of foreclosures and the price of the average American's home are intrinsically re-
lated to one another and cannot be separated. As we've seen, the complications of
securitization-where mortgages are placed into pools and then broken up into a
large number of securities, has created an enormous problem. Unlike in the old
days, homeowners can no longer go the local bank, where they got their mortgage,
to try to negotiate terms beneficial for both sides. Instead, since their mortgage has
been sold into a pool with others, they find themselves trapped by servicing agree-
ments they were never party to in the first place. And that's to say nothing of the
complications presented by second lien holders, who can often hold entire pools of
mortgages hostage because they have nothing to lose by not co-operating. I remain
convinced that judicial loan modifications, which would allow judges leeway in help-
ing homeowners facing foreclosure, are an essential step that we must consider to
resolving these problems, and the housing crisis.

Finally-this is the last of what I call the three THO principles-there must be
greater oversight as part of this plan. This Administration is asking simply for
trust. However much we may like Secretary Paulson or you, Mr. Chairman, no sane
person would put 700 million dollars in your hands on trust alone. I cannot in good
faith tell my constituents that "it's fine, we know they'll do the right thing." Strict
oversight is a sine qua non. And when we return next year, we must develop a regu-
latory system that fits today's financial system. While we cannot do that this week,
it has become crystal clear that our system of regulation is broken and must be re-
paired, if not entirely replaced.

To close, I would like to add a few words about something that I worry has gotten
lost in our focus on this crisis. As I have said, I do believe we will act, and I do
believe .we will fix the financial crisis we face. But that will not in and of itself fix
many of the other problems that continue to bedevil American families. The econ-
omy of the past eight years has hammered the American middle class. Their in-
comes have declined, their healthcare coverage has weakened, the price of their gas
and food have skyrocketed, the value of their homes has plummeted, and now many
of them find their jobs threatened. The plan the Administration has put forward,
with certain modifications, will, I hope, resolve this current mess, but many other
obstacles remain ahead of us. It is not enough to maintain the status quo. We must
find a way to once again make the American economy the engine of prosperity it
once was for all Americans, and not a casino where we let some earn extreme re-
wards by taking excessive risks while the rest of us get stuck with the bill.
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I would like to join in welcoming Chairman Bernanke before the Joint Economic
Committee this morning. Given the recent financial turmoil, his testimony comes at
a critical juncture in economic policy.

The main cause of the financial turmoil is the collapse of the housing bubble in-
flated -by various government policies over many years. Government policies sup-
ported by many in Congress encouraged the expansion of subprime and other risky
mortgages that fueled the housing bubble. Strong Congressional support of Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac depended on their investment in high risk mortgages for their
own investment portfolios.

In exchange, both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac showered their Congressional pa-
trons with generous campaign contributions that seriously corrupted the political
process. Despite warnings for many years that both Fannie and Freddie were exces-
sively leveraged to a degree that was dangerous, they continued to inflate the hous-
ing bubble undeterred by their accounting scandals. Now the country will have to
pay a very high price for lending policies highly influenced by political, not eco-
nomic, objectives. Given their financial problems created by a politicization of deci-
sion making, Fannie and Freddie have essentially been taken over by the federal
government.

In another startling development, over the last several weeks a distinct invest-
ment banking industry, established by the provisions of the well-intended Glass-
Steagall Act, has essentially ceased to exist. The independent investment banking
business model proved unable to withstand the stress of the financial market insta-
bility wracking the entire financial structure. These investment banks were highly
leveraged and relied on short-term funds to finance longer term investments.

Unfortunately, many of these investments were mortgage backed securities whose
value had plunged over the last year. The fact that the investment banking indus-
try, created by government regulation, has proven unsound is a reminder that gov-
ernment policies do not always provide effective solutions, but can in fact create fur-
ther problems. As a result, many investors are rightly concerned about the safety
of their savings and investments.

Some action by government is now needed to recapitalize the banks and other fi-
nancial institutions either by injections of equity or removal of toxic investments.
In this financial meltdown there is plenty of blame to go around, but ultimately the
American people expect action to deal with the crisis. One good place to start would
be guaranteeing the safety of transactions accounts to assure savers and small busi-
nesses that their basic financial needs can be met without disruption.
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GOVERNMENT POLICY BLUNDERS LARGELY CAUSED THE
GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS

Macroeconomic and microeconomic policy
blunders by both the U.S. government and foreign
governments inflated an unsustainable housing
bubble in the United States and other developed
economies. When this bubble inevitably popped, a
global financial crisis ensued. Although misaligned
private incentives, methodological errors in rating
structured credit products, and the recklessness of
some private financial institutions and investors did
play a contributory role in the recent financial
turmoil, individuals and firms could not have
created and sustained such a large housing:bubble
over so long a time without major macroeconomic
and microeconomic policy mistakes. These policy
mistakes were:

I. The exchange rate policy of the People's
Republic of China (PRC) and the, shadow
exchange rate policies of governments in other
Asian economies caused large and persistent
international trade imbalances, suppressed price
increases on tradable goods and services, and
channeled monetary inflation in-lthe- United

* States and other developed countries twith
floating exchange rates disproportionately into
housing prices;

2. The Federal Reserve pursued, at least in
retrospect, an overly accommodative monetary
policy after 2000 that kept U.S. interest rates
too low for too long. Moreover, central banks
in the PRC and other Asian economies invested
most of their surging foreign exchange reserves
in U.S. Treasury, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac
debt securities, flatting the long-end oft yield
curve in the United States. Theses policies
combined to produce extremely low long-term
interest rates that stimulated housing demand.

3. Financial regulators in the United States and
other developed economies failed to exercise
adequate prudential supervision over highly
leveraged non-depository financial institutions
in the alternative financial system;

4.

S.

6.

Regulations mandating the use of value-at-risk
models to determine the capital adequacy of
financial institutions (1) caused both these
institutions and their regulators to
underestimate risk exposure, and (2)
encouraged these institutions to increase their
leverage;

Regulations, mandating the use of "fair value"
accounting (also known as "mark-to-market"
accounting) for illiquid financial assets
exacerbated liquidity problems at financial
institutions after the housing bubble burst.

The strengthening of affordable housing
regulations governing Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac in October 2000 had the unintended
consequence of creating a large regulatory-
induced demand for subprime residential
mortgage loans that mortgage banks proceeded
to satisfy.'

Macroeconomic Policy Factors. During the
last decade, the governments of the world's major
economies have pursued two different exchange
rate policies: freely floating exchange rates and
pegged exchange rates. In the "floating zone," the
United States along with Australia, Canada, the
European Union member-states using the euro, and
the United Kingdom allowed market forces to
determine the foreign exchange value of their
currencies. In the "pegging zone," the People's
Republic. of China (PRC), Indonesia, India, Japan,
South Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Thailand
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intervened heavily in the foreign exchange market
by buying dollars and selling their currencies' to
maintain politically determined, below market
exchange rates pegged to the U.S. dollar to give
their manufactured exports a price advantage in
American and European markets.

Pegged exchange rates produced persistent
distortions in relative prices around the world.
Over time, these price distortions exacerbated
imbalances in the global economy, especially large,
persistent current account surpluses in the PRC and
large, persistent current account deficits in United
States.

Consequently, the governments of these Asian
economies added $2.7 trillion to their foreign
exchange reserves between December 31, 2000 and
December 31, 2007. About 70 percent of thius
increase in foreign exchange reserves was invested
in the United States, mostly in U.S. Treasury debt
securities and U.S. Agency debt securities. (e.g.,
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac).

The exchange rate-induced price distortions
influenced macroeconomic policy decision-making
around the world. In the United States and 'other
economies in the floating zone, central banks
pursued, i at least in retrospect, overly
accommodative monetary policies that expanded
the availability of credit at low interest rates. .In
turn, these policies inflated unsustainable housing
price bubbles. In the PRC and. some other
economies in the pegging zone, macroeconomic
policy errors caused price inflation in goods and
services to surge.

After these housing bubbles popped, massive
overinvestnent (i.e., the accumulation of assets in
excess of the demand for these assets) and
malinvestment (i.e., the accumulation of the wrong
types of assets) was revealed in the housing sectors

.of the United States and most of the other major
economies in the floating zone. This triggered a
global financial crisis that began on Augus 9,2007.

Specifically:

1. Low-cost imports, especially labor-intensive
manufacued goods from the pegging 'zone,
intensified competition for tradable goods in the

- United States and other economies in the
floating zone. Because of this competition,
various indices used to measure changes in the
prices of goods and services registered very low
inflation rates in the United States and other
economies in the floating zone.

2. The Federal Reserve and other central banks in
the floating zone were using inflation-targeting
either by rule or in practice to guide their
decision-making. Low reported inflation. rates
persuaded officials at the Federal Reserve and
other central banks to pursue relatively
accommodative monetary policies throughout
most of the last decade.

3. Because asset prices are generally excluded
from inflation indices, higher housing prices did
not increase reported inflation rates and did not
trigger more restrictive monetary policies in the
United States or other economies in the floating
zone.

4. At least in retrospect, the Federal Reserve' and
other central banks in the floating zone pursued
overly accommodate. monetary policies during
most of the last decade. d This fed a rapid
expansion of credit relative to GDP. In the
United States, .total credit outstanding
(including total debt securities outstanding in
U.S. credit markets and total loans and leases
outstanding at U.S. depository institutions)
grew from.$17.l trillion (equal to 205.8 percent
of GDP) on December 31, 1997 to $38.3 trillion
(equal to 276.8 percent of GDP) on December
31, 2007.

5. Central banks in the pegging zone invested a
large portion of their accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves -in medium-n and long-term
U.S. Treasury debt securities and U.S. Agency
debt securities. These investment decisions

,flattened the yield curve in the United States,
pushing medium- and long-term U.S. interest
rates below what they would have otherwise
been. Of course,' the housing sector is
especially sensitive to' changes 'in long-term
interest rates.

Joini Economic Committee -433 Cannon HouseOffice Building (202)226-3234-- www.house.gov/jec
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Microeconomic Policy Factors. During the
last three decades, an alternative financial system
has developed to the traditional bank-centric
financial system. This alternative system is based
on (I) the securitization of loans, leases, and
receivables into structured credit products. (eg.
residential mortgage-backed securities), and (2) the
purchase of these structured credit products-by
highly leveraged non-depository financial
institutions (e.g., investment banks, financial
government-sponsored enterprises including Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac, hedge funds, and off-balance
sheet entities).

Highly leveraged non-depository financial
institutions now perform the same economically
vital, but inherently risky functions of (i)
intermediation 2 and (2) liquidity and matu'rity
transformation3 that banks, savings iMstitutions, and
credit unions have historically performed. In the
United States at the end of 2007, highly leveraged
non-depository financial institutions held, $12.7
trillion of financial assets. compared with $13.5
trillion of financial assets in depository institutions.

However, this alternative system, which
developed- largely. outside of the regulatory. and-
supervisory structure that has been necessary to.
contain' financial contagion, proved vulnerable to a
modern version of 1 9a century bank runs.'> Instead
of depositors r"runnig" to banks to withdraw thei
depdsits, unleveraged financial institutions such as
imoney. iarket mutual funds that lose confidence-in
h 'nighly, leveraged non-depositoryv . financial
institutions-(e.g., Bear Stearns) refuse to rollover
their' overnight repurchase agreements while boanks-
curtail-:their secured lines of credit, forcing such
troubled institutions to either declare banlruptcy or
seek government assistance in a matter of hours.

Unintended Consequences from innial
Regulations;. Federal regulatory policies -that
addressed legitimate problems (i.e., inconsistent
capital regulations for multinational banks, and
inadequate accounting standards that allowed Enron
to conceal. its true financial condition before its
collapse in 2001) had the unintended consequences
of encouraging excessive leverage and risk-taking
especially among these highly leverageo' non-

depository financial institutions. In particular, two
policies encouraged financial institutions to behave
pro-cyclically:

1. Promoting the use of value-at-risk models to
determine the risk exposure in financial
institutions without sufficient consideration of
the. inherent limitations in these models,
especially the lack of sufficient historical data
to draw statistically valid conclusions about (a)
the credit performance of new products, and (b)
institutional liquidity under rare episodes of
financial stress; and

2. Requiring financial institutions to use fair value
(also known as mark-to-market) accounting for
illiquid financial assets that such institutions
intend to hold.

Reliance on value-at-risk models caused both
financial institutions and their regulators. to
underestimate the risk exposure at these institutions.
This underestimation encouraged aggressive
lending and underwriting practices at financial
institutions during upswings.

Small changes in the price factors that
econometric models use to estimate the fair value of
illiquid financial assets can cause large drops in the
recorded value of these assets during downturns,
forcing financial instiutions to take large write-
downs. These write-downs can trigger "fire sales,"
in which financial institutions rush to sell similar
financial assets-at any price, possibly reducing the
value of these assets well below what they actually
fetch during orderly sales. Widespread illiquidity
may force financial institutions 'to contract the
availability of credit and increase its cost.

Unintended Consequences from. Housing
Policies Promoting Home Ownership. The shift
from FHA-insured mortgage loans to. subprime
mortgage leans among low, income and minority
households in the United States and the widespread
issuance of subprime mortgage-backed securities by
investment baiks during the fist half of this decade
is, in large. part, the unintended consequence. of
well-mean'g, but poorly conceived federal policies
to increase the home ownership rate among low
income and minority households. On October 31,

e O n .
IJoint EcZonomnic Committee - 433 Cannon House Office Building 7 (2'02) 226-3234 - -www.houscigov1* c
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2000, the U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development issued affordable housing regulations
for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac during the years
2001 to 2004. These regulations significantly
increased the goals at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
for purchasing residential- mortgage loans to low

-income and minority households. To meet these
goals, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac stepped-up
their purchases of privately issued AAA-rated
tranches of subprime mortgage-backed securities
beginning in 2001. Responding to this regulatory-
induced demand, mortgage banks greatly increased
their extension of subprime mortgage loans, while
investment banks placed these loans into subprinie
mortgage-backed securities.

Misaligned Private Incentives. Misaligned
private incentives encouraged excessive risk-taking
in financial institutions:

1. Unlike the originators of other loans, leases, or
receivables, the originators of residential
mortgage loans were not required to retain an
equity interest, known as "skin in the game," in
(a) the loans which were sold or, (b) the
;mortgage-backed securities into which these
loans were placed. Thus, originators such as
'mortgage- banks had no incentive' to apply
sound 'credit standards when underwriting
residential mortgage loans.

2.- The "issuer pays" business model of credit
rating agencies made them financially
dependent upon a few investment banks whose
structured credit products the agencies were

: .-assessing. . These agencies pressed their
analysts to give favorable ratings to maintain or
increase market share with these banks.

3. Banks had "up-front' incentive compensation
packages for investment bankers that did not
adjust their compensation for the long-term
profitability of their deals for the banks or their
customers.

Methodological Errors. Credit rating agencies
employed' flawed methodologies to evaluate
structured credit products. These methodologies
did not fully account for the likely correlation of
delinquency and default rates for similar loans,

leases, and receivables that constitute the collateral
in structured credit products. This error caused
credit rating agencies to give higher ratings to many
structured credit products than they deserved.

Conclusion. Macroeconomic policy errors
both here and abroad combined with regulatory
policy deficiencies and misaligned private
incentives .to inflate unsustainable- bubbles in
housing prices, in the United States and most of the
other major economies in the floating zone. After
these bubbles popped, the alternative financial
system proved vulnerable to a modern version of
19 a century bank runs. This sparked a global
financial crisis that is ongoing.

For more detailed analyses, see: Robert P. O'Quinn,
Chinese FX Interventions Caused International
Imbalances, Contributed to the U.S Housing Bubble
Prepared for the Joint Economic Committee (110'
Cong., 2" sess., March 2008); Robert P. O'Quinn, The
US. Housing Bubble and the Global Financial Crisis:
Housing and HousintRelated Finance, Prepared for the
Joint Economic (110 Cong., 2" senss May 2008); and
Robert P. O'Quinn, The. US. Housing Bubble and the
Global Financial Crisis: Vulnerabilities of the
Alternative Financial System, Prepared for the Joint
Economic Committee (1 10" Cong., 2- sess., June 2008).
2 Intermediation refers the econominc function of
channeling funds from savers to borrowers.
' Liquidity and maturity transformation refers to the
economic funition of turning illiquid financial assets
such as term loans to households and firms into liquid
financial assets such as deposits payable on demand or
marketable securities:

Joint Economic Committee -433 Cannon House Office Building -(202) 226-3234 - www.house.govfjec
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Executive Summary

An unprecedented bubble in U.S. housing pices began to inflate in the farst quarter of 1998 and then popped in the
second quarter of 2006. This study examines the causes of this bubble and the effects of its deflation on U.S. housing
and housing-related finance by applying a seven-stage framework for analyzing asset bubbles developed by economist
Charles P. Kindleberger. Future studies will analyze the global financial crisis that this bubble ignited on August 9,
2007 and offer lessons lesared forpolicyrnakers.

The most important ause of the housing bubble was a massive credit expansion An overly accommodative U.S.
monetary policy from the second quarter of 2002 through the third quarter of 2006 when compared with the Taylor
role encouraged financial institutions to expand credit aggressively by reducing their short-term funding costs. At the
same time, stable inflationary expectations and the exchange rate policies in the People's Republic of China and other
Asian economics restramed long-term U.S. interest rates. U.S. housing prices soared as low long-term interest rates
further stimulated the already strong demand among households for housing, while financial institutions
enthusiastically supplied the necessary residential mortgage crediL

A number of well-meaning federal policies had the unintended consequence of encouraging financially marginal
households that could not qualify for traditional fixed-rate fully amortizing residential mortgage loans to take out
rskier alternatives (including adjustable-rate subprime residential mortgage loans with interest-only periods or
negative amortization features) to buy homes just as housing prices neared their peak. Essentially, both these
borrowers and their creditom were relying on rising housing prices rather than die borrower's income to repay these
loans. After the bubble popped, delinquency and default rates increased to alarming levels among these borrowers.

The IMP forecasts housing-related credit losses will be $565 billion, while total credit losses will be $945 billion. As
a result, the IMO concludes that the combination of the aftermath of the housing bubble and the credit crunch arising
from the global financial crisis has Upped the U.S. economy into.a recession. Whether or not this IMT forecast proves
correct, economic growth in the United States has slowed dramatically during the last two quarters.
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L INTR OD1JCTION

An unprecedented U.S. housing bubble began to inflate in the first quarter of 1998 and then
popped in the second quarter of 2006. The subsequent deflation of housing prices caused the delinquency
and foreclosure rates for subprime residential mortgage loans to soar. As the performance of these loans
deteriorated, investors grew uncertain about thevialue of the residential mortgage-backed securities
(RMBS) and the collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) into which many subprime residential

mortgage loans had been placed. Consequently, the market liquidity for these subprime-related derivative
securities shriveled.

A number of well-intentioned, but often misguided federal policies and macro-economic supply
factors in U;S. credit markets inflated an unsustinable bubble in U.S.;housing prices:

* In retrospect, the Federal Reserve's monetary policy was overly accommodative from the
second quarter of 2002 thrioug the third quarter of 2006 when compared with the Taylor
rule. By lowering the cost of funds for banks, other depository institutions, and highly
leveraged non-depository fianciaii institutions, this monetary policy encouraged these
financial institutions to expand credit aggressively bylextending loans and investing in
debt and derivative securities.

* At the same time, macro-economic supply factors in U.S. credit markets reinforced this
-overly accommodative monetay policy by restraining medium- and long-term U.S.

interest rates during the first halfof this decade. Housing is the most interest rate-
sensitive sector of the U.S.-economy. Along with micr-economic factors relating to
financial services, low long-tern interest rates further stimulated the already strong
demand for housing among hoquseholds, while financial institutions enthusiastically
supplied the necessary residentia mortgage credit.

:-:- ' ::Globalization grestly intensified the price competition among tradable goods
and services in the United States. This helped to channel the inflationary effects

of monetary policy away from the prices of goods and services and into asset
prices, especially housing. The inflation-suppressing effects ofglobalizationon.

the prices of goods and services as recordediby the Consumer Price Index(CPl),
the GDP Deflator, and the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) Deflator
combined with the Federal Reserve's successful disinflationary monetary policy
during the 198s and early 1990s to fosterstable inflationary expectations. In
turn, stable inflatioogry expectations dissuaded U.S. lenders from seeking high
inflation premiums in medium- and long-tem interest rates when monetary
policy deviated from the Taylor Irue.

-i :'" After the Asian:Financial Crisis of 1997-98, the People's Republic of China
(PRC) intervened heavily in foreign exchange markets to maintain a fixed
exchange rate between the Chinese renminbi and the. U.S. dollar through July
20, 2005 and to suppress the appreciation of the renminbi relative to the dollar
thereafter. Other Asian goverments mimicked the PRC's foreign exchange to
maintain the price comgpetitiveness of their manufactured exports with China's.
By buying U.S. dolia and selling their currencies simultaneously, central
banks in the PRC, India, Indonesia, Japan; Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, and
Thailand added $2.06 trillion to their forei exchange reserves from December
31, 1997 tollhe peakofthe U.S. housing bubble on June 30, 2006. About 2/3 of
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these foreign exchange reserves were invested in U.S. dollar-denominated debt
securities, mainly U.S. Treasuries and U.S. Agencies. By bidding-up te pnices.
of U.S. debt securities, these massive purchases by Asian central banks helped
to suppress medium- and long-term U.S. interest rates.'

* Federal policymakers adopted a number of policies to promote home ownership
especially among financially marginal and'minority households without regard to the
suitability of home ownership for their economic circumstances or the conditions in the
housing market;

* Federal policymakers failed to warn the public that the housing bubble was unsustainable
and to discourage financially mrnginal households from taking on excessive non-
conventional mortgage debt to buy homes as housing prices inflated.

Estimates for the global credit losses associated with subprime residential mortgage loans are
staggering. In April 2008, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
forecast that the global subprime-related credit losses will be $422 billion (which is equivalent to 3.05
percent of U.S. GDP in 2007).2 This OECD forecast is line with similar estimates from the Intermational
Monetary Fund and private economists.

This study applies a seven-stage framework for analyzing asset bubbles developed by economist
Charles P. Kindleberger to the U.S. housing bubble. -Part one of this study examines stage one -
displacement of existing expectations, stage two:- credit expansion (monetary policy and other macro-
economic factors), stage three - new economy, stage four- swindles, and stage five - overtrading,
revulsion, and discredit - as they apply to the inflation and popping of the U.S. housing bubble. Moving
beyond a narrow focus on housing and housing related finance, part two will analyze stage two - credit
expansion (micro-economic factors relating to finnmcial services) and stage, six - financial panic and crisis
management- as they apply to the resulting glubal financial crisis that arose on August 9,2007 from the

0 popping of the U.S. housing bubble. Part three will discuss stage seven - aftermath and then will offer
0 isome lessons leared to policymakers.

IL KINDLEBERGER'S FRAMEWORK FOR ASSET BUBBLES

Reviewing asset bubbles from 1720 through 1999, Charles P. Kindleberger identified the seven
stages common to all asset bubbles:

1. Displacement of established expectations. Asset bubbles begin when significant,
sudden, and unexpected events displace previous expectations about the fature returns
from certain assets. Through theicenturies, various assets (e.g., bonds, commodities,
currency, equities, and real estate) have become objects of speculation.

2. Credit expansion. Asset bubbles require a moderm financial system to provide credit to
households and firms to purchase the object of speculation. Displacement of established
expectations causes financial services professionals to. assume less uncertainty and more
profits from investing in tis object. Consequently, commercial banks and other
depository institutions generously extend loans, while investment banks aggressively

XFor an extensive discussion, see: Robert P. OQuins, Chinese FXInterventions Caused International Imbalances,
Contributed To.US. HousingBubble (Preparedfor Joint Economic Comnitttee, I 10' Cong, 2 'd sess., March 2008).
Found at:
bhnlwwwv.house~gov/jec/studies/2008/Chinese%/02OFX%/2pte= tio ns/%2oCsused%/2olntemtional%/2olmbalanc

ea%20Conuibutsd°%2tos/
020U%/20S°/20%20fHousineA2OBubble 20021.odf.

Zth iSubpriue Crisis: Size, Deleveraging and Somne Policy Options (Paris: Organization for Economic
Cooperation atnd Development, April 2008), pg 2.
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underwrite new debt and equities securities related to this object. Insurance firms, mutual
funds, pension funds, and individual investors eagerly purchase these new securities. The
rapid expansion of credit to invest in the object of speculation causes its price to rise -
slowly at first and then increasingly rapidly. Paradoxically, the rising price of the object
increases the demand for it As commercial banks and other depository institutions.-.'
extend more and more loans related to the object ofspeculation, the credit quality of the.
assets on the balance sheets of these financial firms may deteriorate as marginally'
qualified or even unqualified borrowers undertake debt to invest in this object.

3. New economy. As the object's price begins to rise, economists, goverament officials,.-.
financial services practitioners; and journalists proclaim that a new economic era has
begun. Old valuation models are cast aside in favor of new valuation models that appear
to have official sanction.

4. Swindles. As the object's price accelerates, market participants become euphoric,
diminishing their skepticism of exaggerated claims. Spying opportunities, swindlers take
advantage of market participants while their guard is down.

5. Overtrading, revulsion, and discredit. Ignoring the underlying findamentals regarding.
an object's long-term profitability, market participants purchase additional units of the
object based solely on its price momentum and often incur heavy debts to fumd such
purchases. As the existing market participants profit from their trades in the object;
individuals and firms that do not normally trade in this object may undertake such
purchases. Together these factors create a mania for the object As the peak of the asset
bubble approaches, expectationis about the future profitability of trading in this object
reach their zenith. This isthe overtrading phase. Then, some unrelated events or sales of
the object by insiders trigger a reappraisal. This is revulsion phase. Credit for additional
purchases of this object may be curtailed, and interest rates may rise. Market participants
that have borrowed heavily to invest in this object face growing financial difficulties
because of highbdebt service costs. .As the price of this object fails, highly leveraged
market participants may be forced to'sell their holdings of this object in "fire sales" to
meet margin calls. This is the discredit phase.

6. Financial panic and crisis management. Market p'articipants want to sell their holdings
of this object at any price, but find few buyers. In extreme cases, asset markets may
"seize up" and suspend trading. Einancial services firms that lent to or bought debt and
equity issues firomparticipants in the market for this object will incur significant losses in.
their portfolios. If the losses are sufficiently large, some financial services firma may
fail. Credit to individuals and flnns nirelated to the object may become scarce and
expensive. As economic damage Ifrom the collapsing price of this object spreads to other
sectors, the financial panic may morph into a recession or even a depression.

7. Aftermath. Once the crisis abates the public demands that firms and government make
institutional reforms to make asset bubbles less likely in the future and to mitigate their
economic damage.3

3
See geneally, Chaies P. Kindleberger, Manias Panics, andCrshes: A History of Fancia Crises (17g; 4' ed

New York. John Wiley & Sons, 2000). -- - ' ' ' - '
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Graph 1.1 -Nominal US. Housing Pnices QI-1987 to Q4-2007
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IlL %APPLYING KINDLEBERGER'S FRAMEWORK TO THEU.S. HOUSING BUBBLE

ETiA. DISPLACEME7OFEXIWIGEXPECTATIONS

Some factors that had inflated the high-tech stock bubble during the late 1990s contributed to the
housing bubble between 1998 and 2006: The Great Moderation, which refers to the combination of long
and strodg expansions, short and shallow recessions, and low inflation since 1983, increased the
ipropensity for risk-taking throughout the U.S. economy. 4 Elevated rates of return on shares during the
high-tech stock bubble conditioned moany individuals to expect similar rates of return from other.
.inveatfents. Afler the high-tech stock bubble popped in the first quarter of 2000, many households
turned to housing assa "safer" alternative that could still produce a high rate of return.

In testimony before the JEC, financial economist Robert J. Shiller, who, authored Irrational
Exuberance, observed, "The U.S. has, since the late 1990s, had its biggest national housing boom in
hiStory.`5 By all available measures, housing prices ballooned from 1998 to the second quarter of 2006.
According to the Standard & Poor's/Cise-Shiller U.S. National Home Price Index, nominal housing
prices edged up by 0.9 percent from a peak in the third quarter of 1989 to the trough in the fourth quarter
of 1993. When adjusted for inflation, -however, real housing prices declined by 13.9 percent. During the
next four years, nominal housing prices grew by 11.7 percent, while real housing prices edged up by 0.9

4 U.S. expansions and contrsactions averaged. 1 marths and i I months, respectively, in the seven complete business
cycles between1.945 and 1982 as compar with 106 montlis and 8 months;respectively, in the two complete
business cycles since 1982. Inflation, wbich bad averaged 7.4 percent between 1968 and 1982, averaged-3. 1 percent
between 1983 and 2007.

'Written Staement of Robert 1. Shiller before the Joint Economic Committee, Hearing on "Evolution of an
Economic Crisis: The Subprime Lending Disiter and the Threat to the Broader Economy" (September 19, 2007),

pg. -.
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Graph 1.2 -RealWUS.'Housing Prlces Q1-1987 to Q4-2007
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Percent, From the first quarter of 1998, nomiral homnin prices increased by 101.2 percent to peak d m .a
the second quarter of 2006, while real housinig.prices'increased by 80.3 percent to peak in the first quarter
of-2006 (see Graphs 1.1 and 1.2).6

Over the long term, housig demand is a funiction of household formation and household inco-me
groib. -Not surprisngly, housing prices had a relatively stable relationship'with household income ,for
decades prior to the housing bubble. The ratio of the median sales price of an existing single-family:
house to'themedian household income averaged 319 from 1969 to 1997. Beginning in 1998; however,

.'hocsintgprices increased at a substantially fastei rate than household income. The ratio of the median
'sale ice of an existing single-family house toe median household come increased from 3.46 in
I997 to a peak of 4.69 in 2005, 54 times the standard deviation of 0.28 between 1969 and'2006 (see
Graph 1.3)V.

Because renting an apartment is a close substitute for owning a home, housing prices and rental
costs should change at approximately the same ratebover the ,long tersn: Indeed, housing price increases,
had rnatched rental cost increases for decades prior to the housing bubble 'From 1982 to 1997' the
median sales price of an existing single-fanih e inceased by anaerage of 4.2 percent a year while
'therental costs foraprimaryresidence gre by an'aerageof 4.1 percenta year.. Beginingin 1998,
lhousing prices grew at nearly twice the rate of rentil costs. From 1998 to'2006, the omedian sales price of

'S&P/CasecSbiller Rome Price Index. U.S. Nanah /Hvr and Consumer Price ndex-U: All Items/Buieaumof
LaborStiti sica! er. Atbhorcalculatedreal indexby 'diu-stig nomiinal iidex by CPI. Authoricalculate'

Median Sales Price: Existing Single-Family Hom-es United States (Crent Dollars)/Natio a Ass^,ii f
'Realtois/Haver and Median Income of House~hoids (C~iareat DollarayCeasiusBiieau/Haver. Author,calcsulted :
raBtioad standard deviations. N.B., 2006 is the latestpyr in w/hich annual household income data areavalable,,+
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Graph 13 -Ratio'of edian Saes Pceiof Es-tlagS F y HSinl.-.amyHomes
to Median Household lncoine in-Uiteo States

1969 to 2006 (Most Recnt Year)
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j
::an existing single-family house ballooned by an aierge of 6.3 percent a year, whil rental costs increased
b an average of 3.4 percent a year (see Graph .4);,.-

Because of the prospects for easy and quick profits in housing, many speculators began "flipping'
,.homnes (i~e., buying new contdominiums, townlcuses, and single-famnilyhouses whileunderrconstruction.
. ,existing units that need some remodeling work in the hope of reselli:,ng themn once they are ready for.
capital gains).-Speculative demand accelerated the growth of housing prices during the bubble.

~ Cons m riinn re inad x-U ; Rent of Prim ar R idence w n h n e- Year to Ye r u s ' f ab r
Sta st cs lla er and M e ian Saes lPriC e: E ~ eting S in gle-F a m Il Hom es ni e S tates (C u ren D 'la P f en t.h~ n g e ' J Y e a r & Y e ~ r I ~ a t i o n l A s s o c t i o n. .sn a ..
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Graph 1.4- U.S. Housing Priceslncrease Fasterthan Rental Costs 1998-2006
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MIB.1. Size of the Credit Expansion

During the last decade, the credit available to U.S. households and non-financial firms grew much
faster than GDP. Total credit outstanding including total debt securities outstanding in U.S. credit
markets and total loans and leases outstanding at U.S. depository institutions grew from $17.088 trillion
(eqiial to 205.8 percent of GDP.) on December 31,.1997 to $38.325 trillion (equal to 276.8 percent of
GDP) on December 31, 2007 (see Graph 1.5).

* Total debt securities outstanding in U.S. credit markets ballooned by 127.0 percent from
$13.096 trillion (equalto l57.7 percent of GDP) on December31,1997 to $29.729.
trillion (equal to 214.7 percentofGDP) on December 31,2007 (see Table l.A-l in the
Appendix). This growth was highly concentrated in three kinds of debt securities, two of
which involve securitization:

o Asset-backed securities outstanding increased by 361.4 percent from $536 billion
(equal to 6.5 percentof GDP) on December 31, 1997 to $2.472 trillion (equal to
17.9 percent of GDP) on December 31, 2007 (see Table I.A-I in the Appendix).

o Federal agency securities outstanding (other than mortgage-related) increased by
188.1 percent from'$1.023 trillion (equal to 12.3 percent of GDP) on December
31, 1997 to $2.946 trillion (equal to 21.3 percent of GDP) on December 31, 2007
(see Table l.A-I in the Appendix).

o Mortgage-related securities outstanding increased by 169.0 percent from $2.680
trillion (equal to 32.3 percent of GDP) on December 31, 1997 to $7.2 10 trillion
(equal to 52.1 perceni of GDP) on December 31, 2007 (see Table l A-I in the
Appendix).
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. Graph 1.5 -US. Credit Expansion 1997-2007 II
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* Total loans and leases outstanding at U.S. depository institutions increased by 115.3
percent from $3.992 trillion (equal to 48.1 percent of GDP) on December 31, 1997 to
$8.596 trillion (equal to 62.1 percent of GDP) on December 31, 2007 (see Graph 1.5 and
Table L.A-2 in the Appendix).

9

IILB.2. Macro-Economic Causes of the Credit Expansion

:lL&ZL Overly Accommodative Monet&yPoLky

The Federal Reserve's monetary policy, which proved, in retrospect, to be overly accommodative
from the second quarter of 2002 through the third quarter of 2006, is the most important cause for the
credit expansion that fueled the U.S. housing bubble. By reducing short-term interest rates, this monetary
policy decreased the cost of funds for banks, other depository institutions, and highly leveraged non-
depository financial institutions.'

0
Flushlwith low cost funds, banks, financial institutions aggressively

expanded credit by extending loans and purchasing debt and derivative securities.

The Federal Reserve controls the aggregate money supply by increasing or decreasing the
reserves available to commercial banks through (1) open market operations (i.e., the purchase and sale'of

9
Credit market data are from U.S. Department of Treasury, Federal Reserve System, Federal Agencies, Thornson

Financial, Bloomberg, Securities Industry and Financial Market Association estimates. Nominal GDP data are from
Bureau of Economic Analysis. Author calculated credit market data as a percent of GDP.
'
0

1Highly leveraged non-depository financial institutions (IILNi)Fs) will be discussed in detail in part two.
HLNDFIs include finance companies, financial government-sponsored enterprises (GSE), hedge funds, investment
banks, and bank-sponsored off-balance sheet entities (OBSEs).
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government debt securities or foreign exchange) and (2) loans (historically referred to as discounts) to
banks and other depository institutions (and recently primary dealers)."

Inflation occurs when the Federal Reserveincreases the aggregate supply of money faster than
the growth of aggregate demand for money. Geiirally, inflation simultaneously increases the prices of I:
both (I) goods and services (e.g., raw materials, intermediate good s final goods, labor, and other
services) used during the current period and (2) assets (e.g., equities, real estate, and otherinvestments)
held for long-term gains. Under certain circiustances, however, inflation flows mainly through the asset -

channel. Then commonly used price indices suc as the CPL the GD Deflatoror tlie PCE Deflator that
measure changes in prices of goods and services do not record all of the price inflation that is actually
occurring in the U.S. economy.

Economist and former Treasury official John B. Taylor developed the widely respected Taylor
rule, which provides an objective guide for the Federal Reserve on how to adjust its target for the federal

-funds rate to redress deviations of the actual GDP growth rate from the potential GDP growth rate and the
actual inflation rate with a targeted inflation rate (usually measured in termns of PCE Deflator). A
comparison between the actual federal funds rate with the target federal finds rate implied by the Taylor
rule allows Federal Reserve officials and the public to determine whether the monetary policy is too
accommodative or too restrictive to achieve the Federal Reserve's twin goals of price stability and
maximum sustained real GDP growth.

Comparing actual data to data from a Taylor rule-consistent simulation, Taylor found that the
actual federal funds rate was significantly below the Taylor rule-consistent target federal funds rate from
ithe second quarter of 2002 through the thirdtfabler of 2006. He concluded that "a higher federal funds
rate path (consistent with the Taylor rule) would have avoided much of the housing boom." He also

a primary dealer is a bank or securities broker-dealer that may trade directly with the Federal Resee. A primary
dealer is reqiiiredto make bids or offers when the Fideral Reserve conducts open market operations, provide
infoimation to the Federal Reserve's trading deslk and to participate actively in Treasury auctions. The current
primary dealers are:

1. BNP Panlbas Securities Corp.
2. Banc of America Securities LLC
3. Barclays Capital Inc.
4. Bears Stearns & Co., Inc.
5. Cantor Fitzgerald & Co.
6. Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
7. Countrywide Securities Corporation
8. Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC
9. Daiwa Securities America Inc.
10. Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.
11. Dresdner Meinwort Wasserstein Securities LLC.
12. Goldman, Sachs & Co.
13. Greenwich Capital Markets, Inc.
14. HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.
15. J. P. Morgan Securities Inc.
16. LchmanBrothers Inc.
17. Merrill Lynch Government Securities Inc.
18. Mizuho Securities USA Inc.
19. Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated
20. UBS Securities LLC.
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'observed a strong negative correlation between changes in U.S. housing prices and changes in residential
m-nortgage delinquency rates since 1980.12

Similarly, the Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis also found that the federal fund rate was
consistently below a Taylor-rule consistent rate from the third quarter of 2006 through the third quarter of
2006 (see above).t3 These findings provide-empirical support for the conclusion that in retrospect the
Federal Reserve pursued an overly accomsmodative monetary policy during the most frenzied years of.

housing price inflation.

ILR2.b. Macro-Economic SupplyFactors in US Credit Market

Macro-economic supply factors in U.S. dredit markets involving globalization, stable inflationary
expectations, and the foreign exchange:p'olicies of the PRC and other developed and developing
economies in east, southeast, and south Asia restrained medium- and long-tern U.S. interest rates during
the first half of this decade. -

12 John B. Taylor, 'Housing and Monetary PoHicy," Prseaion to JakoHole Conference (September2007).

Found at httolwwv.stafford edu4-iohn VlHousrneOa0nd%/.2QMoneStA/2OPolicv-Tavlor-
Jackson%20HoleY/202007.ndf
'3Monetary Trends, Feddal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (May 2008, Data updated through May 1, 2008), pg. 10.

Found at hlttpnbmicastlgoisfed OWgublicagisagelOpdf.
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IILB.2.b.L- Stable Inflationary Expectations due to Globalization
and the Federal Reserve's Anti-Inflation Credibility.:

Globalization refers to the simultaneous liberalization of international trade and investment and
the integration of the previously autarkic econormies- ofthe PRC, the former Soviet Bloc, and India with'

.the rest oftheworld. Globalization greatly inteified price competitiori among tradable goods and
services in the United States. The "China price".(i.e., price for manufactured goods from-the'PRC)..
effectively capped the prices that competing US firms could charge for simnilar. manufactured goods fora.
decade. To remain competitive, U.S. firms pressed their suppliers for lower prices and invested heavily in
productivity-enhancing, labor-substituting equipment, especially computers, computerized machinery,
and software. By reducing the demand for workers with routine skills, computer-related busmess.' .
investments moderated the real growth of labor compensation that one would hav osherwise'expected
given the strength of the expansions that began in March 1991 and November 2001.4 Consequently;:
globalization had first, second, and third order effects that moderated inflation in the pnces'ofgoodandM
services. Thus, globalization helped to divert any irilationaty effects of monetary policy into higher-asset
prices, especially housing.

The appearance of price stability (asm.easured by the CPI, GDP Deflator, and PCE Deflator)
from globalization reinforced the Federal Reserve's hard-won credibility from its successful
disinflationary monetary policy during the 198s-and early 1990s. Consequently, U.S. lenders had stable
inflationary expectations during the first half of this decade.. Because of these stible.inflationary: ...:- '
expectations, U.S. lenders did not seek higher inflation premiums ir tedium- and long-term interest rates.
when the Federal Reserve's monetary policy deviated from the Taylor rule from the second 'quarter of 2-.
2002 to the third quarter of 2006.

IILB.2.b.ii. Foreign Exchange Policies of the People's Republic of'
* China and Other Asian Governments'

The foreign exchange policies of the People's Republic of China and the shadow foreign
exchange policies by other developed and developing economies in east, southeast, and south Asias -
following the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-98 also helped to suppress medium- and long- U.S. interest
rates: The PRC intervened heavily in foreign exchange markets to maintain a fixed exchange rate
between the PRC's renminbi and the U.S. dollari throngh July 20, 2005 and to suppress the appreciation of
the renminbi relative to the dollar thereafter By reducing the~cost of Chinese labor, this policy
encouraged inward foreign direct investment by foreign multinational firms in the labor-intensive
*manufacturing of low-tech goods and the labor-intensive final assembly of medium-tech consumer goods
from imported parts.

Governments in other developed and developing Asian economies generally mimicked the PRC's
-foreignexchangeto maintain the price competitiveness of their manufactured exports with China's. 'By

buying U.S. dollars and selling their currencies,, central banks in the PRC, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand added $2.06 trillion to, their foreign exchange reserves from.
December 31, 1997 to the peak of the U.S. housing bubble on June 30, 2006. About 2/3 of these foreign
exchange reserves were invested in U.S. dollar-defiominated debt securities, mainly U.S. Treasuries and
U.S. Agencies. Massive purchases by these central banks bid-up the prices of U.S. debt securities and
consequently held down medium- and long-term U.S, interest rates.

14Robert P. Quinn, Information TehnolvoIdener Earnings Differentia and Drives Needfor Educadon, :
Research Report 6104 (Prepared for the Joint Economic Comnuitee, I105 Cong., 2' sess., Maich 2008): Found at

//ww.boae.eovriecdoublicationstl 10/rn 10-6. I:
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UL B.3. Effects of the Credit Expansion on Housing Prices

In summary, the Federal Reserve's overly accomiodative monetary policy from the second
quarter of 2002 to the third quarter of 2006 reduced short-term U.S. interest rates. Flush with low cost
funds, banks, other depository institutions,'and highly leveraged non-depository financial institutions
:eagerly expanded credit through loans and investments inrdebt and derivative securities. At the same
tine, stable inflationary expectations (arising from globalization and successful disinflation during the
*'1980s and ealy1990s) and the massive purchases of U.S. debt securities byAsian central banks helpd'.
to keep medium- and long-term U.S. interest rates low.

:ousing is the most interest rate sensitive sector of the U.S. economy. Low long-term U.S.
:interestites 'during the first half of this decade further stimulated the already strong demand for housing
: 'among households, while financial institutions enthusiastically supplied the necessary residential: 5..'.
--mortgage cre'dit; Along with-micro-economic factors relating to financial services that willle discussed
in part two of this study, an overly accommodative monetary policy and macro-economic supply factors'
in U.S. credit markets fueled a massive credit expansion that helped to inflate an unsustainableububble in,
U.S. housig prices.

:: Zc, NEWECONOMY

IILC.l. Promotion of Home Ownership to Financially Marginal nd.
Minority Households without Regard to the Suitabilit of Home
Ownership to Their Economic Situation

For decades, federal policymakers, realtors, developers, contractors, mortgage bankers, Fannie
Mae, and Freddie Mac have promoted home-ownership as the fulfillment of the 'American dream."'
Specifically,'federal policymakers encouraged home-buying by:.

* Enacting preferential income tax policies to reduce the cost of home ownership relative to
renting (e.g., the deductibility of residential mortgage-interest payments and re estate
taxes without the inclusion of imputed rental value of owner-occupied housing as taxable
income), 15

.- Chartering specialized financial institutions to channel funds to housing (e.g., savings
banks, Federal Home Loan Banks, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac), and

* Offering FHA-insured residential mortgage loans with preferential interest rates and
terms to financially marginal households.

IS The mortgage interest and property tax deductions were introduced in the Revewe Act of 1913, which is also
known as the Underwood-Smmos Act(clt 16,38 StaL 116, October 3,1913). Tax neutrality between home
ownership andrenting coidbe achievedeitherby() eliminati e deducibility of residential mortgage interest
expenseandrelated rpertytax paymnnts, orby (2) adding .animputation for the rental vatue of owner-occupied
housing to taxable income and then allowing the same deductions for an owner-occupied house as a rental house
.(including depreciation, residential mortgage interest paymets, aid property tax payments).
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Graph 1.6- US. Hoasehold Home-Ownersbip Rate 1982-2006
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-Both major political parties have promoted home ownership among financially marginal and
mifionty households. In 1994, President Bill Clintordeclared, WMore Americans should owh their ow6,.
homes, for reasons that are economic and tangible, and reasons that are emotional and ininible, but go'
to the heart of what it means to harbor, to nourish [and] to expand the AmeTican Dream."

1t
Accordg to

Department of H. ousing and Urban Affairs (HUD) documents, Clinton's national home ownership
:strategy sought to "reduce down payment requirements and interest costs by makingterms more flexible"'
and "increase the availability of alternative fnancing products in housing marketsthroughout the
vcoUntry."17

To pursue this strategy, the Clinton administration pressed depository institutions-and mortgage
banks to lower their credit standards and reduce down paymtent requirmrens. The Clinton administration
promoted exotic alternatives to traditional fixed-rate fully amortizing residential mortgage loans, such as:
interest-only residential mortgage loans andnegatiily amortizing residential mortgage loans. These.
policies were intended to help financially margal and minority households that could not qualify for
traditional mortgage loans under normal credit standards to buy homes and thereby to increase the home-
ownership rate; The Bush administration left these Clinton administration policies.in place.

The Federal HousFngEntresiFaal Safety andSoundnessAct (also known as the GSE
Act) waseenacted in 1992.'" Among other things, this act established the Office of Federal Housing
Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) in the Departmenit of Housing and Urban Development as the federal
regiulator for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The GSE Act also required the Department of Housing and

6
Departent of Housing and UrbanDevelopmen Urban Policy Brief (Agust 1995), pg. I.- Found at

http:i/wiww.hdnser.orewb~cations/tx/hdb I.c2.tel:
7 Ibid., pg 9.
1812 U.S.C. 4501 et seq.
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.Urban Development (HUD) to establish three affordable housing goals (Low- and Moderate Income,
Specil-Affordability, and Underserved Areas) for Fannie Mae aid Freddie.Mac to help financially
inargirtal and minority households to purchas- homes. HUD has isued three sets of progressively more
ambitious affordable housing regulations under the GSE Ac December 1, 1995 for the years 1996-2000(;
Octber 31,2000 for the years 2001-2004; and November 2, 2004 for the years 2005-2008.

Before 2000, Fannie Mae and purchased relatively few subprime residential.
mortgae loans for securitization. That year, FannieMae and Freddie Mac purchased about 12 pecentof.
'all'subprine residential mortgage loans orginated.(malnlyAlt-A) for securitizationi1 9 To meet their more
ambiious affordable housing goals inuthe 2000 affordable housing regulations under .GSE Act, Fannie.
Mai'and Freddie Mac stepped-up theit'purchases of the AAA-rated tranches of subprime-related CMOs

:'issued by investment banks during the 2001-2005 period. By increasing the demand for thee subprime-
rtelated deirivatie securities, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac unwittingly encouraged the origination of
siipi e residential mortgage loans by mortgage banks and accelerated the private issuance of subprime-
r'elated RMBS and subprime-related CMOs by investment banks.

- Collectively, these policies encouraged many financially marginal and minority households to
'buy housing during the bubble. The home ownership rate, which had averaged 64.3 percent of all
households from 1982 to 1997, thereaft-erclimbed to apeak of 69.0 pereent in 2004 (see Graph 1.6).20
Because of frequent moves, poor credit histdries, lack of financial'assets, and income fluctuations, many
of the&e new home owners were unprepared or unable to discharge their mortgage, obligations over time;
In thi end; the unintended consequences of these well-meaning policies designed to help financially
marginal and minority households to buy homes were (1) leaving these.households with unaffordable
suhprime reaidential mortgage loans, (2) making these households vulnerable to foreclosure after the
housling' bubble burst, (3) undennminig the globalfinancial system, and (4) causing a serious downturn in
U.S. eonomsic growfth.--

M.C.2. Few Ofical Warnings

In free market economy, government officials cannot prevent individuals and firms from making
foolish investment decisions. However, government officials should publicly warn individuals; especially
those in financial marginally households, about the risks that they assume wihen investing in the object of
speculatio during an asset bubble.. Sucih ral.suasion is not unpreiedented. in 2004, for example, the
-Res Bank of Australia.warned Australian households that the rapid increase in residential mortgage
debt was fueling an unsustainable bubble in Australian housing prices.

As early as 2000, economist Robert Shiller, who had warned investors about a high-tech stock
*bbble mi the late 1990s, began issuing warnings about the inflation of an unsustainable bubble in the U.S.
housing market. instead of warning:American households that it might not be the best time to buy a
home, officials at the Federal Reserve, the Treasuy, and HUD ignored or.downplayed troublesome signs
of a housing bubble.

IILC3. Cultural Re-enforcement of the Housing Mania

.Moreover, an explosion of television shows and even entire cable networks that promoted home-
buying, temodelng, and speculation in hbusing (e.g., F7ip This House and Sell This House on A&E, Flip
That House on the Learning Channel, and the Home and Garden Net ork) convinced many households
that.

19 KennethTeikin, JenniferE. H Johnson,'andDiane Levy, Sbprme Marke, the Role of GSs andRis-Based
Pricing, Urban Lnstitue Report prepared for the Department of Housing and Urban Development (March 2002).
Found at http;/tww.huduer. oFublications/da~snbXnme.oar.
'°CvnsusBuireaulhaer.''
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* Housing was an investment rather than an expense;

* Housing was "safe" investment because housing prices never go down;

* The use of leverage increased the potential for high rates of return;

* Households could safely stretch their finances to buy or remodel housing;

* Households that waited to save a substantial down payment before buying housing risked
being priced out of the market; and

* "Flipping" was a good strategy to make money.

This media promotion of housing as an investment caused a surge in the speculative demand for housing
during the first half of this decade.

mZED. SWVrNDLES

Not surprisingly, swindlers took advantage of the unsuspecting during the housing bubble. Theo'-
swindles included.

* Households that misrepresented their financial condition or committed other frauds to--
qualify for residential mortgage loans;

* Mortgage bankers that knowingly extended residential mortgage loans to unqualified:- .. ':
households because securitization transferred the likely losses from poorscredit standards
and risky underwriting practices to the buyers of the derivative securities ito whichthese
loans were placed; -

* Mortgage bankers that earned higher fees from issuers by pushing-households that could'
qualify for prime residential mortgage loans to take out subprime residential mortgage'
loans instead; and.

* Home builders and realtors that boosted their sales by encouraging households to take out
subprime residential mortgage loans to speculate on' housing.

Since the swindles associated with the subprime mortgage debacle have discussed extensively elsewhere,
this study-will not detail these swindles further.

:- L . OvRTRADING, REVISION, ADDLSCRKDYT

Since the 1930s, financially marginal households that could-not qualify for prime residential
mortgage loans because of their inabilityto 1make a substantial down-payment; their high debt service-to-
income ratios, their limited net worth; or their poor credit histories have obtained insured mortgage loans
through the Federal Housing'Administration (FHA) or Veterans Administration (VA) programs. For
decade's, most of the residential mortgage loans originated for financially marginal households were FHA-
insured or to a lesser extent VA-insured.

During the housing bubble, the overall share of residential mortgage loans going to financially
'margal-households that could not obtain prime residential mortgage loans relatively remained stable.
However, private subprime residential mortgage loans displaced FHA-insured residential mortgage loans
as the primary source of mortgage credit for thesewhouseholds.
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Graph 1.7 -Subpnnme MortgageiLoans Gains Marketabare from FHA-Insnred
Mortgage Loans among Financilly Marginal Mortgagera after2002
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Several factors contributed to explosive market share growth in private subprime residential
mortgage loans relative to FHA-insured residential mortgage loans. First, the decision of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Macto increase their purchases'of privately issued subprime-relatWd RMBS and AAA-trsnches of
subpinme-related CMOs to meet their affordable housing goals under the 2000 regulations expanded the
available funding for private subprime residential mortgage loans. Second, investment banks relaxed the
creitstandards for including subprime residential mortgage loans in RMBS and CMOs relative to the
credit standards for FHA- or VA-insured residential mortgage loans. Mortgage banks began extending
"no down payment" subprime residential mortgage loans and "no documentation" Alt-A residential
mortgage loans, while the FHA and VA continued to require a down payment of at least 3 percent and the
verification of income, assets, and liabilities to insure residential mortgage loans.

As a result, the market share of private subprime residential mortgage loans grew from 3.8
percent of all residential mortgage loans serviced in the fourth quarter of 2002 to a peak of 14.0 percent in
the second quarter of 2007 before falling to 12.7 percent in fourth quarter of 2007. In contrast, the market
share.ofFHA-insured residential mortgage loan market share fell steily during the bubble from 20.8
percent inthe first quarter of 1998 to a tough of 6.9 percent ii the fourth quarter of 2007 (see Graph

1 7 21

To qualify as many financially marginal households as possible; mortgage banks and brokers
promoted adjustable-rate subprime residential mortgage loans. These loans frequently had "teaser"
provisions to reduce monthly payments during the first two years. These teasers included perods of low
fixed interest rates, interest-only payments, or negative amortization. The share of adjustable-rate
subprmte mortgage loans increased from 20.6 percent of all subprsidential mortgage loans serviced
in the first quarter of 1998 to 50.4 percent at the peak of the housing lsbble in the second quarter of 2006.

21 Mortgage Bankers Assoiatinavr.
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Graph 1. -More Subprime Mrtgage Loans Have Adjustable Rates
than OtherMortgage Loans
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:In contrast, the share of adjustable-rate prime residential mortgage loans as a percent of all prime
residential mort&age loans increased modestly fom :13.9 percent to 18.4 percent during the same period ;
(seeGrnph 1.8). As a result, interest rate risk became concentrated among financially marginal
-households that were least able to shoulder it:

IELE.l. Rising Delinquency and Foreclosure Rates among Subprime
Borrowers

Before housing prices peaked, subirime borrowers could generally sell their homes at a profit or
refinance them-with another residential mortgage loan before the teasers expired, the interest rates
adjusted and the monthly payments increased. Essentially, both subprine borrowers and their creditors.
relied on ever increasing housing prices rather than the borrowers income to repay subprime residential.
mortgage loans. After the peak, many subjrime borrowers were unable to sell their homes or refinance
their subprime residential mortgage loans. Subprine borrowers with adjustable-rate loans were especially
hard hit as their interest rates reset and other r" provisions that had lower monthly payments during
the first two years expired. Delinquency and foreclosure rates for subprime residential mortgage loans .
soared.

From the fourth quarter of 2004 to fourth quarter of 2007, the~delinquency rate for subprime
adjustable-rate residential mortgage loans exploded from 9.83 percent to 20.02 percent, while the -
delinquency rate for subprie fixed-rate residtial mortgage loans rose from 9.72 percent to 13.99
pe~rcent3 Delinquency rates for FHA-iinuredifixe-rate residential mortgage loans and FHA-insured
adjutable-rate residential mortgage loans disyed similar increases. In contrast, the delinquency rates,.

22 Morigage Bankers Association/9lver.
23 MortgageiBakers Association/Maver.
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Graph 1.9 -Delinquency Perceitages or Different Tps of Residential
:Mortgage Loans Since.1998
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fo 'oth prime fixed-rate residential mortgage loans and prime adjustsble-rate residential'mg loans
did increase, but remained well below comparable rates for both subprime and FHA-iiuiireid,'esidential.
.niortggnlon;; -T.he delinquency tale' for prime adjustable-rate residential mortgage loans increased from;
-2.11'to' 5.51 percent; while the delinquency rate for prime fixed-rate'residential mortgage loa3ns edged up^

-froru 2.04 percent to 2.56 percent (see Graph 1.9).24

From - '0- Pi2000 to 2005, foreclosure initiation rates gradually declined on both subprime fixed-rate.
residential mortgage loans and subprime adjustable-rate residential mortgage loans. However, -,
delinquency initiations rates have subsequently risen rather dramatically. The foreclosure initiation rate
on fixed-rate subprime borrowers incr~eased from 1.05 percent in the fourth'quarter of 2005 to'1.52 --

percent in the fourth quarter of 2007. More omin'ously,'the foreclosure initiation rate for adjustable-rate,
subprine borrowers jumped from 1.55 percent in the fourth quarter of 2005 to 5.29 percent in the fourth
quarter of 2007 (see Graph 1.10).25

2' Mortgge Bankers Association/Haver. ,,
25Motgage Bankers Association/Haver. , I
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Graph 1.10 -Foreclosures Initiated against Subprime Mortgagers since 1998
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ILE.2. Declining Value of Subprime CMOs

The rapid increase in delinquency and default rates reduced the value of subprime-related RMBS
and tranches in subprime-related CMOs. The Markit ABX Indexes are indexes of credit default swaps 2

E

for twenty CMOs issued during preceding six months. Market participants use this index as a reference
for the valuing tranches in specific CMOs. Eadh index is stated in terms-of a percent of the face value of
-the underlying collateral. The ABX indexes in Table 1.1 depict declining implied values of subprime-
related CMO tranches as delinquency and default rates among subprime borrowers rose. For example,
Table 1.1 indicates that the implied value of the A tranche of any CMO in ABX 06(1) index fell from 84
percent of the face value of the underlying collateral in such CMO on September 7; 2007 to 33 percent on
March 14,2008.

Under Generally Accepted Accounting Priciples, the owner of a tranche in subprime-related
(:MO must write down its value on the owner's financial statement by the loss implied from changes in
~the ABX indexes. This form offair valuewaccounting is often referred to as "mark-to-markef' or "mark-
:to-modcl." While mark-to-market accounting and its economic effects.willbe discussed in detail in part
two of this study, the last line in Table 1.1 displays the OECD's calculation of the global credit losses
implied from a mark to the ABX index model on tranches of subprime-related CMOs during the past
seven months.

26 Credit default swaps (CDSs) are the most common form of unfunded credit derivatives. In a physical CDS, the.
seller agrees to purchase a defaulted reference asset at its face value from the protection buyer. In a cash CDS; the
seller agrees to pay the difference between the face value of the defaulted asset and its current market value A CDS
is functionally equivalent to financial guaranty insurance.
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17.Sen.O7 1 194Zt7t. - lu30Nov47 I-aOBI .T _F5 I it l.-..

-ABX: 1) II__
AAA 98 98 95 94 93 86
AA 95 93 86 .85 78 64
A 84 75 61 59 50 33
BBB 65 47 34 31 25 16
BBB- 57 38 30 25 *19 15

i4uity 0 0 0 0. .0
ABX

AAA 97 94 871 84 T 78 . 71
AA 88 77 . 62 60 50 :37
A . 63 46 40 34 .722 .17
BBB 47 26 21 19 15 | 10
BBB- - 40 24 19 18. 13 to
equity o 0 o0 0 0 :o

* ABXO l fi
AAA 95 91 77 | 73 | 65 | -6
AA 77 65. 47 .40 31 .22
A 50 34. 28 24 14 .11
BHB 36 23 20 18 12 : - 9:
BBB- 33 21 19 17 12 9
ELIty 0 0 0 0 0 0

. ~~~ABY 9712
AAA 95 92 72 70 63 52
AA 86 70 39 40 30 22
A 61 43 32 28 22 17
BBB 42 26 21 24 17 13
BBB- 39 24 21 22 16 ____1

..quity 0 0 0 0 0 0
XpL~d Loss5f~lLCD) T $292: $368 568 $602 $715 $837

Source: OECD, pg 5.

IILE.3. Subprbme-Related Credit Losses

In a study presented at the annual U.S. Monetary.Policy Fonim sponsored by theInitiative on
Global Markets at the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business and the Rosenberg Institute for
Global Finance at the Brandeis Intemnational Business School on February 29, 2008, Greenlaw et al. used
a variety of methods to estimate the global credit losses from subprime residential mortgage loans,
subprime-related RMBS, and subprime-related CDOs. The authors found that global subprime-related
credit losses will be $400 billion.'

"David Greenlaw, Jan Hazius, Anil K Kashyap, and Hyim Song Shin, Leeraged Losses: Lessonsfrom the
:Mortgage Market Metdown, Presented at the U.S. Monetary Policy Fonrn Conference (February 29,2008).
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Graph 1.11- New Single-Family lome Salk (January 1998-March 2008)
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In Apnl 2008, the OECD used a default loss model to estimate global subprime-relatedcrdit
losses. Assuming a 40 percent recovery, the OECD.forecast global subprirne-related -redit losseswill be
$422 billion.st The OECD discounted higher mrrket assessments of $887 billion implied lossei from.
mark to ABX index model and $702 billion implied from the reduction in market capitaliiation of mjor

-banks with subprime exposure because of pice distortion during the current liquidity crisis? -

The Greenlaw et al. and OECD estimates represent only global subprime-related credit losses
The IMF, which does not break out subprime-related credit losses, forecasts the global credit losses all:
residential mortgage loans, R}BS, and CMOs of $565 billion for all residential mortgage loans, RMBS,
andCMOs.3 5 The global credit losses for all loansy debt securities,:and derivative securities that have
occurred as a result of the global financial crisis that the U.S. housing bubble triggered on August 9,2007
are likely far higher.

IILE,4. Housing Sles, Construction, and Construction-Related Employment

As housing prices neared their top, sales of new single-family homes peaked at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 1.389 million in July 2005and have subsequently falen by 62.1 percent to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of 526,000in March2008 (See Graph 1.11).31 Existing single-family
home sales peaked at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 6.340 million in September 2005 and have

2OECD, pp. 7-1 1.
Rabipp 5-..

3GIobaIFbwanci1StabiyReport (April 2008), Pg 50.
'
t

Census Bureau/Haver. Author calculated percent change.
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Graph 1.12 - Existing Single-Family Home Sales
(January 1998-Mareb 2008)
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subsequently fallen by 31.4 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 4.350 million in March 2008
(see Graph 1.12).32.

New housing starts also peaked at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 2.273 million in January
2005 and have subsequently fallen by 58.0 percent to a seasonaly adjusted annual raite of 954,000 in
March 2008 (see Graph I.13).33 As a result, payroll employment in residential construction and related
specialty trades peaked at 3.444 million in March 2006 ard has subsequently fallen by 13.6 percent to.
2.977 million in April 2008.34

* IILE.S Bankruptcies among Mortgage Banks

During 2007, at least twenty-five mortgagehbanks that had specialized in originating subprime
residential mortgage loans filed for bankruptcy. On April 2,2007, New Century Financial, reportedly the
largest mortgage bank that had specialized in originating subprime residential mortgage loans, filed-for.
Cha~iter 11 bankruptcy. On March 26,2008, areportof the bankruptcy.courtexaminer found 'significant
improper and imprudent practices related to its loan originations, operations, accounting and financial
reporting processes,' and alleged that the auditor KPMG helped New Century to conceal its financial
problems during 2005 and 2006.

However, failures and near failures among mortgage banks were not confined to those that
: specialized in'the subprime segment American Home Mortgage investment Corporation, the tenth
largest mortgage bank with a 3 percent share of the origination market, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on
August 6,2007. Soon afterwards, Countrywide Financial, which operated the largest mortgage bank with

32
National Association of Realtors/Haver. Author caleulatedperment change.

'
33

Census Bureau/liaver. Author calculated percent change.
3 Bureau of Labor Stasbsticslaver. Author calculated percent change.
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Graph 1.13 -New Housing Starts (January 1998-March 2008)
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a 17 percent share of the origination market, a federal saving bank, an investment bank affiliate (which is
a primary dealer), and insurance affiliate came under extreme financial stress when a run began on its
saving bank The major credit rating agencies slashed Countrywide's credit ratings, curtailing
Countrywide's access to commercial paper and bond markets and reising its interest costs. On August 16,
200i, Countrywide narrowly avoid bankruptcy after securing an emergency $1 1.5 billion line of credit
from a consortium of forty commercial banks. On August 23,2007, Bank of America agreed to inject $2
billion ofnew capital into Countrywide in exchange for preferred stock. On January 11, 2008, Bank of
Aneia agreed to buy Countrywide for $4.1 billion, about one-sixth'of its market vahle one year earlier.

I. CONCLUSION

This JEC study examines the inflation, popping, and deflation of an unprecedented housing
bubble in the United States and the resulting global financial crisis through a comparison with
Kiddleberger's:asset bubble framework Part one of this study reviewed-stage one through stage five as
they apply to the U.S housing bubble.

A number of well-intentioned, but misguided federal policies and macro-economic factors in U.S.
credit markets helped to inflate housing price in descending order of importance, they include:

The Federal Reserve's monetarypolicy was overly accommodative from the second
quarter of 2002 through the third quarter of 2006 when compared with the Taylor rule.
By lowering the cost of funds fob banks, other depository instintuions, and highly
leveraged non-depository financialstitutions, this monetary policy encouraged these
financial institutions to expand acdit aggressively.

At the same time, macro-economic supply factors in U.S. credit markets reinforced this
overly accommodative monetary'policy by retraining medium and longiterro U.S.
interest rates during the first half of this decade. Housing is the most interest rate-
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sensitive sector of the U.S. economy. Along with micro-economic factors relating to
financial services, low long-term interest rates further stimulated the already strong
demand for housing among households, while financial institutions enthusiastically
supplied the necessary residential mortgage credit.

O Globalization greatly intensified the price competition among tradable goods
and services in the UnitedStates. This helped to channel the inflationary effects
of monetary policy away from the prices of goods and services and into asset
prices, especially housing. The inflation-suppressing effects of globalization on
the prices of goods and services as recorded by CPI, the GDP Deflator, and the
PCE Deflator combined with the Federal Reserve's successful disinflationary
monetary policy during the 1980s and early 1990s combined to foster stable
inflationary expectations. In tuni, stable inflationary expectations dissuaded.
U.S. lenders from seeking higher inflation premiums in medium-term and long-
term U.S. interest rates.

o Since the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-98, the People's Republic of China has
intervened heavily in foreign exchange markets to maintain afixed exchange
rate between the Chinese rennminbi and the U.S. dollar through July 20,2005
and to suppress the appreciation of the renminbi relative to thtedollr thereafter.
Other.Asian governments mimicked the PRC's foreign exchange policy to
maintain the price competitiveness of their manufactured exports with China's.
By buying U.S. dollars and selling their currencies simultaneously, central
banks in the PRC, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, and
Thailand added $2.06 trillion to their foreign exchange reserves from December
31, 1997 to the peak of the U;S. housing bubble on June 30, 206. About 2/3 of
these newly acquired foreign exchange reserves were invested in U.S. dollar-
denominated debt securities, mainly U.S. Treasuries and U.S. Agencies.
Massive purchases by these central banks bid-up the prices of U.S. debt-:
securities and consequently held down medium- and long-term U.S. intrest
rates

* Federal policyrnakers adopted a number of policies to promote home ownership
especially among financially marginal and minority households without regard to the
suitability of home ownership for their economic circumstances or the conditions in the
housing market

Federal policymakers failed to warn the public that the housing bubble was unsustainable
and to discourage financially marginal households from taking on excessive non-
conventional mortgage debt to buy homes as housing prices inflated.

Part two of this JEC study will scrutinize Kindleberger's stage two - credit expansion (micro-
economic factors relating to financial services) - and stage six - financial panic and crisis management as
they apply to the global financial crisis that arose on August 9, 2007 from the popping of the U.S. housing
bubble. Finally, part three of this study will examine stage seven - aftermath - and then will offer some
lessons learned for policyrmakers.

Robert P. O'Quinn
Senior Economist
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Good morning. I would like to thank Chairman Schumer for holding this timely
hearing to examine the economic outlook, especially in light of the sobering develop-
ments in our financial markets in recent days and months. I want to welcome
Chairman Bernanke and thank him for testifying here today.

What started out as a subprime crisis last summer has completely changed the
face of Wall Street and created a tinderbox that poses the greatest threat to our
financial system and our economy since the Great Depression.

Despite a series of increasingly aggressive and unprecedented actions by the Fed-
eral Reserve and Treasury Department, continuing asset losses and deleveraging
have continued to undermine confidence in financial institutions, choked off the
availability of credit, and led to worrisome concerns about' a domino effect from the
interlocking relationships between-thousands of investors andtbanks worldwide;. - -

Americans' economic security, indeed our future, depends-on a swift resolution of
this problem. I am hopeful that we can work in-a bipartisan manner to stabilize
our economy,.but there will be no blank check for the Administration.

Treasury Secretary Paulson's $700 billion proposal for the federal government to
buy toxic assets is the equivalent of one-quarter of the entire Federal budget in
2008-more than the total amount we spent this year on either the defense. of our
country or the entire Social Security system.

American taxpayers cannot be asked to pour so much of their good -money, after
bad. Proper oversight of the Treasury's proposed facility is imperative,- so' we are
amending the proposal to include a system that instills accountability. In addition,
it would be inappropriate to have CEOs collecting "golden' parachute" compensation
packages as they leave their jobs, when taxpayers are on the hook for their mis-
takes. We are also pressing for an equity stake in firms in exchange for bailing them'
out.

Clearly, the distressed balance sheets. of. our elite financial institutions threaten
our economic well-being -and require government action. But rising unemployment,
continued income stagnation, and the bursting of the housing bubble are driving
household balance sheets -deep in the red at the same time. The housing wealth that
consumers once relied on to' fuel their spending-and the- economy relied on to
grow-is quickly evaporating as house prices continue their downward spiral. That's
causing consumer spending to drop and sending foreclosures to' record levels-a
major source of the problems on Wall Street.

Ordinary homeowners also deserve some direct assistance. We need to help them
renegotiate their bubble-inflated mortgages so they can stay in their homes and pro-
vide further economic stimulus to avoid a deep downturn. By providing aid to the
states, we can preserve families' health insurance, extend unemployment benefits,
provide energy assistance, and invest in crumbling infrastructure to create good jobs
at good wages.

We are also working to help protect families on Main Street facing unfair prac-
tices from the credit card industry. Yesterday, the House passed the Credit Card-
holders' Bill of Rights (HR 5422), to provide crucial protections against' unfair, but
all too common, credit card practices.

Finally, our regulatory system is in serious- need of renovation because financial
innovation has surpassed our ability to protect consumers and hold institutions ac-
countable. In order to prevent this sort of crisis from happening again, the next.
Congress and the next President will have to rethink our fragmented system -and
correct the systemic risk that we have witnessed.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing and I look forward to Chairman
Bernanke's insights on the best policies for strengthening the economy.
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Mr. Chairman, I believe that our economy faces a bleak future, particularly if the
latest $700 billion bailout plan ends up passing. We risk committing the same errors
that prolonged the misery of the Great Depression, namely keeping prices from fall-
ing. Instead of allowing overvalued financial assets to take a hit and trade on the
market at a more realistic value, the government seeks to purchase overvalued or
worthless assets and hold them in the unrealistic hope that at some point in the
next few decades, someone might be willing to purchase them.

One of the perverse effects of this bailout proposal is that the worst-performing
firms, and those who interjected themselves most deeply into mortgage-backed secu-
rities, credit default swaps, and special investment vehicles will be those who ben-
efit the most from this bailout. As with the bailout of airlines in the aftermath of
9/11, those businesses who were the least efficient, least productive, and least con-
cerned with serving consumers are those who will be rewarded for their mismanage-
ment with a government handout, rather than the failure of their company that is
proper to the market. This creates a dangerous moral hazard, as the precedent of
bailing out reckless lending will lead to even more reckless lending and irrespon-
sible behavior on the part of financial firms in the future.

This bailout is a slipshod proposal, slapped together haphazardly and forced on
an unwilling Congress with the threat that not passing it will lead to the collapse
of the financial system. Some of the proposed alternatives are no better, for instance
those which propose a government equity share in bailed-out companies. That we
have come to a point where outright purchases of private sector companies is not
only proposed but accepted by many who claim to be defenders of free markets
bodes ill for the future of American society.

As with many other government proposals, the opportunity cost of this bailout
goes unmentioned. $700 billion tied up in illiquid assets is $700 billion that is not
put to productive use. That amount of money in the private sector could be used
to research new technologies, start small business that create thousands of jobs, or
upgrade vital infrastructure. Instead, that money will be siphoned off into unproduc-
tive assets which may burden the government for years to come. The great French
economist Frederic Bastiat is famous for explaining the difference between what is
seen and what is unseen. In this case the bailout's proponents see the alleged bene-
fits, while they fail to see the jobs, businesses, and technologies not created due to
this utter waste of money.

The housing bubble has burst, unemployment is on the rise, and the dollar weak-
ens every day. Unfortunately our leaders have failed to learn from the mistakes of
previous generations and continue to lead us down the road toward economic ruin.
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Mr. Chairman, we are at a crossroad. We face the most monumental economic de-
cisions in modern time. This is not the time to posture in pursuit of political advan-
tage. Two things are certain: Inaction is not an option, and we have to get this
right. To date, we have dealt with symptoms of the crisis. We must now deal with
the cancer itself.

The American people are angry. They have every right to be. To most, this looks
like just one more example of the government making them pay for someone else's
failures. To paraphrase President Reagan, they want the government to walk by
their side and stop riding on their back.

This is at its core about the interaction of Wall Street and Main Street. Absent
action, if there is a prolonged period in which credit stops flowing, there is a severe
adverse threat to the financial conditions of. every household, every American fam-
ily, and every American business, small and large.

This is not an abstract fear. I am sure that all of us on this committee have heard
real world examples of how this crisis is hitting the real. economy from our constitu-
ents and colleagues. For example, a major automobile seller was unable to obtain
funding at workable rates to finance sales of its automobiles. Since August 2007,
87 lenders have exited or temporarily stopped making student loans backed by the
Federal government. If your child is counting on a student loan for next semester's
education, it could be tough to get if things continue the way they have been going.
67% of small business owners3 who are the engines of job creation in our economy,
report that their businesses have been affected by the credit crunch. If we have a
prolonged period in which credit flows virtually dry- up, we can count on failures
of businesses to be able to make payrolls, employ workers, and continue operations.
Failure to act can result in severely depressed economic conditions.

So, I believe that it would be irresponsible to not act. But, I also believe that we
must act responsibly. Acting responsibly includes looking out for taxpayers as we
consider devoting large amounts of taxpayer funds to resolve matters in credit mar-
kets.

First, Chairman Bernanke, I would like you to explain what you feel would hap-
pen if we did not act and credit flows remained frozen for a protracted period.

Second, I would like you to explain how you think Treasury's proposal would find
true "hold to maturity" prices of the distressed assets that are now being valued in
illiquid or non-existent markets at "fire sale" prices, at best. If Treasury pays too
much for the assets, taxpayers lose. If it doesn't pay enough, then banks end up tak-
ing severe write-downs, must seek more capital, and are moved toward selling more
assets at fire sale prices.

Third, I would like you to help me understand why -it would not be prudent to
protect taxpayers by inserting into Treasury's plan requirements that those who sell
troubled assets provide the taxpayers with preferred stock warrants. Why, for exam-
ple, could we not have Treasury buy troubled assets at fire sale prices, inject capital
into troubled institutions, and obtain preferred stock warrants? We used warrants
when the Federal government. backed Chrysler debt.

Fourth, I would like you to help me understand why we should consider Treas-
ury's proposal of up to $700 billion of value. Would there not be merit in considering
an initial set of purchases of certain classes of troubled assets in the amount of, say,
$100 billion? Then, we could evaluate results, and move on with $100 billion of pur-
chases of other of classes of troubled assets. Why would it not be useful to attack
the problem in a sequence of moves, rather than just one very large authorization?
At the very least, we must be sure that there is adequate transparency and over-
sight in whatever Treasury ends up doing.

Fifth, I would like to know whether you believe that Treasury's proposed plan has
any room for loan modifications by the Treasury on troubled mortgages. The root
cause of problems in credit markets and in the economy seems to be declining home
prices. And, to help stabilize those prices, wouldn't it be advantageous to have
Treasury get into the mortgage-backed securities, separate out the troubled loans
and work out those that can be worked out. It seems. to me that that would help
reduce foreclosures, meaning fewer properties placed on an already over-supplied
market, and thereby help arrest declines in home prices.

We have a crisis in confidence in financial markets. And we have crisis of con-
fidence of the American people in their government. When an American family.
seeks to borrow money to improve their home or start a business or when a small
business looks to borrow to expand operations, they have to explain in detail what
they are going to do with the money, what the collateral is, and how they are going
to pay it back. I don't think the American people are unreasonable in asking the
same questions of this proposal.
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I appreciate the help that I anticipate you will give me in understanding how best
to resolve the stresses in financial markets that pose a very real adverse threat to
our overall economy. Again, I believe that it would be irresponsible not to act. But,
I also believe that we must act responsibly and get this right, including protection
of taxpayers who we are putting at risk.
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Chairman Schumer, Vice Chair Maloney, Representative Saxton, and other mem-
bers of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to discuss recent developments
in financial markets and to present an update on the economic situation. As you
know, the U.S. economy continues to confront substantial challenges, including a
weakening labor market and elevated inflation. Notably, stresses in financial mar-
kets have been high and have recently intensified significantly. If financial condi-
tions fail to improve for a protracted period, the implications for the broader econ-
omy could be quite adverse.

The downturn in the housing market has been a key factor underlying both the
strained condition of financial markets and the slowdown of the broader economy.
In the financial sphere, falling home prices and rising mortgage delinquencies have
led to major losses at many fnancial institutions, losses only partially replaced by
the raising of new capital. Investor concerns about financial institutions increased
over the summer, as mortgage-related assets deteriorated further and economic ac-
tivity weakened. Among the firms under the greatest pressure were Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac, Lehman Brothers, and, more recently, American International
Group (AIG). As investors lost confidence in them, these companies saw their access
to liquidity and capital markets increasingly impaired and their stock prices drop
sharply.

The Federal Reserve believes that, whenever possible, such difficulties should be
addressed through private-sector arrangements-for example, by raising new equity
capital, by negotiations leading to a merger or acquisition, or by an orderly wind-
down. Government assistance should be given with the greatest of reluctance and
only when the stability of the financial system, and, consequently, the health of the
broader economy, is at risk. In the cases of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, however,
capital raises of sufficient size appeared infeasible and the size and government-
sponsored status of the two companies precluded a merger with or acquisition by
another company. To avoid unacceptably large dislocations in the financial sector,
the housing market, and the economy as a whole, the Federal Housing Finance
Agency (FHFA) placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac into conservatorship, and the
Treasury used its authority, granted by the Congress in July, to make available fi-
nancial support to the two firms. The Federal Reserve, with which FHFA consulted
on the conservatorship decision as specified in the July legislation, supported these
steps as necessary and appropriate. We have seen benefits of this action in the form
of lower mortgage rates, which should help the housing market.

The Federal Reserve and the Treasury attempted to identify private-sector solu-
tions for AIG and Lehman Brothers, but none was forthcoming. In the case of AIG,
the Federal Reserve, with the support of the Treasury, provided an emergency credit
line to facilitate an orderly resolution. The Federal Reserve took this action because
it judged that, in light of the prevailing market conditions and the size and composi-
tion of AIG's obligations, a disorderly failure of AIG would have severely threatened
global financial stability and, consequently, the performance of the U.S. economy.
To mitigate concerns that this action would exacerbate moral hazard and encourage
inappropriate risk-taking in the future, the Federal Reserve ensured that the terms
of the credit extended to AIG imposed significant costs and constraints on the firm's
owners, managers, and creditors: The chief executive officer has been replaced. The
collateral for the loan is the company itself, together with its subsidiaries.' (Insur-
ance policyholders and holders of AIG investment products are, however, fully pro-
tected.) Interest will accrue on the outstanding balance of the loan at a rate of
three-month Libor plus 850 basis points, implying a current interest rate over 11
percent. In addition, the U.S. government will receive equity participation rights
corresponding to a 79.9 percent equity interest in AIG and has the right to veto the
payment of dividends to common and preferred shareholders, among other things.

In the case of Lehman Brothers, a major investment bank, the Federal Reserve
and the Treasury declined to commit public funds to support the institution. The
failure of Lehman posed risks. But the troubles at Lehman had been well known
for some time, and investors clearly recognized-as evidenced, for example, by the
high cost of insuring Lehman's debt in the market for credit default swaps-that
the failure of the firm was a significant possibility. Thus, we judged that investors
and counterparties had had time to take precautionary measures. -

While perhaps manageable in itself, Lehman's default was combined with the un--
expectedly rapid collapse of AIG, which together contributed to the development last

'Specifically, the loan is collateralized by all of the assets of the company and its primary non-
regulated subsidiaries. These assets include the equity of substantially all of AIG's regulated
subsidiaries.
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week of extraordinarily turbulent conditions in global financial markets. These con-
ditions caused equity prices to fall sharply, the cost of short-term credit-where
available-to spike upward, and liquidity to dry up in many markets. Losses at a
large money market mutual fund sparked extensive withdrawals from a number of
such funds. A marked increase in the demand for safe assets-a flight to quality-
sent the yield on Treasury bills down to a few hundredths of a percent. By further
reducing asset values and potentially restricting the flow of credit to households and
businesses, these developments pose a direct threat to economic-growth.

The Federal Reserve took a number of actions to increase liquidity and stabilize
markets. Notably, to address dollar funding pressures worldwide, we announced a
significant expansion of reciprocal currency arrangements with foreign central
banks, including an approximate doubling of the existing swap lines with the Euro-
pean Central Bank and the Swiss National Bank and the authorization of new swap
facilities with the Bank of Japan, the Bank of England, and the Bank of Canada,
among others. We will continue to work closely with colleagues at other central
banks to address ongoing liquidity pressures. The Federal Reserve also announced
initiatives to assist money market mutual funds facing heavy redemptions and to
increase liquidity in short-term credit markets.

Despite the efforts of the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, and other agencies, glob-
al financial markets remain under extraordinary stress. Action by the Congress is
urgently required to stabilize the situation and avert what otherwise could be very
serious consequences for our financial markets and for our economy. In this regard,
the Federal Reserve supports the Treasury's proposal to buy illiquid assets from fi-
nancial institutions. Purchasing impaired assets will create liquidity and promote
price discovery in the markets for these assets, while reducing investor uncertainty
about the current value and prospects of financial institutions. More generally, re-
moving these assets from institutions' balance sheets will help to restore confidence
in our financial markets and enable banks and other institutions to raise capital
and to expand credit to support economic growth.

I will now turn to a brief update on the economic situation.
Ongoing developments in financial markets are directly affecting the broader

economy through several channels, most notably by restricting the availability of
credit. Mortgage credit terms have tightened significantly and fees have risen, espe-
cially for potential borrowers who lack substantial down payments or who have
blemished credit histories. Mortgages that are ineligible for credit guarantees by
Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac-for example, nonconforming jumbo mortgages-cannot
be securitized and thus carry much higher interest rates than conforming mort-
gages. Some lenders have reduced borrowing limits on home equity lines of credit.
Households also appear to be having more difficulty of late in obtaining nonmort-
gage credit. For example, the Federal Reserve's Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey
reported that as of July an increasing proportion of banks had tightened standards
for credit card and other consumer loans. In the business sector, through August,
the financially strongest firms remained able to issue bonds but bond issuance by
speculative-grade firms remained very light. More recently, however, deteriorating
financial market conditions have disrupted the commercial paper market and other
forms of financing for a wide range of firms, including investment-grade firms. Fi-
nancing for commercial real estate projects has also tightened very significantly.

When worried lenders tighten credit, then spending, production, and job creation
slow. Real economic activity in the second quarter appears to have been surprisingly
resilient, but, more recently, economic activity appears to have decelerated broadly.
In the labor market, private payrolls shed another 100,000 jobs in August, bringing
the cumulative drop since November to 770,000. New claims for unemployment in-
surance are at elevated levels and the civilian unemployment rate rose to 6.1 per-
cent in August. Households' real disposable income was boosted significantly in the
spring by the tax rebate payments, but, excluding those payments, real after-tax in-
come has fallen this year, which partly reflects increases in the prices of energy and
food.

In recent months, the weakness in real income together with the restraining ef-
fects of reduced credit flows and declining financial and housing wealth have begun
to show through more clearly to consumer spending. Real personal consumption ex-
penditures for goods and services declined in June and July, and the retail sales
report for August suggests that outlays for consumer goods fell noticeably further
last month. Although the retrenchment in household spending has been widespread,
purchases of motor vehicles have dropped off particularly sharply. On a more posi-
tive note, oil and gasoline prices-while still at high levels, in part reflecting the
effects of Hurricane Ike-have come down substantially from the peaks they
reached earlier this summer, contributing to a recent improvement in consumer con-
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fidence. However, the weakness in the fundamentals underlying consumer spending
suggest that household expenditures will be sluggish, at best, in the near term.

The recent indicators of the demand for new and existing homes hint at some sta-
bilization of sales, and lower mortgage rates are likely to provide some support for
demand in coming months. Moreover, although expectations .that house prices will
continue to fall have probably dissuaded some potential buyers from entering the
market, lower house prices and mortgage interest rates are making housing increas-
ingly affordable over time. Still, home builders retain large backlogs of unsold
homes, which should continue to restrain the pace of new home construction. In-
deed, single-family housing starts and new permit issuance dropped further in Au-
gust. At the same time, the continuing decline in house prices reduces homeowners'
equity and puts continuing pressure on the balance sheets of financial institutions,
as I have already noted.

As of midyear, business investment was holding up reasonably well, with invest-
ment in nonresidential structures particularly robust. However, a range of factors,
including weakening fundamentals and constraints on credit, are likely to result in
a considerable slowdown in the construction of commercial and office buildings in
coming quarters. Business outlays for equipment and software also appear poised
to slow in the second half of this year, assuming that production and sales slow as
anticipated.

International trade provided considerable support for the U.S. economy over the
first half of the year. Economic activity has been buoyed by strong foreign demand
for a wide range of U.S. exports, including agricultural products, capital goods, and
industrial supplies, even as imports declined. However, in recent months, the out-
look for foreign economic activity has deteriorated amid unsettled conditions in fi-
nancial markets, troubled housing sectors, and softening sentiment. As a con-
sequence, in coming quarters, the contribution of net exports to U.S. production is
not likely to be as sizable as it was in the first half of the year.

All told, real gross domestic product is likely to expand at a.pace appreciably
below its potential rate in the second half of this year and then to gradually pick
up as financial markets return to more-normal functioning and the housing contrac-
tion runs its course. Given the extraordinary circumstances, greater-than-normal
uncertainty surrounds any forecast of the pace of activity. In particular, the inten-
sification of financial stress in recent weeks, which will make lenders still more cau-
tious about extending credit to households and business; could prove a significant-
further drag on growth. The downside risks to the outlook thus remain a significant
concern.

Inflation rose sharply over the period. from May to July, reflecting rapid increases
in energy and food prices. During the same period, price inflation for goods and
services other than food and energy also moved up from the low rates seen in the
spring, as the higher costs of energy, other commodities, and imported goods were
partially passed through to consumers. Recently, however, the news on inflation has
been more favorable. The prices of oil and other commodities, while remaining quite
volatile, have fallen, on net, from their recent peaks, and the dollar is up from its
mid-summer lows. The declines in energy prices have also led to some easing -of in-
flation expectations, as measured, for example, by consumer surveys and the pricing
of inflation-indexed Treasury securities.

If not reversed, these developments, together with a pace of growth that is likely
to fall short of potential for a time, should lead inflation to moderate later this year
and next year. Nevertheless, the inflation outlook remains highly uncertain. Indeed,
the fluctuations in oil prices in the past few days illustrate the difficulty of pre-
dicting the future course of commodity prices. Consequently, the upside risks to in-
flation remain a significant concern as well.

Over time, a number of factors should promote the return of our economy to high-
er levels of employment and sustainable growth with price stability, including the
stimulus being provided by monetary policy, lower oil and commodity prices, in-
creasing stability in the mortgage and housing markets, and the natural recuper-
ative powers of our economy. However, stabilization of our financial system is an
essential precondition for economic recovery. I urge the Congress to act quickly to
address the grave threats to financial stability that we currently face. For its part,
the Federal Open Market Committee will monitor economic and financial develop-
ments carefully and will act as needed to promote sustainable economic growth and
price stability.


